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DEUELOPMENt
RBS CAREER EDUC4AT,ION is one approach to Experlenoe-Based

t r Education (tBCE), a concept involving the use pf pesonnel and
s outside the school,in the development and operetion of student

progr In the ABS approetit, the community a* the schotil work
toget implement a secontry weer aducatkm.program AIM to oogenize
a cooperative relationship for ntindlna development snd extension of the
program. \ 40c

.

. The CAREER' DEVELOPMEN1 col'oonent of RBS CAREER
EDUCATION provides to Atle iMproAhient of student career dovelopment

ning activities ttirctughout the cdmmunit he

is cothponent results in the atablishment of a
mmunity rolationit4 .to. Identify and recruit reso

s, so develop specific instruttional program( for stud
rvise tlie operation and continuing development of these

through experiential I

implementation of
cooperative sch
for these ,act
and to su

Nprogra , . . 11

e okREER DEVELOPMENT fiatariels in tilt ABS CARaft
CATION'XIBAARY diicribe the grocedurecrfor 'organizing and -..

operating these ekpdriential 'learning opportunities and for in-servicing
community porticipents for program operativs and on-eoing development.
These 'notarial: inc1ude: .

GENERAL INFORMAtION HANDBOOK

IDENTIFIZATION AND RECR4ITMENT OF.
COMMUNITY RESOURCES I

I.

ORGANIZING INFORMATION ABOUT COMMUNITY RESOURCES:
RESOURCE SITE ANALYSIS

ORGANIZING COMMUNITY RESOURCES FOR
CAREER EXPLORATION: CLUSTERING

DEVELOPING INSTRUCTIONAL OROGIIAMS FOR
CAREER EXPLORATION

DEVELOPING INSTRUCtIONAL PROGRAMS FOR
CAREER SPECIALIZATION

TRAINING COMMUNITY RESOURCE SITE STAFF

Information .is also included i ordering additional copies of CAREER
DEVELOPMENT materials and fo ms.
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Is

RESEARCH. FOR UTTER SCHOOLS,\ INCORPORATED (RBS), is a private,
non-profits. Mucational research laboratyry located in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
The GENERAL INFORMATION HANDBOOK is part 'of a series of curriculum and
procedural. materials deyelo* by th RBS CARVER EDUCATION' PROGRAM
(Louis M. Maguire, Director) fair a pilot projoct in experietice-based career educatiOn
(Elk:E). Additional ma.terials in this series nylude:

IDENTIFICATION AND RECRUITMENT OF COMMiNITY RESOURCES

6RGANIZING INFfRMATION ABOut CPN.AMUNIAY RESOURCES:
RESOURCE SITE ANALYN

ORGANIZING COMMUNITY RESOURCES FOR CAREER EXPLORATIQN:
. CIAJSTERING

DEVELOPING INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS
FOR CAREER EXPLORATION

DEVE*ING INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS
7 FOR CAREER SPECIAUZATION

TRAINING COMMtiNITY RESOURCE E`STAFF 4

CAREER DEVELOPMENT COMPONENT: GENERAL INFORMATION FirD
BOOK was prepared by Robert L. Holden and Richard L. Spanier.
© Research for Better Schools, Incorporated, May 19;75:
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INTRODUCTION')

.

Since 1971, Research for Better Schooll (RBS) has been .developing and
pilot-testing an operational Model for a secondary' schod career education program
(RBS CAREER EDUCATION). This project has been exploring program and
organizational cl&nges in secondary education. The project has bpen especially
cOncerned with the contribution personnel and facilities outside the, school could,
make in the development and operation of programs for students and With the

, importance of this involvement for itidiVidual student developmesit, The project has
sought to develop not simply a career education program but irther a model for
secondaryiltducation' that reflects the implications of the careerteduoation 'concept
for a more balanced and flexible curriculum. . .

,
RBS CAREER EDUCATION was designed to -provide ati, initial program for

high school students lacking any previous formal 'career education. It has been
operated as an alternitive program for studentsin?hiladelphia, in cooperation with
the School District of Philadelphia; theoGreater Philadelphia Chamber bf Commerce,
and....participating individuals, agencies, businesses, post-secondary schools, and
unions throughout thc city.

The pilot program has enrolled over 600 students, in grades 9-12. The first
students grad

<

u4ed from the progran2rk the SpFini,of 1974, Graduates have begun "*"
caree% in differentOelds, service in trie:ArNd Forfes, and post-secondary programs
throughout. the cotintry (e.g.', at Princeton and the Philadel plria Commtinity
College).

RBS CAREER EDUCATION is jt program for hi*gh ,school students -and a
program to help schools organize for continuing career education development
efforts. The program involves -the introduction of three instructional components
into the high school curriculum': CAREER DEVELOPMENT, CAREER
GUIDANCE, and the 'ACADEMIC RESOURCE CENTER. The program also inyOlyes
the establishment of a cooperative relationship- between ,the school and the
community to implement, develop, and ex rand opportunities for students to learn
through experiences outside the school. -*

1(

Goals and Objectives

The three instructional components of RBS CAREER EDUCATION .proyide
inputs for student academic, personal, and.,career development through a program of
group and indiyidUal -learning'activities in and outside the school. Thc CAREM
DEVE.LOPMENIT component, however, has a dual role-in the program.

The goal of the CAREER DEVELOPMENT component is to increase student
understanding of, preparation for, and access to the carter opportunities available to
them, as well as community participation in and understanding of the educational

*See: RBS Career Education for an overview of the program and as background for this document.
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process. The program is based on a number of assumptions about the roli of the
school and the community' in career development and about the nature of that
process itself:

1. Career development is a continuing process, requiMg flexible treatment by
the schools and the community.

2. Mosi students have limited exposure to careers and little sense of direction
with respect to careers.

3. Increased exposure to careers is beneficial to, students' academic, personal,
social, and vocational development.

4. Caree'r development is a legitimate furection of a btlanced educatiOpal
__-

program for all students:

S. Career develvment involves corlitive and non-cognitive skills, self-
concept, and experience with responsibilities affecting others.

6. Schools canit provide adequately for career development without the
participation and effective utilization of perummel and facilities outside the
school.

. ,

7 The participati and effeciive utilizati of personnel and facirities.
outside the schAl can 'enhance student career detelopment as well as
their acadetiftc and personO'growth.

R.. The participation Aid effective utilizatiop of personnel and facilities in the
Community for .the education of students will require changes in the
orKanization and relationships.of both t'he schools and these community. .

resources.

9. This cooperative association will result. in better articulation of programs
. affecting.manpower devel'opment and placemen-t-----:

10. This cooperative association will result in more efficient and effective
Utilization of the available resources of the community (including the

,
schools themselves) for the achievemem of educational program objectives.

The CAREER DEVELOPMENT compoNnt is designed to provide the schools.
and community participants- with procedures to organize a network ofout-of-s400l
resources for two kinds of activities for students: Exploration and Specialization
These learning activities are developed by school staff in cooperation with interested
people in the community,. The activities are conducted by these community
resources, using their own facilities', under the supervision of school staff. The staff
of .the CAREER DEVELOPMENT component (the resource coordinators) have the
responsibility for the organization, conduct, and maintenance -of the cooperative
relationship between the sch(Tol and the community to develop these activities, and
for the supervision ois Exploration and Specialization.

The resource coordinators also have the responsibility for working with the
community participants and other school staff on the continuing development 'and

4



expansion of community-based learning activities for the entire school curriculum
The resource C.00rdinators4re thus concerned with the devdopment of both present
and future applications of schpol-coMmuility conerative action for thelbenefir of
,stkident aCitdernic,'permorial, and career demelopment. I

Whirr local prgrams will develop specific learning objectives of their own, tbe
CAREER DEVELOPM4NT ciirnPonent is srructdred around certain general learning

4 objectives or outcon'tes for stu8ents.

Exploration

. Fxploration is a carelr awareness program in whkh 'students may discover new
intepests, test established ones, and learn about a wide variety of people and ,their
work. Fxploration involves a series of mini-courses dealing with different groups of
careers (or clissters). As a result of each of these cluster experiences, studenis should
be able to:

1. 'describe the Content of the experience and relate it to their owp career
interests and planning.

2. list those careers (or job families) of interest to them, their prerequisit4 or
qtralifications, and thee maintenance skills or aptitiudes they require.

3. ithmtify fo those careers of interest to them the associate4 .financiak
rewarg fec:tive variablcs, and career progressions.

4. understand thc, rights and responsibilities of employees and employers, and
the rules and interactions of job perforMance':

S. identify Work-related academic skills, basic .job acquisition skills, and basic
job maintenance skills.

As a result of the series of Exploration courses, stucknts should:

1. undo-stand the range of career opportunities available to them.

2. understand the economic role of the individual as a producer and consumer
of 400ds and services..

3, \---teittlerstand the nature of change in the caroer development pr ocess.

4. understand the range.of goods and services available ts) them.

understand the differences and similarities of people in their community
involved in the program.

6, be better able to relate to adults in the community and to issues'of concern
tu the adult -community.

Specializat ion

Specializati) ri is a program to provide students with more in-depth ,study of a

particular area of interest thcbugh student-negotiated projects. While specializations
will initially:focus on the.d6nlopment of specific skills or on learning more about a.
certain occupation, they may also emphasize a student's'academiC or public service

5
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interests.. The"objectives of these projects are determined Jointly by the student and
the instructor:The project is documented in a..Specialisarign Contnicr which alsO
includes a description of the ptoject activities,- criteria for evaluating student.,

. . ............._
perforinaUCe, and a definition of the prvoduct(s) to whieh' these criteria will.be
applied' (written or other media reports, physical construCtions; etc.). Students ire
also required to ;t:izalyze and rert'on ihe implications of a speci4zastun for their
owrns, career planning, including the identification,of necessary adademic and/or
vocational devilopment if they are to contioue in the specialization'aria. A's a result
Of any project, however, students should:-

1, acquire basic knowledge, skilrs, and experience relaxed to a career area
(usually a specific one):

2. develop their ability to manage their own learning.
3. apply knoèledge, .skills, and dperience gainql through the actillity

/to ,
general ankstecific tasks in the career area. .

.

4: apply recommended techniques for interviews v..rth community participaiNr.,
toward the orkanixation of their peojects.

.

5: undewand the ouortunities for formal and informal training (including
'paid full- and part-time employment) in the career area, as well as possible
combinations of training programs during their secondary and post-

. ,

secondary career 'development. -
4rhe CAREER DEVEIXWMENT component proVides students .with a lexible

structiire in vAjch toexplc.4re the otteeer (Apportuniti& available to them while testing
out their interests .and allilities in specific areas. The program emphasizes student,
exploration of careers and of community resources because of both the tentativeness
of career choices a't the secondary level and importance of interactions with the
adult community in stu&nt maturation.* ' .

.

The )rogra m is intended to provide th6 schools and the community with a
mutual fr inework from which to develop and gperate activities for students. The
program accepts the premise that community participants have much to offer, not
only in servici for students but also in expertise for the schools. The program i not
a comprehensive answer to school-coninmnity cooperatNI for the education of
students or for manpower development. It is a place to start.

The Resource Coordinator

The role of the resource coordinator in the implementatio4, opecation, and
continuin development of the CAREER DEVELOPMENT component is the key

*See also; Unit Three of Ole Gtreer Clarification Progrqm in the CAREER GUIDAdCE
componel for combining emphases in specializations.

*For a suMmary of studies indicating the need for continuing. Exploration and Specialization
opportunities, see: R. N. Evans et al., Career Education in the MiddlelJutiior High school (Salt
Lake City: Olympus, 1973), pp. 38- -46. See- also: D. F. Super et al:, Vocational Development:
A Framework for Research (New York: Teachers College Pms, 1957).
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element in the RBS approach to Career Education. The resoUrce coordinator(s)
represent the commitment of the School to frovide the support needed hby 'potential
co nmu nit), participants to effectivelyAike part in the educational "proceas. Without
t s 'commitment of personnel on t!i,Wt of the school (and the corresponding
commitme.nt on the part of the community)., no program of cooperative action
toward improving student-weer development is possible.

The work of the resource coordinator(s) h the major 'focur of the materials for
the CAREEk DEVELOPMENT component., particularly with respect to the initial
implementation and 4eration of the program. The resdurce coordinators' work has
four basic ohjectivesim this regard:

1. to organize a cooperative relationship with people in he community
directed at improving srudent career develorment and expandii student
experiential learning opportunities;

2. to initOte a program of experiencejzased career education activities for
students x i.e.., Exploration and .9peciahzationi, through such cooperative
action; ,

3. to initiate a program of ,in-servicing community resources to incrbase their
capabilitiesifor continuing program operations and development; and

#

i 4. to develop a knowledge base about th; community 4pd its resources to
guide school staff in the supervisioi . and extension of jommunity-based
learning-activities thrOughout the school curpitulum.

,Materials :

This General Information Handbook provides an overview of the organization
and implementation of the CAREER DEVELOPMENT component,.with particular

ion to issues that confront Ithe schOol administration and the resource
co«linators in ale introduction of the component into the school. In addition to
the Handbook, there are six (6) 'training guides. for resource coordinators, which
discuss the basic teps in implementing the instructional- activities of the component:

1. identification and Recruitment of:Community Resources

2. Organizing Information About Community- Resources: Resource-Site
Analysis

3. organizing Community Resources for Career Exp ration: Clustering

4. DevelOping InstructiKnal, Programs for Career Exploration

5. Developing Instructional Programs for Career Specialization

6. Training Community Resource Site Staff

These program materials, used in conjunction with the training and technical
'assistance support services available to program implementers, provide the informa-
tion required to implement and/or adapt the program.

7



IMPLEMENTING THE CAREER DEVELOPMENT COMPONENT:
THE PEOPLE ,

The CAREER DEVEL9PMENT compone4t is implemented thrOdgh a process
of cooperative developMent ,and operiationtv' by school staff and interested
individuals, agencies, businesses, poit-zecondary whoa*, and;Afnicins thtoughout the
community. This .cooperative association works from the- component's bask
fritionework tO develop 'and operate program activities for students Cbnsist*nt with
available resources, local objectives, and student intcrests: There arc four essential
parties involved in this-cooperative action:

1. the school staff responsible 'for program implernentation and- operations;
the resource coorditiators;

2. the. commukiity peopkir Who will be working with the school staff to
develop and operate the proiram: the resource4ite c(Yordinvors ttnd,
rk.source-site stall;

3 .an individual or agency with sufficient credibility and contacts in the
crmuMty, as well as interst in the program, to assist the school staff in
iden tify ing, recruiting, and organizing potential cormunity partitikants:v,

corpirmotity liaisczti; and . r
,

4, a group of community people, representihg all interested participants, who
monitor program oper'ations and plan for . continuing development and
extension: the program advisory group.

41'he establishment and functions of the pr'og4in advisory groUy are Outlined in the
Implonerltatiori Plantlirw Guide. The other'three partieS will he discussed h6re.

The Resource Coordinator(s)

A team of resource coorditiatks, is respOnsible for the implementation and'
operation of the CAR FER DEVELOPMENT compOnent. Where the component is
implemented as part of R BS CAR EEk EDUCATION, thiS team will also have
responsiljilities for the CAI$FER GO! DANCE component and some responsibilities
with respeCt to the ARC.

The team approach if important for the' success of the program. The team
caicept permits differentiation of responsibilities among the staff, although all
members of the team should.haye sone program developitnent and liaison functions.
Assignments should reflect die strengths of individual respUrce coordinators.
Resource coordinktors with experience or special knowledge in certain cluster areas
can be assigned responsibilit'y for developing programs in their areas of expertise.

At the pilot site, th'e team included former teachers, guidance counselors,
Ch a mb er of Commerce staff, and cooperative education coordinators. Individual
members had particular assignments in the areas of SpeciAzation, individual
guidance. *Ind program design.

9



In identifying staff f'or the team, administrators should consider experience with
high school students and with alternative programs, /understanding of cominunity
resources and their potential for academic and vocational development, attentiveness
to paperwork and detail, program development experience, and the ability to relate
to and recruit community participants. Diversification of background and abilities'is
quite healthy for staff work.

One member of the staff should be assigned management responsibilities for the
component. Management responsibilities for the component include:

1. coordinating, supervising, planning, ar4d organizing for component
activities,

2. acting as a liaison with community resource sites,

3. providing orientation for" new staff members, aiid training new staff
Members to perform the duties' of the resow,ce coordinator, and

4. evaluating the performance of the component staff and of component
operations.

The qualifications of the ideal resource COordinatdr

1._ Prior experience, _understanding, and commitment, to career education.

2. Knowledge of and experience in projects which involve community
resourZes in educational program% (e.g., cooperative education)

3. KnO,.Yiedge of,,or experience with the economic secior.

4. Program development and implementation skills.

5. Ability to work cooperatively with representatives of the economic sector
in development of programs.

6. Salesmanship skills for prOmoting and implementing the program.
;7. Ability to effectively motivate and assist secondary school. students in

making appropriate career choices.

8. Competent writing and speaking abilities.

9. High energy level.

10. Credibility with school administration and staff.

Many e 'sting staff roles within the schools would provide team members with
the backgr4iund for the combined counselor-coordinator 'functions; however,
community participants are particularly sensitive to any gaps in understanding of
their environments and concerns (it is part of their motivation for participating in
the program), and special, care should be taken to include staff whQ are current with
conditions and opportunities in the community as a whole.

Two factors should be considered in determining staff size:
1. The estimated number of students who will be participating in the

component's learning activities.

2. The estimated number of resource sites.

1 3
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In the early stage el program implementation, esttiltates of sti;dent an4
resource-site participation will be very rough. Staff adjustmepts mky have to be
made when-the program becomes operational. At the pilot site, where the stiff had a
combined GUIDANCE/CAREER DEVELOPMENT responsibility, tliere WAS one
staff member for every thirty-five students.

The Resource-Site Coordinator (s)

The CAREER DEVELOPMENT component involves the implementation of
learning activities outside- the schoOl to be conducted by community participants
under the supervision of school staff. In the case of Exploration partiCularly, many
learning activities will be going on at a single location, under the sponsorship of a
participating community agency, business, college, or union. In order to facilitate
school-community cooperation in these cases, the,resource coordinator must have
some counterpart at these sit,es, who is responSible for site relations with the school
and the program and for organizing resource-site staff for program activities.

In many cases, the participating site will already have an adthinistrative officer
assigned such responsibilities: e.g., a public affairs director, an education director, or
a personnel officer. If a site has no designated administrator for school.-community
programs, the identification of someone to perform this role of resource-site
coordinator must be one of the initial objectives of the component staffls work with
that site.

The resoUrce-site coordinator has a key role both in ,the development and
operation of the instructional programs at each site and in the development of the
school stafPs understanding of the community.. They will quite frequently be
members of the program advisory group. They 'are an important source of evaluation
data about the content and operations of the program. They will usually be able to
help ial the recruitment of Specialization opportunities for students, and they are
very important in sustaining the prOgram's credibility among participants.

The resource-site coordinator, like the component staff, represents a commit-
ment to school-community action. The experience uf the pilot program suggests that
the resource-site coordinators are anxious to fulfill this commitment, but demand
support frdm school staff. The resource-site c'oordinator faces as many obstacles as
the school staff in implementing the program: helping to organize content,
identifying interested instructors, scheduling time and facilities, getting to meetings
with other program participants to discuss continuing development of the program,
and working with operational problems. School staff must recognize such site
constraints and provide the support needed to develop and sustain the potential of
each site.

The Community Liaison

Before community resources can be organized to provide instructional
programs, the school administration must establish a cooperative relationship with a
group or an individual in the community who has a high degree of credibility with
the economic community and has a high degree of sustained involvement with the

11
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school district. This group or individal serves as an advocate for the program in
general and for the CAREER DEVELOPMENT component in particular. This
comn!unity liaison provides the component with access to community resources and
provides the economic community with a means of contributing to the development
of the program. There are several Ways to identify potential community liaisons:

1. Ask top school administrators to identify various groups and individuals
who are active and involved with chool matters or 1gho serve on
committees.

2. Determine if any of the following organivations exists inAhe communit :

. a. Kiwanis Club

J. Rotary dub
c. LionsClub

d. Industry/Labor Councils
e. Chamber of Commerce
1. The Jaycees

3. Ask the editor of..the local newspaper and other media to identify various
groups a nchiudtta(s..

Jn 'most cases these types of organizations and individuals tend to have credibility,
visibility and interest's in theibusiness community. They are also found in most
locales, and may be amenable'? establishing a working rdationship with -the school,.

To select a community liaison, the school administration should determine:

The willingness of the group, organization, or individual to fully participate
in the component,

2. The a'mount of time -that can be applied in the planning, development, and
operation of the component,

3. The extent to which long term involvement can be sustained,

4. The extent to which the group, organization, or individual can identify and
recruit community resources, and

5. The extent too which the group, organization, or individual has an
understanding of the overall program.

At the pilot site, a relationship was established with the Greater Philadelphia
Chamber of Commerce. The Greater Philadelphia Chamber of Commerce demon-
strated itself to be highly useful in identifying, recruiting and sustaining the
involVement of the economic community over long and protracted periods of time.
Also, the Chamber of Commerce displayed a willingness to totally involve itself in
the overall program by providing needed assistance, advice, and liaison activities with
the economic community.

Once the community Wison has been identified, the school administration
should involve the liaison in all orientation and training sessions. The school

12 1 5
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administration and the community liaison should also outline particular procedures
and tasks with respect to;

1. acting as liaison between the community participants and the school
pdistrict;

2, assisting in planning, developing, operating, and managing the

'3. identifying potential community resources;

4, sponsoring and making group presentations to the community; and

5. assisting in .the development of a clearinghouse for requests from various
schools and Individuals seeking the use of community resources for out of
school programs.

1 6



IMPLEMENTING THE CAREER DEVELOPMEN*COMPONENT:
THE PROCESS

The iMplementation of the CAREER. DEVELOPMENT component is essen-
tially a developmental process. The resource 'coorainators, starting with the basic

.frathework of Exploration and Specialization, must develop resources and materials
to initiate the programs for students. They must identify contInt as well as
instructors, schedules as well as facilities. They muSt develop information materialS
to interest students in the program as well as to interest conttnunity participation.*

The resource cOdrdinators must also adapt administrative forms to provAand
obtain information about students: attendance, grades, particular problemsMtese
form requirements are discussed in Training Community Resource Site Staff;
however, the need for a regular procedure, if only as an indication of school contiict
and support for the community participants, is stressed here. School staff must

. never lose contact with these participants; the program .must be a cooperative
activity at all times.

The Anplementation process is.not the work of the resource coordinators alone.
The school administration and facultY, the commtinity liaison, and, eventually, the
resource-site coordinators are all invoked. The resource coordinators nevertheless
have the lead in this process, and the success of the implementation turns rbn their
creativity, hard work; and perspective.

The six training guide's developed for the resource coordinators deal with basir
steps in the implementation of the program:

4
IDENTIFICATIO1 AND RECRUITMENT OF r0 MUNITY
RESOURCES

2. ORGANIZING INFORMATION ABOUT COMMUNITY RESOURCES:
RESOURCE SITE ANALYSIS

ORGANIZINC COMMUNITY RESOURCES FOR CARTER EXPLORA-
..

'TION: CLUSTERING

4. DEVELOPING IN*RUCTIONAL PROGRAMS FOR CAREER
EXPLORATION

. 5. DEVE LOPING IN STR OCTION AL PROC RAMS FOR CAREER
SPECIALIZATION

6. TRAINING C(AMUNITY RESOURCE SITE STAFF

These steps, are followed in the implementation of both Fxploration av
Specialization (see Figures 1 and 2).

*Sxamples of information materials for students are in the Appendix to this handbook (For Your
Information) and in the .Appendix of .the .Career Guidance Component: General Informa-
tion Handbook (The Career Exploration Catalog). Examples of information materials for
.coMmunity participants ape in the Appendix of Training Community Resource Site Staff (The
Career Development Prorant and The Resource Site Reco Keeping Guide).

A
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dOMPONENT MANAGEMENT

Staffings s4t1on1 orientation, argi training
Planning

TENTATIVE CLUSTER SYSTEM

Divides the world of work into soheront and manckgsable piece.
Provides direction to the recruitment of community resources
Adapts the proposed clustering syetem to local constraints
Involves an external group with access to the local economy

IDENTIFICATIOp AND RECRUITMENT OF COMMUNITY RESOURCES ..

Component staff and an external group work as a team to involve community resources in the Cava
Exploration Program (andior the Career Specialization Program)
Team obtains agreements to participate from community ruources and has each resource name a
person to work with the component staff in program development and coordination.

4

.

V

TRAINING RESOURCE-SITE COORDINATOR

i:

Inservice training seuions .

Conducted by staff of Career Development Component
To instruct resource site coordinator in the development, supervisory and training teaks reliited to
instructional programs .

----.....IITE ANALYSIS ,.

Documents the major focus of each site's
activity
Documents jobs available for study and
potential learning activities

FINALIZED CLUSTER SYSTEM

Provides structure for program develop-
ment
Assigns each resource to a specific
cluster(s)

DEVELOPMENT

component
goal to a

across community

i'

tkii
.

, .
and conpnunity resource staffs

common cluster course goal
resource sites

Catalog .

A

, PROGRAM

is a cooperative effort between
Relates; theietreer Exploration
Coordinates`iearning activities
Is documented in the Career Exploration

Illt

.

V

,

IMPLEMENTATION t..

Logistics (attendance, crediting, transportation, insurance)grading,
Forms and procedures to facilitate
Assestment of cluster courses

program operations
leading to revisions if necessary

.
. .

.1
. .

, EXTENSION/COORDINATION

increasing of resource-site staff based drn experience withpirticipation program
Cooperative activities among participants to better coordinate and support program development and
operations

Figure '1. Steps in Implementing Career Exploratiob
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COMPONENT MANAGEMENT
L

Staffing: selectbn;orientation, ifild,train,ing
P1ann4

,

DETERMINATION OF STUDENT INTERESTS

'Guldens* component input is required (in individual counseling session or in group guidance activities)fit
for determining interests . t
Student must have completed a Cuter Exploration or the-Cartter Clarification Program (group guidance 41
curriculum), or have had previous work, hobby or volunteeia.rperience in die propoied specialization

'14

,
s N

liP

,
IDENTIFICATION AND RECRUITMENT OF COMMUNITY ESOURtli.1

From pool of available Career Exploration experiences
From pool of potential Career Specialisation experiences -

From community resources that have not been previously contacted concerning involvement in the
program .

TRAINING SPECIALIZATION SUPERVISOR

In-service training sessions
Conducted by staff of Career Development Component

,To instruct supervisor in tasks related to tile program

.
1.

SITE ANALYSIS
4

Must be conducted for newly11-ecruited community resources and jobs at participating sites that have
not been analyzed
Emphasis is placed on discovering "hands-on" activities and activities that provide in-depth focusing on
occupational requirements

"N

Ni
, PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT

Student negotiates instructional program with the potential supervisor and resource coordinator
including the negotiation of a product to be completed and the method(s) of evaluation to be used
Linkages are established with the basic skills and guidance, pomponents .
Specializatiouicontract is drawn up

r
111'

;

\
IMPLEMENTATION

.. .

Logistics (attendance, grading, crediting, insurance, transportation)

.

Forms and procedures to facilitate program operations
Assessment of specialization courses leading to revisions if necessary

Figure 2. Steps in Implementing Career Specidlization
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Each of the steps represented by the,Whiffi4 guides ii comparable, to -thole-
undertaken by teachers in the development .of courses And curriculum in schools.,
Each may be Akpanded or simplified depending on the scope and resources of a
particular iMPleMentation.

The process begins, however, not with the steps outlined in the training guides,
but with an adminis. trative assessmesit of program feaability and local policy. The
issues to be considered at this planning stage have, been outlined in . the
Implementation Planning Guide for RBS CAREER EDUCATION. These issues
include the availability of. staff and transportation; the, prAimity .of resource sites,
and the climate for (;ooperative action.

In deciding to implement RB'S CAREER EDUCATION,as a Whole, or only this
component, school administration must consider questions of local goals and
interests, as well as the .long-term changes involved for students, staff, and the
community ."The Iniplementation Planning GuideArecommends community as well as
school involvemeiit in the decisions, if only to test the waters and gauge practical
limitation1 The involvement of a community liaison is also helpful at this point.

The school must .begin the implementation With a realistic viewtof what is to be
achieved in the first year and in the long run. This determinatibn Cin be aided by
program mater' s and by the RBS Training and Technical Assistance Staff. This
determination s, nevertheless, with the school administration. They must decide
how the program is fo be imPlemei d, how much of a change is to be sought. TheSe
decisions may result in small scale trials of the program as a basis for later expansion
up to local capacity, or in large scale curriculum redesign.

Four basic issues should settled at this stage:
1. a target population of students (number and/or needs and interes);

an administrative organization and procedbres to implement arid operate
the progrim;

3. a program evaluation procedure and schedule; and
.

,4, a policy concerning the role of comMunity participants in program
operations and development.

A Note on Evaluation
RBS CAREER EDUCATION is still being developed and tested. Each

implementation can provide important data about 'program effects and limitations.
RBS Training and 'Technical Assistance Staff can help implementers set up an
evaluation program whicl will inform both the local implementer and Jlie
continuing evaluation effort. An EvaNation Guide for implementers and a complete
software and .services package will also be available in January 1976.

Evaluation at :the pilot site has used standardized instruments like the Career
Maturity Inventory (CM1) and the Assessment of Student Attitudes (ASA), as wdl
as a number of participant questionnaires (e.g., the Student Assessment 4Question-
Haire in the Appendix of this hanidbook). This evaluation program has been essential
to program development and a significant step in building credibility with
.community participants.

18
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Staff Training

Once the school administration has decided on the parameters for program
implementation and designated potential resource coordinators, the itBS. staff will
schedule a series of training sessions fa administratiirs, resource coordinators; and
community liaison. These sessions provide an overview of both RBIS CAREER
EDUCATION and the implementation of the CAREER DEVELOPMENT lmpo-
nent. Each session will also include a brief assesiment of the training session it elf to
assist the R BS Training and Teohnical Assistance Staff in refining the presehtatiOns.*
The sessins will reqdire about six hours total, including a general orientation
session, oveil a period of one or two waeks, Sets of component materials (including
RBS Career Education) should be available for all participants. The training sessions
are outlined kelow.

Session One
.1., Overview of the Carer Development Component and the Procedures used

in- Implementation.

Identification and Recruitmenf.of Community Resources.
AREAK

III. Organizing Community Resources for Career Exploration: CluStering
IV. Summary and Evaluation

In the opening. session, participants first review the purposes and objectives of
the CAREER DEVELOPMENT component as determined in the Orientation
sessions. The procedures and forrns used in the identification and recruitment of
community resources and organizing community resources into a clustering scheme
are then explained and discussed in detail. Resource coordinators are asked to review
the guides pertinent to this training session before the .ti,xt meeting so that
questions they have may be answered and complete understanding of the procedbres
might be achieved. At the end of the session, participants complete a session
evaluation form, responses to which 'will dictate the activities of the following
session. Participants should be encouraged to clarify their ratings on' the form if
possible.

Session Two
Review of Session Ont.

Organizing h ormation about Community Resources: Resource-Site
Analysis and qlustering.

BREAK

III. Training Resource-Site Staff for Career Exploration.
IV. Training Resohrce-Site Staff for Career Specialization.

Summaryand Evaluation

*These forms appear in the Appendix.
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'The discussion in the first part of this session is guided by the evaluation form
respoxses and by questions which may have arisen when participants reviewed the
writt7n*explanations of the procedures. Care should be taken to answer all questions /
and discuss all concerns. Before moving into the new topics for the day, the session
leader should be certain that participants fully understand the procedures. If a few

hpartjcipants continue to have problems, arrangements should be made to consider
these problems, after the session is completed. Procedures and forms used in
performing resource-site analyses and developing instructional programs for exploit:
tion and specialization are.then explained and discussed.

Before the next meeting, participants are asked to review the training guides
which pertain io the procedures. presented in this session. Before the fession is
dismissed, participants are asked to evaluate the session. Activities for third
session will be planned based on analysis of the responses to the evaluation
q uestionnaire.

Sessio 7liree
I. .'.Review of Session Two

Developing Exploration Programs

BREAK

Ill. Developing Specialization Program

IV. Information Flow
V. Summary and Evaluation

The .opening discussion of the final session is guided by the responses on the
evaluatiotr- form frotri the previous session and by questions that may havF arisen
when participants reviewed the written explanations of th'e procedures discussed in
that session. Procedures and forms used in training resource-site coordinators are
described and discussed.

Participants will be asked to evaluate the session on the forms provided. Any,
major problems uncovered in an analysis of the final evaluation forms should be
discussed at the opening of the next session.

Session Nner
I. .Review Evaluation of Session Three

CQontinue piscussion of Processes

BREAK

Informatioi4low
IV. Monitoring

Pre-development

The first three steps in the implementation process are pre-developmental steps:
identification and recruitment, site analysis, and clustering. They are preparations
for-ftevelopment through ,which the resource cooidinators estitblish relationships
with the community participants, get some initial information about potential

OfrA4
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resources to provide a basis for their own devdopment ideas, sind begin to organize
identified axtivittles and participants into courses for students.

This pre-development stage is a period of learning and testing for school and
community itaff. School staff must learn about the content and constraints of
potential sites.5omniunity staff must learn about the needs and support services of
the school. Both parties must bigin to identify dirk capabilities and responsibilities
in the development atykeperation of the program, hoth with respect to instruction
and administration.

The community liaison has a leading role in the klentificiktion and recruitment
process, providing' initial contacts and entry. The resource coordinators, neverthe-
less, have the responsibility for actually presenting the program to potential
Participants, and, while the community may be.easily sold on the idea and its future
directions, they will demand assurances of school support for individual instructors.

The initial objective of this phase of implementation is the designation of a

resource-site coordinator: i.e., of a pprson who will work with the school Istaff on a
continuing basis in the development lucl operation of the program. The refource-site
coordinator is the source of information and action at each site. In many cases the
resource-site coordinator and the initilt contact will be the same person. The
designation of the resource-site coordinator is a commitment to do the work needed
to implement the program.

The second objective of this phase is the assessment and initial organization of
the potential of available resources for Career Exploration. Exploration is generally a

new activity for potefitial community participants. It is also an activity which, in the
RBS approach, is to be available for all students. Participant interest and capabilities
in providing Exploration activities is therefore basic to program implementation.
While this question may well have been settled it the planning stage, the
pre-development phase provides the ultimate test anX the essential gauge of the
numbers of students the program may initially serve. Unless the planning stage
involved community commitments and some surveying of potential resources,
students should not be recruited for the program until available resources are
determined.

Site analysis and clustering are procedures for collecting and organizing
information about community resources. They emphasize the development of the
courses which will make up the Career.Exp/oration program, although site- analysis
also establishes an initial data bank about Specialization opportunities. Each of these
steps involves a series of forms, cninpleted in cooperation with the resource-site
coordinators. This information provides the basis for subsequent development of
actiVities, courses, and the Exploration program as a whole.

Developrw nt

The development of' Exploration and Specialization involves five kinds of tasks:

1. the development of learning activities, courses, and programs;

2. the development of instructional materials for students;
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3. the development of administrative and information materials for students,
parents, and staff;

4. the developme t of monitoring, assessment, transportation, scheduling, and
attendance ocedures; and

5. the deve)opment of the capabilitieksf instructional and supervisory staff to
operate ancitiet,elop the program.

The extent to which resource coordinators and community participants will
deal with all five areas is largely a function of thc time available for implementation
and of the ability of resource coordinators to allocate their time. The development
of instructional inaterials may be shifted to site staff or delayed while site facilities
and staff provide the instructional inputs or while existing site programs are used.
The development of staff capabilities is a continuing effort.

The major emphases -of this phase of initial implementation are on the

e
nc tablishment of program activities and on 1the development of the administrative

d information materials 'necessary to recruit and inform students and participants.
Two kinds of materials are especially useful:

It'

1. catalogs or descriptions of Exploration courses and Specialization
opportunities; and

2. general brochures about program goals salid activities.

Fxploration

At the pilot site, Exploration courses were developed in twenty-three (23)
areas: Allied Health, Animal Resource Art, Chemistry, Clerical & Administrative,

mComunications, ConstructiOn, Col inuing Education, Education: Formal &
Informal, Engineering & Technology, Finance, Government, Health, Labor, Law &.
Justice, Marketing & Sales, Military, Natural Resources, Persomd Services, Research,

, Social Services, Trades, and Transportation. These courses, as well as identified
Specialization opportunities, were listed in a catalog, which was up-dated each
quarter of the school year for student scheduling.

The cluster is the organizing construct for each Exploration course. Each course
is developed to illustrate representative, opportunities and activities within a general
career area, and the several coil ses should provide a blvad (hopefully
comprehensive) view of available opp rtunities.* The use of the cluster concept
emphasizes the career awareness objective of Exploration; however, courses should
not neglect the overall social studies goals of the program or the potential for the
integration of other areas of knowledge into individual programs.

The major limitation placed on Exploration development activities for the pilot
program Was that all cluster courses must consist of twelve sessions, one each week

*While many clustering systems are available for this purpose, the component uses Anne Roe's,
which seems more amenable to the constCaints of community resoutce. Sec: A. Roc, The
Psychology of Occupations (N.Y., Wiley, 1956).
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a
for a full day, for twelve weeks. Within that limitation, a variety of different cluster
courses were developed. Some emphasized broad social, issues. Some emphasized
specific jobs. Some provided students with a number of individual project, options.
in inost cases, these courses involved three different community resointet, each
responsible for the operation.of activities for four sessions. In i few cases, a single
rosource provided the entire cOUrse. In the Social Service area, students could choose
project options and the agencies with which they wished to work. In all Cases,
cluster courses included both group and individual activities G. studelits, although
not all programs p4mitted "hands-on" activities. The objective of Exploration
program development was the establishment .of the specific clUster courses on a
cotitinuing basis, initially for a group of about ten to twenty students. Each course
was to be offered once each quarter, for at least three quarters (a few.cluster courses
were offered in i summer session). ach course was developed by program staff in
consultation with the resource-sit coordinitors representing each site participating
in that course:. School and community staff participating in each course .met to
seque,nce and articulate the activities at each site with those at other sites
participating in the course. These cluster course groups also become the basic
resource for the continuing development of the course and for the extension of
course content areas and 6n-site learning activities throughout the . school cur-
riculum. The r ource-site coordinator is responsible for recruiting and organizing
instructors with i each resource and is that site's liaison with the program in all
matters. In .most cases, the resource-site coordinator also assumed a major
instructional role with the..students ir each program.

Specialization

The development of Specialization projects is more a matter for the student and
the individual community participant. The resource coordinator and the resource-
site coordinator play a facilitating role in bringing these twQ individuals together (in
some cases, uo resource-site coordinator is involved). The primary role in identifying
Specialization opportunities is the resource coordinator's, although students.will in
some cases find their. own. Thy recruitment is usually initiated at the studet's
request, although The organization of Specialization opportunities which sequence
from Exploration courses is adviseable. Students will initially require some assistance
from program staff in working with coniiininity participants to develop. projects.
The procedure for project development is essentially a learning.cOntracts procedure
in which the potential instructor and student are brought together to discuss the
possibilities for Specialization, and, if agreement is reached, develop a mutual
contract, which they and the supervising- resource coordinator must sign. The
contract outlines the project, its objectives, its product outcomes, its evaluation
process, its schedUle, and the subject areas in .which course credit will be earned.
Students may begin Speciafizations at any time, although projects are usually
scheduled for one quarter at a time.

The identification and recruitment of Specialization opportunities should not
be confined to community participants in the Exploration program, although they
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will be a rich ,source of participants and )ntacts. Many potential Specialization(f)

resources will1be unable to participate in Exploration programs because they are too
small to aecommodate larger groups of students. Where .staff differentiation ekists,
the resource coordinitor responsible for Specialization shciuld investigate these
potential participants while the other staff Oa working on the development of
Exploration courses. The availability of staff td iaentify Specialiption opportunities-
and to work with students to develop projectS may not be positible during the initial
implementation .of the program.. At the pilot site: no Stiecializationf Were
implemented during the first year, and students developed project ideas as a part of
the guidance program. +

Specializations can in some cases be used as mini-txplorations for students with
unusual interests. Specializations should not be limited in focus to specific. job
training; nor, should they neglect career development. Independent study in the
community in pure, academic areas is a legitimate part of a balanced program of
secondary education, and 'the resource pool developed for .pecializations may be
used for this end as well. Nevertheless, some career focus is essential to the concept
of Specialization, and no project should be sanctioned which does not make explitit
provision for it. A.t

Ntall Tramiiig

'The development phase is also, in most cases, a period of training an arning
for the resource and resource-site coordinators. In seeking to trans ate the
information collected during site analysis into course programs for students, school
and community staff have .much to learn from eauh other. The resource-site
coordinator will have a better idea of the needs of students and the many ways site
staff can benefit the educational process. The school staff will obtain a better idea of
the priorities and capabilities of participants.

The development phase places a great deal of trusi in the outcome of the school
community relationship. The school staff are given the responsibility for instruc-
tional design and program articulation; the community participants, for the major
content inputs and the actual instruction.

In the pilot program, the outcomes of this process varied. Different 'courses
were effective to different extents, although most were of filterest and informative
t o studen ts.

The development and operation of these programs is the only Way to develop
the capabilities of community participants to develop and operate these programs. It

,

is itself an experience-based learning activity. Without the school's commitment to
involve them, their ideas, and their abilities, community participants have little
incentive to participate, little trust in the effectiveness of their participation. If the
schools are to realize the potential of community resources for education, they must
give the community, like any inexperienced teacher, a time to grow.

'See: t pjjf 111 of the Career Clarificatiori Program.
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A Note On C tinuing Activities

Once the program has begun operating, and students and participants are
together in the community, the central function of the program staff is liaison with
both students and community participants. The li*ison function has frequently been
neglected in the pait in school-community programi. This neglect is a major source
of community frustration with such programs. The CAREER DEVELOPMENT
component effiphasizes the need for community input into the development and
operation of the program. In order for this input to be sustained, program staff must
be responsive to it. Regular meetings with all participants should be scheduled. Staff
should visit the different sites to monitor programs. Staff should work/with
individual participants to develop both development and instructional skill& The
objective of this liaison work should be to minimize problems for students and
participants while developing the effectiveness of the program. Both students and
community participants will have some troubles adjusting to this relatively different
learning system. In some cases, where participants do not live in the community
itself, they will be sensitive to differences between their expectations*bout the
students and the realities (this will be especially true in an urban-suburban mix).
Staff and participants should have regular procedures for discussing problems with
students, and staff should also be readily available for students to discuss problems
with individual participants. Participants should be able to contact a member of the
staff at any time during the operation of the program to deal with Rroblems.

In addition to this liaison function, the mijor responsibilit of the program
staff, once the program is operational, is continuing development. The program is an
initial step in the development of secondary career education. It provides a
framework for the schools and the community to explore their capabilities,
interests, and problems with the development and operation of -a cooperative
prograin for students. While this program works toward basic objectives of student
understanding of, preparation for, and access to the career opportunities available to
them, the community and the schools can move forward from this basis both to
extend the program to additional students and to expand the program'a,offerings, as
well as to examine new ways in which their association can work to improve the
career development and placement of students. At the pilot site, community
participants are working to develop a clearinghouse of opportunities in the
community for paid and volunteer activities in different career and academic areas,
new methods for certifying student competencies in different career areas, and a
plan for the integration of tile program with existing alternative and vocational
resources into a more comprehensive secondary education system.

Program staff should arrange to meet with participants to review the progress of
the program and to begin to plan for any appropriate revisions, based on:

1. The perceptions that resource coordinators have as a result of their
monitoring activities.

. The data or responses that students have provided in the Student
Assessment e2uestionnaire.

A
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3. The feedback that resource-site staff have provided to the resource-site
coordinator.

Component staff and resource-site coordinators rnay want to begin revising -the
content of specific learning activities before any individual Course ends. In these
cases, all changes should still be fully documented.

In some instances program revision will consist only of the following:

1. Revising the overall goal and objectives of the clUster oourse.

2. Revising specific cluster course objectives.

3. Revising a specific segment of one resource site's learning objectives and
activities.

4. Including additional learning objectives and activities in ea'Ctt resource site's
learning activities.

S. Changing the- sequence of each resouree site's prrentation of their learning
activities.

Formulating a different scope for the duster course.

The program advisory group may also suggest, new activities, and some resource-site
coordinators can also be a resource for other resource-site coordinators for different
approaches ,and techniques that stimulate and motivate student learners.

Where the program is implemented separately, particularly without the
CAREER GUIDANCE component, the program staff will have to make some
provisions within Explotation and Specialization for students to reflect on the
implications of their experiences in the commuuity for their own planning and
development. Much of this vcicational guidance function can be buil into program
activities, especially in Exploration, as well as into staff interactions with students.
ha 4( ploration courses, some specific activities could be designed into the beginning
and end of each cluster, including student conversativs on necessary training and
development with resource staff or personnel training groups. In addition, some .of
the guid activities used to help students analyze these issues could 115F-

incorpo ed into a library-based series of exercises to complement student
coursework for Exploratibn. The implementation of the CAREER GUIDANCE
component with the CAREER DEVELOPMENT component is nevertheless
recommen ded.

While there is much in the CAREER DEVELOPMENT component that is

similar to current practice in vpcational education programs, the major differences
are its emphasis on career exploration for all students, its use of community
participants for developmental and 4erational roles as well as for goals outskie the
schooling process itself, and its openiless to student choice and change. The program
seek to provide students with time and opportunities to explore and understand
their tions -as well -. as to develop skills in areas.of intereSt tb them: The prOgram
also see s to be flexible enough.. for students to change direction as a result of
reevttn of their options and of the results of testing out their interests.
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- Some Initial Considitations

Time

The implementation of the CAREER DEVELOPMENT component may require
about ten months of advance planning atid preparation. Timing will be affected by
the extensiveneu of the program and if the program is to be implemented as part of
RBS CAREER EDUCATION. If the program were to begin in the Fall of the year,
planning should be underway as part of the previous Winter's budget and curriculum
discussions. The process of setting up the ['swam must take into account: (1) 'the
determination of the scope of the program; (2) the selection and training of staff;
(3) the recruitment and organization of community participation; (4) the recruit-
ment, testing, and scheduling of students; (5) the preparation of facilities and
materials; and (6) the establishment of management procedures.

Staffing.

In the pilot Program, the student population has grown from one hundred to
three hundred. The number of participating individuals and groups in the
community rose from thirty-five to more than two hundred. The component staff
increased from six to eight. Staffing patterns for the program at different student
loads are listed below. These allocations assume that the program is implemented as
part of RBS CAREER EDUCATION and that the combined counselor-coordinator
team is responsible for both Career Guidance and Career Development activities.

100-150 students require 5 counselor-coordinators

250-300 students require 8 counselor-coordinators

450-500 students require 12 counselor7toordinators
Where the program is implemented separately, staff needs may be reduced 40%.

Commanity Participants.

In order to start any program, a sufficient number of community participants
must be recruited in advance and activities for students be developed with them.
While participants for both Exploration and Specialization should be sought,
priority should be given to Exploration since all students will be enrolled in these
activities and since the schools and the community have the least experience with.
this type of program. The number of participants required to mounran Exploration
program is dependent on the available pool and the nature of the program itself. In
addition, participants will be reluctant to deal with more than fifteen or twenty
students during their first go-around with'`the program, and this will present a
scheduling constraint and require more resources. In the pilot program, Exploration
mini-courses initially involved three different participants in twelve cluster areas for
a total of thirty-five community resources. Many of these participants also. offered
Specialization opportunities for students. The number of duster offeringi in the
program has risen from twelve to twenty-four, as the student population has grown
from one hundred to' three hundred.
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Training.

The implementation of the program requires staff training. In addition, the
staff, once prepared, will require time to work with community participantrilb
orient them to the program and develop stUdent activitiet. The resource
coordinators, as well as any associated administrators, department chairmen, and
pupil services staff should be involved. Training is previded by on-site consultants
and materials developed for the program. These consultants will also 6 available to
provide technical assistance in working With community participants. The training
program-is designed to orient staff to the procedures for organ+ting and developing
student activities with cotnmunity p-articipants, organizing a network of participants,
and supervising student programs (training also includes procedures for articulating
the program with guidance activities). Resource coordinators will require two weeks
of pre-service training. In-service training for resourCe-site coordinators is provided
by the resource coordinators as part of the program development process.
Continuing information and assistance may also be provided to community
participants through a newsletter.

Physical Facilities.
Most of the- physical facilities for the progtam are provided by the community

participants. The schools will need to provide the resource coordinators with desk
space and telephones. Telephones are esential for Liaison-and recrpitment activities.
Community participants must have access to resource coordinator assistance
whemwer it is required.

Materials.

Most of the rnaterials used in the program- are provided by the community
participants. Resource coordinators will require materials to help in training
participants (e.g., booklets on program development). Materials on careers should be
available in the library. There are a number of forms utilized in the development and
operation of the *ctivities in the program. These materials may be duplicated
internally.

Funds.
Part of the cost of the program is borne by the community participants. The

cost of the program to schools consists of staffing, facilities, staff and student travd,
conferences for community participants, an necessary additional insurance,
program materials and printing, as staff trainii and technical assistance. The
probable large start-up cost for a small-scale progr4m should be offset by the lower
costs of continuing and expanding from that base once theCparticipant network is
stable and the program becomes a credible community activity. The pilot program,
for example, increased the numbers of students and program offei-ings over the past
two years while continually decreasing the cost of the program per student.
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Commitment to Flexibility and Change.
The CAREER DEVELOPMENT .component involves some programmatic and

organizational changes on the part of schools and community participants alike. It is
intended to be a step in a continuing process of the development of more.ilexible
and balanced educational programs for students and of more efficient and effective
utilization of available community resources for the achievement of prOgram
objectives. Without si commitment to the objectives of the- program and to explore
modes for accommodating the changes it implies, the CAREER DEVELOPMENT
component will not be fully implemented.

ttendance.
\ The resource-site coordinator 'should be responsible for recording student
attendance at the resource site and reporting absences to the resource coordinator or
a designated school official.Exact procedures should be developed in accordance
with established practices of the school system. The importance of accurate and
immediate reporting of abSences should be stressed.t6 resource-site coordinatOia,..

Grading
Grading is a generally accepted practice intended to provide -a qualitative

nfeasure o'r experience. Grades serve as a form of,feedback fpr ale student who is
interested in an assessment of' personal achievement with resikct to some standard
of performance. In order to provide feedback to students regarding their-
achievement in Exploration or Specialization activities, a grading system in
accordance with local school policy should be devised. Resource-site coordinators
should be responsible for assigning grades for participation in learning activitigs.
Resource-site coordinators should be advised of this responsibility early in .the
program so that their evaluations can be based on performance throtighout the
resource-site experience rather than on one or a final activity. If a cluster grade,
rathtr than a resource-site grade, is to be reported on school...records, tilis grade
should be an average Of the grades attained at each resource site. In 6rder to insure
that assignment of grades is standardized as much as possible, the grading system
which i* adopted should be thoroughly explained to the persons'responsible for
assigning grades.

Crediting.
Crediting provides a quantitative measure of experience. Credits are a way of

expressing the amount of time a student has been involved in a learning activity in
which he/she has achieved at least the minimum level of performance required for
granting of' credit.

'Credit for Exploration and Specialization experiences can be .applied to
traditional disciplines; i.e., a student may be awarded mathematics credit, social
studies credit, or 6ther traditional credit for a Career- ExploratiOn or career
specialization experience. The allocation of credit can be accomplished by analyzing
the .Careee Exploration or Career Specialization learning activities, identifying the
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tradiiional subject areas embedded in the experience, credit in traditional.disciplines
for the appropriate portion of the Exploration or Specialization experience. This
procedure provides a means of satisfying traditional credit requirements' for high \
school graduation or college entrance.

Scheduling.
To avoid confusion and logistical difficulties it is suggested that Exploration be

,- scheduled to coincide with the grading cycle employed by the schoa. Schools
employing a ten week grading cycle *ill benefit most by operating coincidental
cluster, courses. Specialization cycles. should be flexible due to the individualized
nature of the activities engaged in by students. In cases where the term of a student's
specialization does not coincide with a grading cycle, consideration should be given
to how the student will re-enter the career developMent component's activities.
Consideration must also be given to assure that students schedule as broad a range of
Exploration activities as possible in their projected time in the prograni.

In die pilot site program, students were scheduled for Career Development
activities one full day per week. Resource-site coordinators in the pilot program
argued that scheduling students five days aweek would overextend their staff and
material resources, while school personnel not involved in the program questioned
the effect of a student's missing a day each week of regularly scheduled activities.
Scheduling will have Lto involve negotiations betweeti prograni staff and the
,community resource-sites.

There are several factors which must be taken into consideration before
wheduling of Explorations and Specializations can be undertaken:

1. The number of students participating in the program.
2. Amount of time* and recommended allocation of time available from and

aceptable to resource-sites which have agreed to participate.
3. The number of clusters which the program will operate.
4.. The student's roster (will roster permit full day activity in Exploration or

Specialization?) Consideration must be taken of regular academic schedules
and demands of teachers. Difficulties which may be encountered if
explorations or specializations are scheduled one full clay/week include:

a. The possibility that students will miss class assignments and tests.
b. The possibility that students will be penalized by faculty members for

missing class assigriments and tests.
c. The possibility that faculty members will be alienated from the

program by having students rhoved from regularly scheduled classes.
d. The possibility that parents Jvill object to their children missing a full

day from their regularly scheduled classes.

5. Location of resource sites (Consideration of amount of travel time must be
made when determining how to schedule activities If activities are
scheduled lhr./day 5days/wk., travel time involved to and from' site must
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be multiplied by 5 x the time involved in travel If activities are scheduled 1
full day/wk.)

6. School closings and holidays. If activities are scheduled for a set 1 .full
day/wk.- artangeinints Must be Made tO be Ceriain the speafied 'number
of days/cluster is attended.

Once the method of saheduling\Rxploration and Speci'alization hes been
determined, students will select exploration dusters and specialixaticuk activities.
This process is handled in group guidance sessions.*

Transportation.
Arrangements for student transportation to and from resource sites must be

made if public transportation is not avlilable. School district policy must be
considered When determining methods of transportation. Use of staff members'
private automobiles should be discouraged unless staff members fully understand the
legal ramifications involved and both the school district and the staff member are
willing to accept risks involved.

As in all student transportation arrangements, consideration must be given to
the following:

1. School district policy regarding student travel.
2. School district or carrier insurance liability.
3. Time requirements and scheduling arrangements to and from community'

reso utl,e sites.

4. Availability of program staff to supervise students while they are being
transported.

5. Parental permission for students to travel outside the school district's
buildings.

Insurance.
Adequate insurance coverage should be maintained for students participating in

thf program. If the district has, or is willing to obtain, instrance to cover program
students, the policy should be checked to be certain that:

The insurance covers students while they are traveling outside the school.
2. The insurance covers students while they are engaged in activities away

from the school.
3. The insurance covers the hours when students are likely to be traveling or

participating in resource-site activities.

If the school district oy not provide insurance coverage, students should be
ehcouraged to seek coverage iidependently.

*See the Career Clarification Program Supplementary Unit: Career Exploration Selociiort end Unii
it/ of the Career Clarification Program.
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Record k eeping.
Throughout the planning, developipent, and operation Of the CAREER

DEVELOPMENT component, a numbr of records, forms, and sorrespondence will
have been generated, procedures for filing and maintaining these documents must-be
established. It is reCommended that a central file be established for the following
categories:

1. A folder for each community resource site that has agreed to participate or
Who has been contacted to participate in either Career Exploration or
Career Specialization. This folder would contain:
a. Forms used for identifying and recruiting community resouree sites.
b. Resou.rce site analysis forms.
c. Forms and firogram description plans used in developing learning

activities.
d. Correspondence to and from community resource sites.

2. A folder for each student enrolled in Career Exploration and Career
Specialization. This folder would contain:
a. The student's Career Exploration Cluster Selection Forms.
b. The student's Career Specialization Needs. and Interests Forrns.
c. Copies o(,correspondence sent to the student.
d. Correspondence received from program staff members concerning the

student.
3. Correspondence to lind from the community liaison.
4. Correspondence to and from parents.
5. Correspondence to and frcon school administration.
6. Correspondence to and from RBS technical representatives.

7. Program staff evaluation materials and correspondence

These files should be established on a yearly basis and procedures determined for
maintaining and updating them.

It is also recommended that resource coordinators establish separate files for the
cluster course areas for which they are responsible and for community resource sites
participating in Career Specialization. These files should contain the following:

1, All correspondence to and from eacli community resource site.
2. Student Progress Report,forms,
3. Correspondence sent to and received from the program manager or

component manager.
4. Agendas, minutes and discussions held and coMmited to writing held during

cluster meetings.

5. Student Assessment Questionnaire and Composite Response Forms.
6. Documentation of the learning activities that each community fesource site

will provide, including subsequent revisions.
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IMPLEMENTING THE CAREER DEVELOPMENT COMPONENT:
A SCHEDULE

Or.

The implementation of the CAREER DEVELOPMENT component involves five
basic phases which may ofioen occur in a very compressed time frame:.

I. Staffing and Planning including some definition of the itOended scope of
the program, the selection and initial training of staff, and Ohe development
of specific implementation plans, as well as initial budgeting,
policy-delimitations, and hearings.

2. Participant Recruitment involving the establishment of a pool of
interested community resources.

3. Program Development including the definition of individual and, cluster
program activities, the establishment of constraints and prerequisites, and
tne training of resource staff.

4. Sthdent Selection and SchedUling including the orientation of students,
the development of initial program materials, and the assessment of student
interests for Specialization recruitment.

5. Operations and Continuing Development.

Some threshold level from the first three phases should be achieved before beginning
student recruitmentNr selection. Materials should be developed as quickly as
possible. The implementation of the program might well proceed as follows, over a
ten-month period:

November. Local adminisvators discuss the program with scan', including
department chairmen, instructors, existing ko-op or work/study coordinators,
guidance counselors, and interested potential cNKmunity participants.Research for
Better SchooO can arrange for observation visits to the pilot site as well as for
consultant visits to the schools to discuss the program. These discussipns should
determine the scale on which the-program is to be implemented, as well as any
staffing, scheduling, or budget constraints. Some assessment should also be made as
to whether the school or\--seme community agency or group will initiate contacts
with potential participants. This process must be carried out by someone with
credibility among both school people and potential participants. The recruitment
prycess should begin immediately.

Or.

. December. If possible, school staff to be responsible for the program should be
identificvd and oriented, as well as trained to assist in the recruitment of participants
and the development of student programs. The staff should begin to work with the
designated site coordinators within each community resource to develop the

"Exploration programs; if necessary, with technical assiStance from RBS consultants.
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January. The recruitment -d development of program activities 'should'. be
Wriere sufficient pticipants are recruited to' complete a cluster,

participants should meet with sta to organize. the cluster course aa.a whole.'siaff
should be careful to document rsograms as soon as they are corripleted,.and to
discuss emerging programs with- ARC 'staff where the entire iCodel is being
implemented. Work should also begin on the develoPment of student orientation
materials for existing programs.

February. Recruitment and development of program activities will be continuing.
The implications of the number of recruited activities for the number`of students to
be recruited should be assessed, as well as probable scheduling constraints.

March. Recruitment and development of program activities, will be continuing.
Develop materials for student recruitment and orientation, and cOnsult with
administrators and guidance personnel regarding the distribution of malerials and
the availability of time for student recruitment sessions.

April. 13egirq the identification and recruitment of students. 'Complete the,
development of materials for program orientation and initial student scheduling,
inducing any available cluster program guides.

May. Select, orient, and schedule students. Students should have the opportunity
to speak With community participdrits as well 'as with program staff. Student
interests for specializations should also be assessed at this time.

June. Cluster meetings and Exploration activities development will be continuing.
The identification and recruitment of potential specialization resources to satisfy
students' interests should begin.

July. Develop materials to orient individual participants at resource sites about
the program and the students (e.g., a fir.st' edition of an instructor newspape
Complete Exploration program forms and, if possible, a program catalog. Contin
to recruit,and develop Specialization opportunities for students. .

August. Arrange for student Specialization interviews. Send otit final programv
schedules and student information for opening day. Hold a conference of
community participants to prepare for opening day. Staff should..meet with ARC
staff to finalize information flow where the program is being implemented as part of
the entire model.

September. Specializations should be finalized, documented, Und scheduled.
Initial sessions of Exploration courses should be monitored and studen i. assisted
with traveling problenis. Staff should meet with schOol staff ty cicuss the
operations and continuing development .of the program, particularly with respect to
the use of community resources for field ,experiences or projects in their subject
areas:On.,site ccfnsultations should be- scheduled to clekl with problems in the initial-
implementation of the program us well as to discuss its further development and
extension. Staff should be especially accessible to students and community
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participants during this period, and visit or call all 13.xploratiOn instruCtors. The
identification and recruitment of community res9urcei needs foe the remainder of
the _year should. begin.. Staff should provide students with a catalso ô and
information on aVailable SprialiiatiOn opportunities, as.well'u available Oft* Jobs
or people in the community who are willing tO talk with students about different
fields. Some portion of the initial Exploration 'sessions should be devoted tO
re-orienting students to the paperwork and logistics of the program. Staff should
continue to work with stuents for whom Specializations have not yet been
successfully organized. DocumentatiolVof all operating programs should bk on file
and a master schedule of student locatiOns provided to the administration.

If the program has been imPlemented along with the other components of R B.S
CAREER EDUCATION, staff should work with ARC personnel to'clevelop English
and Mathematics objectives i to Specialization programs. They should also plan for
the administration of perio c questionnaires used in the continuing evaluation of
the model. If the program s continuing evaluation design is being used, students
should also be pre-tested using the Career Mathrity Inventory and the Assessment of

'Student Attitudes Toward Learning Environments, Staff should also arrange with
community participants for procedures and possible titnes for visitor observation of
their
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Checklist of Component Implementation Task

1. Community liaison and advisory gro' up recruited
2. Resource coordinators selected
3. Staff orientation sessions held
4. Goals of the local program determined
S. Local operating procedures outlined

a. Duration of Exploration and Specialization
programs

b. Scheduling
c. Credits for programs activities
d. Grading procedures and timelines
e. Attendance procedures
f. Travel constraints and arrangements
g. insurance provisions where necessary
h. Program monitoring and assessment/evaluation

procedures
I. Student recruitment

6. Staff Traihing sessions held

7. Program management organization determined
a. Central files and filing procedures established
b. Reporting procedures-defined

8. Resource sites identified and recruited
9. Student recruitment and pre-tesiing begun

10. Resource-site coordinators named
11. Resource-site analyses performed
12. Cluster program development begun

13. Resource-site coordinator training session held
14. Exploration courses developed and documented
1.5. Specialization recruitment begun (optidhal as a part

of the initial progkam)

a. Student interests surveyed
b. Student learning contracts negotiated

16. information for resource-site coordinators concern-
ing start of Exploration program sent out

17. Program operations begun
18. Program monitoring tine assessment procedures

implemented
19. Program revisions begun
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STAFF TRAINING SESSION EVALUATION FORMS



CAREER DEVELOPMENT COMPONENT
STAFF TRAINING SESSION EVALUATION

ORIENTATION SESSION t

On this form, ovaluaje the orientation sessions that you have cOnipleted. Your
responses will help idZtify specific issues or concetns that need more attention.
Please complete the form and give it to:

NAME. DATE:

1. How would you describe your understanding of RBS Career Education? Chick
one:

Excellent
Good
Fair
Inadequate_

2. How would you describe your understanding of the goal of the Career
Development Gomponent? Check one:

Excellent
Good
Fair
Inadequate

3. How would you deicribe your understanding of the gosil and objectives for Career
Exploration? Check one:

Excellent.
Good
Fair
inadrquate

4. How would you describe your understanding of the goal for Career Speciali-
zation? Check one:

Excellent
Good
'Fair
Inadequate

5. Describe any additional information about RBS Career Education and the Career
Development Component that you need in order to have it better understanding
of your role.
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CAREER DE4LOPMENT COMPONENT
STAFF TRAIN SESSION EVALUATION

TRAINING SESSION NUMBER ONE

Duritv, this session; you have received training in the procedures that you will use
to klentiO and recruit coMmunity resources,,and to orpnize community resources
for Career Exploration:Your responses to the following questions ill enable us to
determine the effectiveneu of the training session and will allow us to focus
4,ttention during tlie next session 'on problems identified by you. Please' complete the

.form and turn it in to the session leader.

NAME:

1. Ileiw would you. describe your understanding of the overview of the Career
Development Component and, the procedures for implementation of the
Component in the School? Check one:

DATE:

Excellent
Good
Fair
Inadequate

2. How would you describe 1(ouri understanding of the processes, procedures and the
use of materials in klentifying and recruiting community resources? Check one:

Excellent
Good
Fair
Inadequate

3. How would you describe your understanding of the processett, procedurea and
materials in formulating a clustecing plan for Career Exploration? Check. one:

Excellent
Good
,Eair
Inadequate

4. How would you describe your undefstanding of the sequence in which each of
these products is used? Check one:

Excellent
Good
Fair
Inadequate_
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3. How would you rate this training session? Check one!

Excellent...-
Good
Fair.
I nad equate

6. Please describe: any specific issues or concerns that you might have which you
think should have,been presented but were not.
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CAREER DEVELOPMENT COMPONENT

STAFF TRAINING SESSION EVALUTION
TRAINING SESSION NUMBER TWO

During this seiiion, you reciiVed training the- ProcedUres you will use lo
perform resource-site antlyals and develop instructional progreme tor Career
Exploration and Specialization. Your responses to the following questAns will
enable us to determine the effectiveness of the training **ion,. and .to provide'
additional information as needed. Pleatie complete the form end turn it in to the
session leader.

NAME:
* DATE:

1. How would you describe your understanding of the purposes. processes,
procedures arid meterials for performing resource site analysis? Check one:

Excellent
Good
Fair
Inadequate

2. How would you describe your understanding of the processes, procedures and
materials for developing instructional programs for Career Exploration? *Check
one: ,

Excellent
Good
Fair
Inadequate

3. How would you describe your understanding of the processes, procedures and
materials for developing instructional programs for Career Specialization? Check
one:

Excellent
Good
Fair
inadequate

4. Ijpw would you describe your understanding of the sequence in which each of
ihese products are to be used? Check one:

Excellent
Good e

Fair
Inadequate_

p,
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3. How would you rate this trainiq melon? Check one'

Good

Inadequate
Pair

6. Please describe any specific issues or concerns that you might have which you
think should have,been presented but were not.

\ A
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CARAER DEVELOPMENT ORMNNENT
,STAFF TRAINING SESSION EVALUATION

TRAINING SESStON NUMBER THREE
:

During this iesiton, you received training in procidUres you, Will uii._to'.trtin
resource-aite staff ana diatussed procedures for monkoring !main* activitiee and
establishing the information flow..irour responses to the following questioni will
enable us to determine the effectiveness of the seuion and provtids additionel
auistance where necessary. Please coMplete the form and turn it in to the seision
leader.

NAME. DATE:

I How would you describe yout understanding of the processes, procedures and
materials for training resource site staff? Check one:

Excellent
Good
Fair
inadequate

2.. How would you describe your understanding of the processes and procedures for
managing and monitoring student learning activities? Check one:

Excellent
Good
Fair
Inadequate

3. How would you describe your tmderstiking of the processes and procedures
that are involved in formulating an information flow? Check one:

Excellent
Good
Fair
Inadequate

4. How would you describe your .overall understanding of these training sessions?
Check one:

Excellent
Good
Fair
inadequat
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3. Pim. down)* soy apvoiao issues or concerns that you WO have which you
this* should have been presented but were not.
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STUDENT ASSESSMENT QUESTIONNAIRE

10.

AL
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471 1. PURPOSE OF THE STUDENT ASSESSMENT QUESTION1AIRE

The Student Assessment Questionnaire has been designed for the following
purposes:.

a. To provide each participating resource site with relevant student feedback
concerning its instructional programs ih Career Ex0orat1on and Career
Specialization.

b. To provide student input into decisions affecting revisions, modifications,
and/or continuance of employer programs.

c. To provide a Means by which student acquisition of World-of-worrnowledge
can be determined,

d. To provide a means by which student responses can be utilized by resource
rdinators in assessing the progress of students.
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IL ADMINISTRATION OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE

Resource coordinators are responsible for administering the Student Assessment
Questionnaire (SAQ). The following procedures have been formulated to 'facilitate
the administration of the SAQ. They aret

a. Career Exploration

1. Resource coordinators should administer the SAQ during the last half-hour
Of the last day that students attend each resource site Ferticipating in each
cluster. Administration of the SAQ should be done at the'resoUrce site.

2( Resource coordinators should insure that the atudent's name, name of the
site, resource coordinator's nae,' and the date that the SAQ was completed
appear on the form.

3. After students have completed the SAQ, the resource coordinator should
collect them and follow the procedures as outlined in section III.

b. Career Specialization

1. Resource coordinators should administer the SAQ within three days after
each student has completed or has been withdrawn from a Career
Specialization.

2. After each student has completed the SAQ, resource coordinators should
follow the procedures as outlined in Section



Iii.-/MOCESSING STUDENT_ASSESSMENT_QUESTIONNAIRES
FOR DISSEMINATION

Resource coordinators are responsible for processing and disseminating student .

responses to the SAQ to each resource site coordinator in each cluster course that
they are responsible for.

a. Career Exploration
1. Attached is a Composite Response Form (CRF). This form necessitates the

transfer of student responses from the SAQ ta the CRF in a summary form.
Questions on the Composite Response Form parallel.those on the SAQ.

2. In order to transfer student responses front the SAQ to the CRF resource
cobrdinators shOuld look at each student responie to each qUestion in the
SAQ.

3. Collectively, the respolises to each question should be summarized as
succinctly as possible, keeping in mind that the -summarized statement
reflects a total student viewpoint.

4. After each question in the CRF has been completed, file each student's
SAQ in his/her appropriate folder.

5. Resource coordinators should arrange a meeting with each respective
resource-site coordinator to review the summary of responses contained in
the CRF.

6. Finally, a ccipy of the CRF should be placed in the school administrations
files.

b. Career Specialization

1. Resource coordinators should prepare a cover letter to each resource site
participating in Career Specialization who appeared on an SAQ. A copy of
the- SAQ should be attached. The letter should expiain the purpose and
intent of the SAQ.

2. A copy of the SAQ should be kept in the resource coordinators' files and
one copy should be put in the student's appropriate folder.

1



STUDENT ASSESSMENT QUESTIONNAIRE

Your Name

Name of Resource Site

Resource Coordiniktor's Name

Date Completed

As a result of your experience at ttils site, the site coordinator, his/her staff, and
your resource-coordinator are Interested in obtaining your assessment of the learn-
ing activities that were provided for you.

Please answer briefly the following questions with complete sentences. After you
have completed the questions, your resource coordinator will oollect them.

1, a. Describe as best as you can how this program was organized.

A

b. Did you get to do things as well as listen? If not, how, in your opinion,
might more activities have been worked into this program?



2. a. Describe as best as you can the MOM' lob arose that you learned about.

b. Did any of these Job areas really interest you? How would you have to
prepare y reelf for that job?

3.i"Did you feel that the staff who presented the program were aware of your needs

and interests?

4. What suggestions do you have for making this a better program?
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FOR YOUR INFORMATION



FOR.YOUR INFORMATION

CAREER EXPLORATION,

As a student in the Career Development Program, you will be expected t-O
participate in one Career Exploration each quarter. It is important for you to
understand, what a Career Exploration is, What you will learn in it, and what your
responsibilities will be toward it.

What Is A Career Exploration?

A'Career ExploratiOn is a course which you will attend one full:day each week
away from schoor. Before the start of each new.quarter you will be asked to select a
cluster. This cluster is made up of a number of businesses o rganizatiOns providing
similar sorts of jobs and careers. For example, you might t the Art ClusterAn
this cluster you would spend time in learning experiences aces where people ai',e

commercial artists, designers and photographers. The coarse which is:constructed
around these learning experiences is called a Career Exploration. Your Career
Exploration will last one quarter and will be taught by people who arc employed by
the business or organization that you will be attending.

What Will You Learn In A Career Exploration?

Career Explorations have been designed to provide you with information about
careers which aremavailable to you in each occupational cluster. Included in What you
will learn in your Career'Exploration are:

I . What you Will need in terms Oteducation and skills to begin a career in th.at
field;

). Whit skills yoti will have to develop to progress in that career;

3. What rights- and responsibilities you would have in jobs related to that
career; and

4. What financial awards antrbenefits-that career can provide:

At each business or organization you visit you will receive as much ,"hands on"
experience as possible. You will'be enCouraged to ask questions which concern you
abotit. a career in that field. As a result of taking a Career Exploration you sh.quld be
able to decide whether or not a career in that, field interests you,or,"urns you off."

What Will Your Responsibilities Be Toward Career EXplorationr

Your responsibilities t.c.ward your Career Exploration are similar to: your
responsibilities in anY..courSe you take. YOU WILL BE EXPECTED Tp ATTEND
REGULARLY AND ON TIME. The fact that your Career.Exploration is not at your
school and can be almost anywhere in the area means tharyou will have an increased



relonsibility in the areas of attendance and promptness, You ;All be learning in a
place of business or in a public institution. This means that rau will be expected to

'behave In an appropriate manner and present an appearance which you feel is
suitable to the place where you will be learning. Of course, you will be responsible
for all clasiwork and assignments required by yourinstructors.

CAREER SPECIALIZATION

What Is The Next Step?

As you go through the activities of one or more Career Explorations, you will
have gained Much broad 'knowledge of the world of worit in terms of what it is, what
it can do for You, ana what responsibilities you 'have to assume to become a part of
it. As a result of Career Exploration, or perhaps through long-standing interetts, you
may want to investigate a specific occupational area. The Career Specialization
program will give you the opportunity to do just-that.

What Is A Career Specialization?

A Career Specialization is an activity the will provide you with a focused
hands-on experience, within a Community resource site to test specifiC job interests
and work towards real-life goals. The entire activity is build upon your interest and
what you feel.you need to test-out this interest. Each specialization is different. The
search for ,5 community resource site and the design of the activity begins when you
show you are ready for the experience. The kinds of things you do and the amount
of time you spend in Career Specialization vary from one person to another. Each
Career Specialization lasts at least one quarter, but may be extended bermid this
time, if desired. The instructors for this activity will be your co-workers at the
community resource site. -%

What Will You Learn In Career Specialization?

Career Specializations-are designed to give specific information about a job area
through doing that job in an employer's site. You will work next to a regular worker
and talk over the good 'and bad features Of the job. You will learn how the workers
feel about the job as well as how they do it. For the time that you spend on the
employer site, you will be treated s one of the job force. You will not be paid for
your work. What you do in your Career Specialization will be designed-to give you
specific information about the job area to help your decision making and not to
profit theemployer.

What Will Your Responsibilities te Toward Career SpeCialization?

The same kind .of responsibilities and obligations that are expected of
participants in .Career Explorations Opt), to Cireer Specializations. YOU WILL BE
EXPECTED TO ATTEND RPCULARLY AND ON TIME. 'You will be at a

5. 6



community resource site, and your safety requires strict adherence to rules and
regulations. However, in Career Specialization you have two added responsibilities.
One, you must participate in designing the experience. TwoF you must produce an
end-product that relates to your specialization experience,

What Is An Erd-Product?

An end-product is an idea or a presentation that you will produce that reflects
the period of time that you have spent in youtspecialitation experienceand relates
to thejob,area or career.that you have been exposed to. The'emd-product can take
the form of a written report, an oral presentation, a new creation ,. a series of

.photographs, a new design, ot a suggestion that might improve the quality of one's
life or improve upon the product or things that the community resource site
produces.

Whatever you decide to produce, talk it over with the resource site coordinator
and your resource coordinator. Both of thee individuals can provide you with good
suggestions and ideas. Remember, your resource coordinator and resource site
coordinator stand ready to help and guide you throughout your specialization
experience.

Bdore you begin your Career Specialization experience, a contract will be
written between you and the community resource site. This contract will include the
follbwing information':

rights and responsibilities of you and the community resource site

what kinds of things you are going to do

the amount of time you will spend on site

how your performance will be judged

what kind of end-product you will produce

A Career Specialization can be very exciting and informative. If you desire
-additional information concerning how you might get involved in a specialization,
see a resource coordinator.

5 7
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INTRODUCTION _

RBS CAREER EDUCATION is 1. program for high school stUdents and ,a
,

program', to herp schools organize for continuipg, career educition:AeNilopment
efforts. The prograM involves the introdUction of three ':inatru.ctVonal components
into the high .school curricUlum: CAREER DEVELOPMENT, CAREER
GUIDANCE, and.the ACADEMIC RESOURCE CENTER ,(ARC). The prograin also
involves the establishinent rof a cOoeerative relationship hetween theaChool and the
community to implement, develop, and expand opportunities forsstudents to learn
through experien'm outside the.school.

The goal of the CAREER DEVELOPMENT componenti is to increase student
understanding of, preparation for, and access to the career.opportunities available to
them, as well as community .participatidn in and understanding of the educational
process. The component is designed to provide the schools and community
participants with procedures to organize a network of out7of-school resources for
two kinds of activities for students: Exploration and Specialization. These learning
activities are developed by sChool staff in cooperation with interested people in the
community. The actiVities are conducted by these community resources, Using their
own facilities, under the supervision of school staff.

This guide discusses the identification and recruitment of conununity resources
(i.e., individuals, agencies, businesses, Colleges, and unions) by the .school to
particip.ate in the on-going development and operations of the CAREER DEVELOP-
MENT component. The identification and recruitment..of comniunity resoutcs is
the first assignMent for the staff olthe CAREER DEVELOPMENT component (the
resource coordinators) after the completion' of their training. This guide is designed
to assiSt both them and thc school administration with this step in the
implementation process. While the focus of thc guide is on the initial organization of
those resources required to implement the program, the identification and
recruitMent of community resources will be a continuous activity as the program
seeks to ex.tend its services for students and the commun ity.*

*See: career...Development Compmsent: Genetill 4:formation Handbook for an uverview of the
staff roles a.nd processes involved in co mponeni implementation, and as background for this
guide.

4.
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IDENTIFICATION AND RECRIATMENT IN
RBS CAREER EDUCATION.,

One of the basic assumptions of RBS CAREER EDUCATION is that the
coptinu1ng 'development and extension -of expetlencebased caiteer education
programs can be sustained only th,rough the cooperative effOrts of the school and
the community. The identificatiop.and recruitment of.communky resources is a
crucial step in the implementation of both -the CAREER- DEVELOPMENT
component and the program as a whole. Without community partiscipetion, neither
the operation of the first nor the continuing developmeitt, of the second is possible.

in the RBS program, community resources are ,sought for a number of
activities:

1. to advise the schools on the continuing development and operation of the
program (e.g., as part of a community advisory group).

2. to assist the schools with the develOpment of prOgram content and/Or the
establishment of needed support (e.g., as a community liaison or a sponsor
of a clearinghouse service to inform and/or place participants).

3. to participate in4he development and Operation of' Exploration programs.

4. to participate in the developnient and operation of Specialization programs.

5. to participate in the development and operation of programs exte2ing
experience-based learning opportunities throughout the school curriculum.

6. to participate in the development and operation of new programs to
articulate uses of available resources to meet individual student needs and
interests.

7. to assist the schools and the community in the identification and advocacy

of .organizational and legal reforms necessary to promcite 'effective
utilization N. community resources for the educational process.-

Community participation has been ted in the past by difficulties in

cooperative relations. While the centtal isgi causing such difficulties is the
wnuineness of the relationship itself, a number of variables have come into play as

well:

1. Schools are 'frequently unrealist4 in their expectations of the.community.

2. School and community participants are often unwilling to .comproMisse

organizational constraints to promote program goals.

Community '04reicipants are 6ften .fearful of students and of their abilities

to work with students.

4. School and community participants are sometiirTes ignorant of each other's
wOrk and suspicious of eacii other's competencies,



5. Community participation is rarely recognized by tte 'schools or suppoited
in staff time, financing; and 'policy.

.

6. Programs within and across districts are increasingly, coMpeting for.av able

community resoeces; without any coordination among 'the and
pressuring -known- participant's rather than seiking- more equitable
distribution of responsibility throughout the community.

The RBS prograM has been designed to provide both an agenda for 'action and
the kinds of organization.al support and direction which .will proniote participation
toward the program's goals for students. The establishment of the resoUrce
coordinator team and the essential roles given to participants. in both the
development 'and operation of the program are important' steps fOr assuring
community resources of a responsive,and supportive relationship with the schools.
The initial implementation objectives (e.g., Exploration provam development), as
well as the longer term program objectives (e.g., more effective' use of available
resources) are likewise priorities shared by potential participants.

No set of procedures, however, can displace the basic iquirement for school
and community to communicate and understand the issues. No program design can
overcome the need for local commitment to cooperative action.

in determining the feasibility of the program, the school administratidn must
assess the capacity and commitment of the school and the community for the
continuing effort RBS CAREER EDUCATION involves. Such deliberations should
involve potential participants and their representatives as well as school person el,
both to .promole communication and understanding of the issues an4 to star ,t1),e

effort with the very cooperative action it seeks to promote.
In RBS CAREER EDUCATION, the Identification and recruitment of

community resources is a process of communication and rative action. It is a
step in the organization of the'school-community relations .. The success of the
identification and recruitment prOcess must be measured not simply in terms of the
achievement of some threshold level of .psirticipants with which to implement
program operations, but in terms of the commitment df participants to work toward
the realization of the potential of that community for the continuing improvement
of the educational process. The schools will obtain participants for operationsil
concerns in any event, as a result of interests in he/ping students,'in beinginvolved,
in escaping bad public or professional opinion, 2nd in having something new and
differ.ent to do. The basis of the RBS approach, however, is that to sustain
community involvement glid,. indeed, to .realize its potential, the school-community
relationship must move geyond operational services to the community concern of
improving the schools.

ft
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The identification -and- recruitment of community --resources is the, first

assignment for the staff of the CAREER DEVELOPMENT component (the resource

coordinators) after the completion of their training. The identifIcidion and
recruitment process has three basic objectkvest

1. to publicize the program and the issues it involves throughout t e
community;

2. to survey community opinions about the educational proceu, the
effectiveness of the schools; the needs of students, and the potential of
communifrparticipation;

3. to Obtain a threshold level of potential community perticipants.to satisfy
the numbers and interests of the potential student population and to meet
the requirements of program goals (e.g., the breadth of learning
opportunities desired for Exploration activities).

The identirication and recruitment process is esentially the first real test o he

program's practicability in the community. The school administration's assessmen s
of program feasibility can only be sustained by success in recruitment. This step in
the implementation process discloses the real commitment of the community and
the school to the program.

The identification and recruit menoprocess involves eight steps which follow on
the feasibility-determination activities of the school administration:

1. Definition of Operational Policies..

2. Determination of ReCruitment Policies and Targets.

3. Initial Contacts and Advocacy. ./
4. Croup Meetings and Presentat ions to Potential Participants.

5. Follow-up Meetings and Presentat ions.

6. Recordkeeping and Initial Organization.

7. Supplemental Recruitment.

8. Continuing Activ it ies.

These steps will involve, the .resource coordinators, the school administration, and

any individuak or agencies in the community willing and able to' assist the school
with the process. Once this cooperative action as succeeded in promoting
community participation with respect to both mations, and continuthg
development, the coordination and expansion of coinmunity participation locally

and regionally should become the responsibility of a distinct school;community

agency,*
-

'At the pilot site, the schools and the rigional chamber of commerce are developing a
computer-bated clearinghouse to identify available resources aild coordinate requests for use by
schools throughout the region. The results of this effort should. be available by 1977. The
development and operation of euch clearinghouses require extensive preparation by school and
community participants.

7
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Definition of Operational Policies

In determining the feasibility of the RIS program, school adminiatrators,
usually in cooperation with conimunity represantatives. and RBS Technical
Assistance staff, will be evaluatA the various characteristics of the prograni in terms
of the interests and limitationaof their local communities. the initial considerations
underlined by the program's information materials must be tranelate'd into some
operational framework that seem.* workable locally for the program to be feasible.
There must be tome sense of sufficient staff arid funds and time and flexibility atui
community interest. There must also be sollitt.lense of how the available resources Of
the school and the community am be co'inbined in the implementation of the
program.

RI3S Career Education: Implementation Planning Guide outlines this' process of
translation from the RBS program to a new site, and emphasizes the importance of
local adaptations for the continuing development of the program. The pilot progratn
is indeed only a model and a At of experiences against which to miasure local
approaches. Each site must adopt or adapt practices of the pilot program consistent
with local conditions and overall program goals.

The operational framework developed at each site Is essentially a statement of
the policies and conditions which the school administration has come to believe best
govern the implementation and continuing development of the program in that
community. it reflects the school administration's evaluation of resourccs within the
school and throughout the, community.,- It delineates the parameters which the
implementation of the proigam will follow: e.g., tbe schods will assign three staff
members to a resource coordinator team; the program will be initially limited to one
hundred students; students will be permitted to part kipate in career development
activities outside the school for credit up to ten hours per week; only Exploration
activities will be implemented the' first year; or, community participants will be
responsible for all grading and attendance reports.

The school must have a clear definition of these operational policies before
initiating any identification and recruitment of community resources. While
potenrial participants will welcome the opportunity to be involved .in the initial
feasibility determination process, once a decision has been made to adopt the
program they will expect and demand a clear statement of what the program is,
what it is trying to accomplish, and what is being asked of them. Resource
cbordinators must be able to answer practical questions about program operations if
they are to build a confident, cooperative relationship with comMunity resources.
The policies may change, and should, change, as a result of participant suggestions
during the imptementation process and as a result of Operational experience.
Neverthelessfif the schools have not done their homework by preparthg for program
implementation, community resources will usually be slow to agree to participate in
the program. -
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The operational policies controlkirit ron. impkmentation and continuing
development shoulci be a major topic -in taiff training. The community-resources
who helped the schOol administration develop the policies should be involved in the
training sessions to discuss the reasons for and the implications of the policies from
the perspective of' pOtential community participants. One objective of these
discussions is to provide some foundation for the development of the resource
coordinators' presentations to potential community participants., Another is to
impress on the school staff the importance of both.school and community needs in
the development of operational policies and practices and in their revision.

The definition of operational policies provides the resource coordinators with a
blueprint. The success of the program will depend on their ability to read into that
blueprint the school administration's intent and to adapt it to meet special
conditions in the community.

6 7
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Petormination of Recruitment Polities and Targets'

The first step in the identification and recruitmdnt prOcess defines the
parameters of the program for Which resoUrces are sought. The .second.. step is
concerned with the determination of policies and targeti for the reerUitmant-effort
itself. This itiP in'vOlves: the development of a strategy .to infOrm end totrult:
potential participants, further assessment of community resources, end the
assignment anIschedujing of staff

The deveropmek of the recruittnent strategy is, in the RBS;epproich, a
cooperative activfty involving the school' administration, the resource caordinators,

and the commUnity- liaison. The community, liaison is an individual or ien agency
with sufficient credibility, and contacts in the coMmunity, as well as inteNst in the

program, to assist the school in the identification and recruitment of community

resources.
Each community has its special requirements and style for the initiation of

school-community' projects. The steps outlined in thfrguide are representative of the

pilot site, and their applicability must be evaluated in terms of loci! practice. The

community liaison is a local expert on the comMunity and expands the school's

capability to unaerstand and act within these requirements. The primary function. Qf

the community liaison is to bring the school and the community together; although

this role may also include providrng a detached sounding board fdr school and

commu nity participants toward Continuing program development and organizing the

development of a formal clearinghouse for school-community projects. . -

At the pilot site, the program was implemented for a limited number of
students, initially focused on Exploration program development, and recruited
community resources within the region with particular eMiihasis on larger agencies

and companies.. The regional chamber of commerce acted as the community liaison,
providing the orgonization and contacts for initial meetings and presentations, with

follow-up done by school staff with the cooperation of school board and chamber

personnel. Materials and forms were.developed for these presentations, although the

program maintained a fairly low profile.
Tlw initial targets of the recruittramt process were community resource sites.

The program sought to obtain a policy commitment from an entire enterprist before
personal commitments from interested individuals. The program thus Worked .

through the structure of the enterprise to identify and train individual participants

and to organize and develop activities at th, site. Only when recruitment for
Specialization activities was begun were indivi al targets identified. The advantage

of this approach is in the abiltty and authority of polity makers to commit a wide

range of resources to program development and operations, as well as in the
continuity it warrants for these activities as individual participants change.

The pilot program assumed that by implementing the program on a liMited basis

it could test operational practices and capabilities while developing local capacity

and interesflo expand the program. The community liaison provided initial opinion .

leadership to recruit the threshold level of onnmunitv participation, and the
,
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experience and advocacy of the participsiNelprovides the basii for furether expansion
of the program. The RBS model. Was thereby Used is the 'basis..fOr Propm
installation, while the basis for conuing development , and expansion of, the
program is the participants adaptMon of the Model, cansisteint with local
conditions,

At the pilot site, the staff could recrUit frorn Clfirge population Of resources
those with the best potential of fulfilling the program's operational and
develOpmental -goals. The more usual problem is to identify an'd reciiiit from a imall
popuration a sufficient number of sesources to operate the program on borne scale
while searching for partneraor larger, regional activities in the future (#iSWOuld be
true even where different 'schools initially organize a multi-district proem).

* The resources which are available locally or regionally affect both the definition
of operational policies and the recruitment process, most particularly with respect to
the implementation of Exploration activities. The organization of Exploration into sc.
series of milai-courses representing the, range of career opportunities assumes a
sufficient number of resources to provide such a series of courses (usually for small
groups of students).*

While the series of courses su.nested in the model (i.e., its cimstering schema) is
well suited for community-based programs, the resources available for particular
course areas may be limited in many communities because of the concentration of
resources at a single site, or.the distances among sites, or, siinply, the lack of such a.

resource. Some assessment of local conditions limiting Exploration shoUld have been
/lade by the school administration in determining program feasibility and defining
operational policies..This assessment must initially guide the recruitment process.
This assessment, ne,,ertheless, must . be constantly re-examined- as the
implementation of the program proceeds, in -an effort to obtain the most
representative series of learning opportunities. possible in the community. .

The foregoing disCussion implies three basic.pciints about the' determination Of
recruitrdient pdicies and' tarts:

1. that the schools need the assistanCe of a community liaison in ptanning for
recruitment;

.
that rechritment plans should reflect both short-term and long-term
progra'm objectiyes; and

3. that recruitment is a step iit program development in which the
implications 'of community characteristics further define nece
adaptations in the instructional and administrative organizatiOri of
program.

411%

*The experience of the pilot site suggests that community resources are unwilling to participateln
'Exploration unless courses enroll at least ten (10) students each.

11
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,Six points dealing more with the procedural issues of recruitment are also suggested
by the experience of the pilot Site: ,

Recruitment must be a deliberate, organized activity, both to avoid
dupliestion of effort and to demonptrate the commitment and credibility
of the school and the effort.

r

2. Recruiters should include representatives of the school and the community,
working often in teams, again to demonstrate commitment and credibility
and, indeed, to provide some social essurep participate.

3 School staff must have the res nsib for finally recruiting a site, with
the resource coordinator doing the recruiting. assigtied the future liaison
iesponsibilities between that site and the school, kj order to develop the
personal commitment of staff to individual sites and the professional
relations between school and community staff.

4. Recruiters must have some materials for potential participants and for
public presentations which reflect both the national chasicter and
credibility of the enterprise and the local commitinsnt to and direction for
the program, and therefore will ha4 to develop and produce some
handouts.*

Priority targets for, recruitrnent sire those resources whAph can provide
needed content for the instructiOnal goals\ of the program and/or the
commitment and leadership required to.sustain the continuing,devdopment
pf the program.

N

6. Recruiters must take care td touch bases with 'non-priority targets toward
future participation objectives and avoid the identification of the program
with any single group of resources.

The recruitment:process 'provides further opportunity .fof the scho-ol to'
demonstrate its commitment to develop a more effective and cooperative
relatiohship with the coinmunity. TIte .poliCies governing thiS effort and all of the\
school's contacts ,with the community mustbesesponsive td past failures and future
needs. The process must represent.a positive change.

One particularly sensitive area, for both school and comtimnity participants, will
be the relationship of this program implementation effort to existing
school-community activities. Most schools Will be operating a number of
school-community programs, in which a number of community resources will have
longstanding and definite interests, 1The extent to which the adOpti6n of this

*t.

*In addition to the materials in the RBS CAREER- EDUCATION LIBRARY, si number of
publications on Career Education are available from national organizations and governnOntal.
agencies, Including many cited in program ,materials: e.g., The Community is the Teacher (from
the National Institute of Education); EfiCE: A Design for Career Education (from the Nittional
Association of Secondary School Princilials): and Career Education (from the Chamber. of
Commerce of the United States).

12
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program affects the operations of those programs is a basic hisue of school
administrative policy.,However, the existence of such programs must affeci and, to
some extett, limit the recruitment effort hePe. Tfiis program should neither coMpete
with existing 4tivities for participants, nor seek to add thii effort to those alreadyrL

competently /undertaken by community ' resources. Certdinly some present
participants, particularly if they are involved in the adoinion process, will want to
include this program in their activities with the school. Community resources with
experience with several different programs are especially able to advise the schooll
on the 'revision and coordination of these different efforts to best realize prodam
goals and the poeteniia.1 of available resources. However, if one policy considerition
stands out from the experience of the pilot site with community participants it is
that the central coMmunity concern is not what more can be done for the schools,
bui what Qv be done tv make the schools better.

Two Additional issues affecting recruitment policies and targets, which must be
decided early on, are the role of school staff in the process (including the number of
staff) and the time lines for various stages in the process. In the RBS approach, the
participation of both school and community personnel in the organization and
recruitment of participants.is emphasized, with the community representatives
taking the lead in program pyblicity and initial contacts, and the school staff taking
the lead in the follow-up presentations and actual commitment of resources. The
tune re'quired for recruitment will vary with the size of the implementation and the'
community, but will usually be no less than three months.

In determining the role of school staff in the recruitment process, some
differentiation must be made between the role of the school adminisfration and that
of the resource coordinators. School administrators (superintendents and principals)
must participate in the recruitment process to lend it some, authority as a

demonstration of school commitment to ,a new policy of relations with the
comMunity. The school must involve staff at the iame levels of authority as
community participants involved in recruitrnent negotiations, while taking care to
use such personnel sparingly so as not to dilute their impact. In the RBS. progtam,
the administration role in recruitment comes at the early stages of the process, in
organizing community participation in the decisions to adopt the program and begin

the implemenation process. The administrators remain the ,Schdol personnel to
whom opinion leaders and community administrators will relate and direct their
inq uiries.

The role of the resource coordinators in recruitment is to assist school
administration in winning the support .oi the community and, particularly, is

pursuing interests in participation toward a formal commitment to participate and
the assignment of community personnel to initiate program development activities.
In the early stages of the procepi, the resource coordinatovs will be involved in
preparations for group meetings and follow-up: drafting presentation materials- and

handouts, learning Tore about the characteristics of the commUnity. Once the
formal contacts with 'potential participants begin, however, the resource
coordinators become symbols of the support and commitment of the school for file

5



overall program development .effort,-- Their participation sin- all further- contacts is.'
essential both to further denxinstrate 'this commitment and.to`develop.the pericipal
relationship, between school and cii,.,mmunity needed to sUstain any long-term.,
development effort. The resource coordinator invOlved in the:recruitment of a site
becomes the resource coordinator working with that site on program dev'elopment
and all future operational and continuing developMent concerns.

The. School must allocate sufficient staff and sufficient time for follow-up
sessions and for the development of school-conimunity staff relations. There must
be enough resource coordinators to handle both the number of follow-up sessions
and, eventually, the number of community participants in the' program. The
experience of the pilot program suggests that a single resource _coordinator can
handle the recruitment and continuing liaison oi no more than nine (9) par-
ticipating resources, the number comprising three (3) Exploration- mini-course

programs. The time required to recruit community pardcipants Al vary
considerably. The most time consuming activity will be scheduling appointments for
meetings. The experience of the pilot program suggests that at least one month-will4
be required for informal organizatibn and planning activities, one month for formal
contacts and group meetings, and one month for follow-Up and commitment. The
more time invested in comMunity participation in initial feasibility and operational
policy questions, the less time will be required for participant reCruitment.:

The recruitment of community resources for Exploration actiVities 'shpf4ld'be
completed in time to provide interested students with information about prOjecteci
activities and in time to4ermit school and community staff to develop such'
actMties and information materials about them for students. The taline lines required

will vary with the numbers of students and activities involved; however, the
experience' of the pilot site suggests that no less than three months of cooperative
developiwnt will be required from'the completion of reCruitment activities to the
initiation of program operations.

4
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Initial Contacts and AsIvOcacy

_From the time the schdol administration begins considerini the-adoptioh,Of the

program, Community representatives should be inliolved. Wti le the sChooLstait and
the board of education can be advocates for the program in the community, actiVe
participation in the decision to take on Ale iMpleinentation of the prograM is by rar

the best way to initiate local interest-in recruitment and. continuingitievelopment.-
Participating representatives will develop some identification with the program and
provide the school with some contacts and social leverage for recruitment meetings
and presentations. Once the decision to adopt the program has been made, the
school and any community representatives participating in the decision Should begin
to' contact potential participants and to present the case for the new program.

The need and methods for such. initial contacts and advocacy is largely a matter
of the characterlitics and style of individual communities. The school will often hive
an open relationship with the community eliminating the need for any intermediate
steps between adoption and the public recruitment sessions. In many cases, however,

the available resoUrces may be distant, both physically and personally, from' the
schools, requiring some intermediate to induce them to listen. In still other cases,
the community max tiave certain opinion leaders' whose support for the effort is a
pelitical necessity or-of great value in 9,11)44 the support of others.

The .school board itself will often ave sufficient authority and credibility in the
community to provide the program with osiaaswvae needed to prepare potential
participants' for the recruitment effort. The community liaison will more 'often
perform .this iflssk, and the pilot site expgriencsougge(ts that such an external agent

is more effec:tive. A conimunity advisor ouppresenting school and community
participants, parents, and students is also an effective Otiource for this task.

The etliistituencies of these groups overlap and the groups will be doing pr ty

much the same things in support of the program; talking to people, trying t(i
persuade them about the effort, referring them to other suppcfrters in the

community, using, personal leverage to. get them listening and involved. The three
groups together represent the public, social, and private interests of the coMmubity,'

-1and, to the extent their efforts are unified by some shared policies and some good,
organization, the recruitment process will be less concerned witlt the sufficiency of
community interest in the program.

The imPlementation of the program will require continuing advocacy:...The
recruitment of participants for the CAREER DEVELOPMET component is only

one part of that effort: contacts must bhstablished with the home and within the
school itself as much as with potential participants.

The experience of the pilot site suests one particular danger in both this initial
contact phase and throughout the recruitment process: that those contacted will not
in turn begin to tonsult ..the other individuals at their site who may eve,ntually be
involved in the program. To a great extent this danger may be avoied if the
program advocate asks the person contacted to discuss the program with others itnd
to bring other site representatives to meetings. It may also be avoided by initially
contacting Andividuals Wlio will probably have operational responsibilities and have

1 5



sufficient internal leverage to commit the site to the program. However, tile
tendency of internal staff seems to be to avoid such responsibilities and the
executive mandate appears to be, the best if not a perfect routs to'recruitment.
Resource coordinators 4411 thus often be confronted by people assigned to the
progrtm for thedevelopment activities by interested eaetutives. Consequently, these
actual participant; will have to be nrcrutted in still another cycle ofeactfvities.

a
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Group Meetlns and Presentations to Potential Participants

Once the school administration is satisfied thrjugh informal consultation and
contacts that there is sufficient community interest in the program, formal contacts
may begin, directed toward actual commitments tb participate. The first of these
formal activities is, in the RBS aPprOach, a eries of meetings with groups of koPle..
controlling resource participation (e.g., agency heads, executives, and union leaders).

The purpose of these group meetings is to again inform potential participants
and further demonstrate the school'ico*Mmitment to the program and to more
cooperative relations with the cOmmunity, The meetings are also directed at

id6ntcifying those individuals at each site with whom the school staff will finally
negotiate the site's participation. The group meeting format has two major
advantages: (1) economy of time, and (2) social or profeuional pressure to
participate. The group meeting format will have no disadvantages where the school
administration has properly prevarel the audience through involvement in the
previous steps. There should be no big surprises for the audience.

The sessions should be scheduled at times which suggestions from potential
par ticipants in the previous steps suggest are convenient. The sessions should be held
at the school or some other putilic meeting place. The audience Which should be
invited to these sessions are those policy makers with the authority to commit
community resources to participation in the program, accompanied, where possible
and where the person is not the policy maker, by the individual to whom
operational responsibilities would be assigned were the site to participation in
program implementation: e.g., public. rdat ions or personnel officers. The specific list
of people to invite should be based on the results of initial contacts and the advice
of the community liaison; however, resources who have indicated an interest in the
program but a disability to participate initially should also be invited, both to
sustain their interest in and contacts with the program and to avoid embarrassing
them in any way.

The agenda for these group meetings consists of four basic items:

1. An introdAtion and adxcaCy of the program by the community liaison
and other coinmunity representatives:

2. A discussion br school 'administrators and program staff 6f the program,
the implementation activities, and projected operations and continuing
development;

3. Audience participation: questions and answers:

4. Summary of the discussion by the community liaison, with a request for
the audience to fill out Cortimunity Interest Forms before they leave.



The Commlinity Interest Form is the first concrete expreuion of participant
commitment, as well as a pug. of the effectivenou of the recruitment effort. The
form simply asks for a fOrmal indication of site interest, particularly with respect to
Exploration and Specialisation activities, and for the name of the person who will
handle any further negotiations. A copy of this form is contained in the Appendix
of chit guide. A sufficient supply of these forms should be On hand forthese
sessiOns. The school staff should idso prepare some handouts or brochure's about the
local project, includini a summary of operational policies. The RDS progtam'S
administrative guides (particularly RBS Career Education) may be useful for
potential participants wanting more in-depth information abbut the program;
however, they are not intended for use in these sessions.

The audience discussion at these group meetings is quite important for the
continuing development of the program. The discussion provides the program staff
with a greater awareneu of the priorities and issues affecting' community
participation and of the support they will have to provide if the program is to
succeed, The discussion also provides the participants themselves an opportunity to
discover shared interests with respect to school:community relations toward the
development of the inter-resource relationships necessary for the expansion and
refinement of program activities. The meeting is thereby a demonstration of
potential support for the effort not only from the school but from other
participants as well.

The responses to the meeting, on the Community Interest Form, should be
folloWed up initially by4 the community liaison. The community liaison should call
interested participants to schedule meetings betwpn ihe site negotiator and program
staff. The community liaison should call uninterested participants to discuss their
anxieties about the program, and should report any iniplications of such opinions to
the school administration toward necessary program revisions.

I.
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Follow-up Meetings and Presentations

This step in the recruitment process is the first field actiVity for the resource
coordinators. The objectives of this step are the formal .commitment of site
participation, the designation of_the site's continuing liaison with. the program (the .

rcsource-site coordinator), and the initiation of the developMent of Exploration
activities at the site. Progress toward these 'objectives is documented Q11 the

"Commu nity biterest Followup Form (see Appendix).
The number of follow-up sessions required anOhe agenda for each session

depend on the contact person designated at the group 'meeting. In many cases, the
contact person will be the policy maker, wishing additional or more concrete
information about site participation before cornmiting resources. In some cases, the
contact person will be an intermediate policy maker who will be responsible for the
site's participation in the program but not operationally involved. In a few cases, the
contact person will be the eventual resource-site coordinator. The community
liaison's telephone follow-up on the group meetings should suggest the need for the
presence of the eventual ,resource-site coordinator at these follow-up sessions.
However, resource coordinators should be prepared to make a series of follow-up
presenrations to people at different levels of responsibility and interest at each site.

The resource coordinator should ,confirm by phone the appointment made by
the cominunity liaison. If the -contact person is the original pOlicy maker, the
resource coordinator and the community liaison may attend the session, depending
on local styles and the assessment of the community liaison after the follow-up calls.

'Each follow-up se,ssion will inVolve some repetition of the group meeting
presentation, particularly where neW people are called in. The policy maker may
indeed use these individual follow-up sessions as a medium for ivolving personnel in
decision-mak ing`about the site's partkipation. All follow-up presentations must seek
to put the Amcept of the program into some concrete opersaional perspectiveH
especially where people with potential operational concerns are present. The
presentations must be realistic about the demands on personnel for program
development as well as for program operations, both honestly inform potential
participants and to underline the need for internal incentives and support for
participting personnel from management. The presentations must also be realistic
about the responsibilities of tre resource coordinator in providing support for the
community participants. The sessions should outline the steps in the implementation
process, the schedule for completing these steps, the characteristics of the probable
student population, and operational policies affecting eommunity resources.

The follow-up sessions with the designated resource-site coordinator are
particularly important for the continuing development of the., prograin. The
relationship between the resource coordinator and the resouice-site coordinator is
the, primary basis for all program development activities. The resource coordinator
must be supportive of the resource-sIte coordinator and schedule sufficient time to
deal with initial questions and prvblerits. While training sessions will be provided for

1 9
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the rhource-site eoortikhatorslis part of thedevelopmant petness,114 inttuu COntaCti
between these rerientatives of the school and,the 'corfimUnity resOurce must be
constructive. The resource-site coordinator is the single most powbrful person at any
site to_help the program to auceeed, or to destroy the siie's interest and confidence in
the program, The success of tie program depends to no small dime on the ability-
of resource coordinators to achieve the confidence and Potential of the resourc?-site.
coordinator.

4:
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Recordkeeping and Initial Organization

The recruitment prOcdss is a major source.of infOrmation about the commun4y,
potential participantc. and-limitations on program operations..it is also a process for
which the school staff must havelhe best information available in order to work in a

Credible way with potential participants.. .
.. .

Three kinds of tecordkeephfg activities. are .particularly helpful in. capturing 1
information from the recruitment process and organizing information for the
recruitment proce _..and for 3uhsequent stepsin the implementa4ion of the program:

1. InclividUa -files on community resources,

2. Recruitment schedules and contact logs.

3. Worksheets analyzing recruitment needs and program-status.,

huheich4a/ 0,1 CommuHity Resources

in the determination of tlw program's feasibility and the recruitment policies
and targets, the school adininistration, with the assistance of comnmnity repre-
sentatives, will have conduct e'd some initial surveys and analyses of community
resources capable of suStaining the program: Some assesSment of the kinds of
resources availabl6 in the community is also a prerequisite for the definition of the
operations policies guiding the recruitment effort. 'These-investigations of commun.-
ity potential will involve the personal knowledge of the people involved,as much as
the use of published materials (e.g., federal or state labor reports); indeed, outside
sources will often be completely unavailable with the possible exception of the
Yellow na,i:cs."

The information develo ped thr mgh these investigations is the starting point for
the reource coordinators' deve.loginent of the knowledge base about the common-.
itV wilich is to guide the continuing development of the program. The schoot.must
organize and update this infOrmation for the various needs of the resource
coordinators in the superyision And continuing developinent of the prOgrdm, indexed
and cross-indexed accOrding\ to those categories definilig schookcotilinunity
t

rela-

ionsli ips and program object ives, 8 t
One approach to (*)t-gaijizing the -information is to establish A file for each

conununity resource (individual or site.) as.they are identified, with all activities with
that resource reported in that file , and the file either referencing or accompanying

+At the pilot site one of the values of working with the regional chamber. of commerce as
community liaison was their continuing wOrk in surveying. community resources. and existing
analyses of potential participants. g

' 'If possible, school staff should prepare an Mlle x or Yellow Pages of communit y resourcles based
On their investigations. Such an index would be useful as a quick reference for recruiters as well
as for the development of any clearinghouse activity later on. The Career ExploOtioir Catakq
(see the Appendix of Career Guidarice C(»npopwrIt: (eneral Inti)rmatiori Handbook) is one kind
of index. The Job Index approach used in the Catakw can he used to describe non-participating
as well as participating resources, or adapted to nicks resourCes accOrding to location, student
interests, or any Other category scheme. The Catatog also provides sonic good illustrations of
recruitment targets for specific clusters.
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those of other r.1101sr6es involved in the same activities,. At the pilot, site, files on
community resources were organized by the Exploration clusters 'in which they
participated, with a separate annotated file .of Spkialisation

The establishment of such files provideithe resource coordinato and everyone
else involved in tlite recruitment process with a central cleariighouse of information
about potential participants, including information about previous contacts of.the
program with them and, hopefully, about previous or existing contatts theyrhave
had with the khool and other prograins. The eles are the program's collective
memory.: its list of the names of personnel at a site, its impre4lons of meetings, its
recommendations about strategy; its telephone book,' its remaining targets, its future
objectives. The upkeep of such files will often be difficult; nevertheless, the
existence of such files is the only guarantee a program has that the investment in
developing the abilities and knowledge of any resource coordinator will not be
completely lost if the person should leave.

Recruitment Schedules and Contact Logs

The primary function of the filing system is to have a record of what has been
done to guide further action, The primary function of recruit Ment schedules and
contact lOgs is to have a record of what is being done to guide further action.

Schedules are quite helpful for stiff allocation and planning and to avoid
overlapping contacts with potential participants. Scheduling meetings or presenta-
tions must be a centralized activity, and schedules for all staff must be available to
all staff so that any staff member contacted in person or by phone by . a potential
participant can be responsive to requests for meeting times,

A simple contact log (see Appendix) provides a summary of results for a given
period. The summary can be used by the school administration, the community
liaison, or the resource coordinators ro assess the effectiveness of the recruitment
process and particular follow-uPqeeds.

Resource Recruitment Worksheets

The primary function of resource recruitment worksheets is to provide some
indication of the sufficiency and implications of the recruitment effort for program.
operations: i.e., to provide some record of what has to be done. The worksheets iti
the Appendix were used, in the recruitment of community resources for Exploration
activities the pilrt site% They are structured to illustrate which Exploration
clusters or Anj-cours'es have recruited participants, which have not, and which have
potentially sufficieiii participants to enable the development of several mini-couries
in an area, each with a soniewhat different emphasis. As participants are recruited,
the school staff can .update these sheets and determine in which areairecruitment is
still needed and which courses May not be operational. A similar series of
worksheets can be cet'nStructed for Specialization recruitment, With areas of student
interests or' prnjeets,providing the categories:

22
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Supplemental Recruitment

The emphasis of this guide is otl the effort of school staff and the-community
liaison to recruit sufficient participants to operate Exploration activities, This effort
also benefits the recruitment of resources 'for Specialization and the other areas of
participation for which the program seeks community resources, but these

additional objectives may require some ,supplemental recruitment effort, and even

the assignment of certain staff to deal solely with them.
The recruitment of Specialization participants particularly may require a

separate approach from Exploration recruitment: Specialization emphasizes a more
one-to-one relationship, and recruitment for Specialization will ,focus more on
individuals than on sites. Yet, in many ways, the process ofretruiting Specialization;
participants follows the same pattern as Exploration recruitment, although the
agencies assisting the school staff may vary: e.g., volutiteer agencieS instiad of
chambers of commerce. The school will still have to find some way of reaching
potential participants, discussing the program with them, following-up on interest,
and keeping track of people 'who have been recruited in files and catalogs and
indexes for eventual use in working with students. A number of Specialization
participants will become involved.ihrough Explor)ation recruitment or as a result Of
involvement with Exploration activities; indeed, part of the responsibility of the
resource coordinator, in seeking to expanct the participation of a particular site, is
the development of Specialization actAvities there. Many community resources, for
reasons of size,or personal preference, will be limited to dealing with small numbers
of students or simplyktwith individ* student's interested in their activities, however,
and will never become involved in F'xploratiprt.

in the pilot program; SpecializItion reCruitment was not initiated until after
.Exploration operations had-begun, because of the lack of information about student
interests in Specialization....activities -and the lack of, sufficient information.:from
community resources about the .kinds of Specializatiotr-experiences which might
best promote program goals. While the program is suppdlive of experience-based
learning in and of itselfSpecializatimi must include some career development
dimension. Yhe problem in recruiting SeiaIiziop participants is to fad someone

both willing and knowing.enough to ork with the student to develop a project
which meets the student's perSonal and citreer.development goals.-..

The Exploration and Specialization recruitment(' activities discussed above
constitute the mainstream recruitMent effort to be followed. Nevertheless, in many
cases, some investment in cold .canvassing isalso desirable. Cold canvassing is a slow,
highly inefficient meth4,01 recruiting participants, but in some cases it can spell the
difference between haviiig a mini-coi.irse or a project and- not having it. Cold
canvassing c.an be done by calling peóple', in the telephone book or walking down a
street.

II
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-A substantial source of manpower to aid any recruitment effort, how's*, is
students and their parents. Tapping this resource on a continuing basis is often quite
difficult; nevertheless, students can and will be very effective in winning the
participation of people in the corrimunity where school an& community personnel
have failed, and the succeu only serves to intensify the student's interest and
commitment for the activity. Parents can not only be instrumental in providing
contacts and obtaining participants for the program, they can also become an
informal information network on their own, providing students with someone to

AtIk with about specific career areas if not someone to work with on a specific
project. Resogrce coordinators should not hesitate to work With students to utilize
their own informal networks to obtain program participants, while taking care that
such it ctivities do not overlap or endanger establiahed contacts with participants. The
involvement of students and their families in the recruitment effort will further
publicize program goals and activities throughout the community, and may well
result in further public support and pressure for community participation in the
effort,,
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Coritinuing,Activities

The identification and recruitment of ,cOmmunity resources is a continuing
prOcess.. It does,not come to an end when program operations. begin. The program
may require iadditional -resources to expand the numberof students it can- serve. The
program may seek other ways of involving participants. The program may need new
participants to tepkce those who are no longer able to . participate or can Only
participate periodicilly. Recruitment for Specializati activities must begin afresh,
to spine eXtent, wiqi each .student and each project.

The4focus of the resource.- coordinator's role once program operations have
begun is the maintenance, development, and expansion of partiCiPant capacity and
opportunities for students. fkit, the school-community relationship,' the resource
coordinator is necessarily . involved in --Ow-- identification anti , recruitment of
additional .resourcvisitt,participant- sites and as a result of sul.testions by site
participants, usually wifh le,spect to SpeCialization bpportimities*. IlCvertheless; this
relationship is Also'. the basisihrough which the program Seeks to enCouraie,
community participatIon in the identification -and development of r4ew pro am
ideas -and needed Organizational' reforms, as well as to 'make. Use-, of- the,pow of-
participant interest iid exper4ice in the. program to rzcrul.t. additional resodrces
through presentations At j3rofeiSi9toal. meetings and through informal .discimsions,/
with non-participants. e

While the lesOUrke- coordinator ..iS'...con'Ceilled witH e4andifig community
involvement in -the pr'ogram, the schobl -)iidministri;tion .and m44parriiparits
also be, concerned with the responigijities of . co'rnmunity rA,ources to other:
programs and to other' conunitie ind wiTh the devel4Ment of practices..to
achieve the mostpeffective.aild equitable disiributioh. The developMent of regiOnal
cboperation in .11,iie ideiltifieatiOnr, recruitment, and utilization of participant
resources will 4,1Volve twiny of the samwteps outLined i! this-guide; with:- ieglonal
eduiational agencies and regional liaisons also playing4 majot role. Tilt deve,lopment
of comikiunity cooperation in th.e' identificiition., recruitment, and, utilization of

v.community resources will require Ctentit'uilig analysis Mid devplopment by the
. -

school and the commumiq -with respect to curticulum reforms and the articulation
of eXisting programs.
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COMMUNITY INTEREST FORM

Name of Represmtative

Position

(kganization

Address

s

"Felephone

My biismess, agency, organization or induittry would like to participate in the career education
ogram

Yes . No

My business, agency., organization or industry would like to partiCipate in Carcer Exploration
activities

Yes No

My business, agency, organization or industry would like to participate in Career Specialization
activities

Yes No

- My business, agency, organization 'or industry cannot 'participate in the care* education progratAi
presently, but wouid like to in-the kiture

Yes No

I would like to serve On an i(i'visoy board or the career eAucation program

Yes No

Please L on tac t the following individual concerning our nivolvement in the career education
program:"

Name

Addre9s

$ Telephone

Po'sition 410



COMMUNITY INTEREST FOLLOW-UP FORM

Name of Resource Site

_Address

Name of Person Contacted at Resciurce Site

Position

:releplirone Number

1)ate Contacted

Resource .ite Will Participats Yes No

Name Of Resource-Site Coordinator

Position

Telephone Number

lAite of First Meeting with Resource-Site Coo.rdinator

1>ate

N:Me of; Resource-Site Coordinator

Resource-Site Coordinator:Agrees to Participate in Car Ter Expl'oration Program
441 4

Yes No

ResUrce-Site Coordinator Agrees to Participate in Career Spec alizafion program

Yes No
4.

Resource-Site Coordinator Would Like to.Pavicipate in Advisory CrouRTtivitie$

(onmients.

Yes

.r

it

.4 Resource kmoroinator
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RESOURCE RECRUITMENT WORKSHEET
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RESOURCE RECRUITMENT WORKSHEETS
POTENTIAL RESOURCES FOR CLUSTER

SUB-CLASSIFICATIONS

ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT

"Occupations demanding special Skills in the creative arts and in the field.of entertainment, ill the field of entertainment, including
creators and performers.-

Performing Arts "McCupatiims involved in providing entertainment and/or making artistic statements via vocalizatiOn and/or
moveinent.-

Potential Community Resources: a. . b.

d. e.

Visual Arts "Occupations inyolved in creating artiracts in two and three dimensions.

Potential Community Resources: a.

c. d. c.

1..anguage Arts -Occupations involved in creating.p'rose and 'poetry."

Potential Community Resources: a. b.

C.

Potential Comntunity Resources:

Other

d.

"In

Potential Corgmunky Resources: a. b.

C. d. e.
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RESOURCE RECRUITMENT NVORIC.SHEETS
POtENTIAL RESOURCES,FOR CLUSTER

SULASSICICATIONS

BUSINFISS CONTACT
.

"Occupations 'primarily -concerned with the face-to-f,a,ce sale of commodities,Invistments, real estate, and services, including
demonstrator., auctioneer, and other kinds of agents where personal persuasion And the person-to-person relationship is important:"

Retail "ojCupations involved in selling of goods to ultimate consumers .for persOnal or household consumption."

Potential Community Resources:
r

c. d. e.

Wholesale "occupations involving the sale of
1commoditiet in 'quantity, usually for resale."

Potential Community Resources: a. b.

c. d. e.

Brokerage -occupations involved in the buying and selling for principals without holding Mk to the. pioperty."
.....---.

,

Potenti' i Community Resources: ,, a, b. 4..

t
c. d. . , .

. .'., 4Other , ... ,
.

9 2

Potential Community Resources a b.

c. d. e.

Other

Potential Community Resources:

c. d, e.



RESOURCE RECRUITMENT WORKSHEETS
POTENTIAL RESOURCES FOR CLUSTER

SU LASSI FICATILSINS
,...

GERAL CULTURE ,
,

:. . .

"Occupations involved in tile presentation and transmission of the general cultural heritage, inclUding occupations in education,
journalism, law, the ministry and linguistics." i

Education "Occupations involved in providing instruction to people, individuahy,or ill groups,"

Potential Community Resources: a.

c. d.

b.-

Co/ nimunications/Journalism "Occupations involved in the dissemination of news, entertainment and opinion."

Potential Community Resources: a.

\

iesLaw "Occupations involved in the a df tration of crit

Other

b.

ncet justice excluding those involved in protective services."

Potential Community Resources: 4 a. b.

C. , d. C.

Other

_Potential Community It.t.sources: a.

c. d. C.

95
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RESOURCE RECRUITMENT WORKSHEETS
POTENTIAL RESOURCES FOR aUSTER

SUB-CLASSIFICATIONS

OUTDOORS

"Agriculture, fishing, forestry, nu and rehtted occupations primarily concerned with the cultivation and preservation of crops,
marine and inland water resources, mineral resources, forest products and animal husbandry." lp

Agriculture "Occilp'ations involved.in the cultivation and preParation for use of crops. (
Potential Community Res6urces: a, b.

Anna! Resources "Occupations inv )lved in care, production and use of:animals."

Potential...Community Resourcgs:

,c.

a. b.

d. 't
Ecology ".0ccupitions involved in the conservation a'nd prmervation of the living and inanimate enviromenr."

Potential Communityntesoupces: a.

c.

Other

Other

t '7



RES4URGLRECRUITME WORKSHEETS
POTENTIAL RESOURCES OR CLUSTER \

SUB-CLASSIFICATIONS

SCIOCE
*

"Occupations conctrn0" primarily With Rcientific theory and its eppliCation 60,tt than techno4y."..
6ealth "Occ.tipati inV01 A aThaspects of the relief of hrani ailments, including.the allied-health ptofessions."

Potential Communityi Resources:

c.

a. b.

d. e.

Social Science Itecupations involved it tiv sciences that
,the interpersonal relationships Of membert of--sbeietv."

\.. . x,.. .
Potential Conim ..unity Resourc,es: d ilk 4

a

. 7:

C . , d . 2
\

t.\\

Physical Science "Ocalpatioils inyoNlved i,n scieitceS thai deal wit non-living n erials."
f ,

"O111.

eal with the i istitutions and functioning of human society and with\

Potential CommullitY Resources:, a.

Other

b.

4

t

--1

/ Potential Community Reswirc.es: a.

c. I d.

Other

C.

I.

Potential Community Resources: a.
"No

C. ,

".1



,
1 . ' .- ,
1"Occupations vying and,attending to thE personal tastes, needs, and welfare.of other persons, including gelidatice,,, socia) work,
and domestic and.protective services." .. .

-.....---

'RESOURCE R.ECRUITMENT WOR*SHEETS
POTENTIAL RESOURCES -FOR CL'USTER

4 SVB-CLASSIVICATIONS

SE VICES

4.

Prptective Service's. "occupations involved in the protectioif of individuals and/or societragainst natural disaster.,4ire , crink.
.domestic}nd f.i.)reign Chreat g, etc.

Potential Community RI ources: a.

,
c. d. C. It

a. i d

. . \
Personid Services ."occupatikms attending to the .piersonal taStes of indiyOuals within the society."

Potential Community.Resources:

Social Services r, osTupations attend

Potential Community Rt4)Aotirtes: /

a.

h.

C.
41"

4

the weliare of individuals and groups withinthe society."

a. b.

C.

Potential -C4muunit v Resources: a.

c.

Other

Potential Community Resources: a. h.

(11
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,RESOURCE RECRUITMENT lORKSHEETS
'POTENTIAL RESOURCES FOR CLUSTER

SURfLASSIFICATIONS

'TECHNOLOGY

"Occupations concerned With the production, tr)aintenance, and transportation ofcommodities ana utilities,.including en neering,
e-rafts (including repair work) And the machine trades: aS well as transportation and communicationa."

. 4 1
. . .

ilities --"oc.ctipatiOtA involved in the supply of necessary commodities such as elecThcity, water and natur4 gis to the public."

tential Community Resources,: t . .

(.6' d.

Transportation'O'occupat,ions involved in moving people and/or goo s frm

Potential Community Resources: a.
_ ,

4.

Trades "occupations involVed in work.whh requires ffianual or mechanical skill.

c.. 'd.

one place to aAther."

b.

PotentialCc-nnmunity Rqources:

C.

Other

J

e.

d. e.

.Potential Communiv Rcsources:' )a.

c

Other

b.

d. e.

Potential Community Resources: a. b.

lot

C.
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V.

The publication of IDENTIFICATION -AND RECRUITMENT OF .COMMVMTY

RESOURCES "has.been funded 4art byt the- Vocattbnal Education Act '(1),L. 8P10,.
.Title'IV) as ameilded in 1968, in cooperation w.ith the National Inisitkute of
Education, under research contract #NE-C-00'4-0011. The opinions expresseLin this
publication do not neCessarily refleci the position or policy of the National I,nspitute

of. Education, and no official endorsement i')y the National Institute' of Eecation
should he inferred.
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R ESIlk RCH FOR BE(1:ER SCI kR )1:S, 1NWR MR ATEA) (RBS), is it private,

Ron profit' tikia.itional tescarch aboratorv located in PhiLidelphix; i mnsylvania.
ORGANIZI.N7 INFORMATION ABOUT COMMUNIPe RKSO ICES: RE.
SOURCE SITE ANAI.YSIS is Ort or it series of curriculucrild pt'iKedund niaterials
developed bv the RliS CARITR EDUCATION PRO(;RAM (Lpuis M. Ma.guires,

Diftctor) for. a pilot projeet iii experie.nce664<ed career education. (EBCE).
Additional matenakin this seTies include:

CAREER DEVELOPMENT COMPONENT: GENERXL- INFORMATION
,11ANDBOOK .

IDENTIFICAT1()N 41ND RECRUITMENT OF COMMUNITY RESOURCES

ORGANIZI NO COMMUNITY RESOURCES RIR CAREER flAKPlAMATION:/
CLUSTERING

OEVE LOPING INSTRU(:TI()NA4. PROGRAMS
FOR CAREER EXPLORATION':i

DEVELOPING INSTRUCTIONAL PROC:',RAMS
FoR CAREER SPECIALI7ATION

liftnAINING COMMUNITY RES011ikE SEM STAFF

ORGANIZING INFORMATION ABOl ri COMML.INITY RE.SOURCES: RE-
SOURC F srrl ANALYSIS was prepared by Robert L. Uolden :Hid' Richard L.
Spante'r.

Research for Better S(-hools, hicorrormcd, May 1975.
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. I. INTRQDUCTION
;

ki3S Carcefr Edtication Thvolves the identification arid developmentof available
resources throughout the 'community. to provide cflcctfvc learning.\activiiics Por
students. The- potential ,community participants in this xperienee-based program

.
include'individuals, agencies and 'public service organizations, labor unions, edlleges
and universitites, ;Hid. business and industry. 'the learning (!xperiences available
throu01 thesedresources are quiee varied and quite extensive. Rcsource-site
has been (fesigned .to help the schools inventory thepesourees available.for the
progr;ini in dick co 111 !nullity andlksess the, potential of these community resources

s ,
to prov w e seaming avtivities for students.

MescUirCeite (Mc/NOS is a bSsic step ill the implenitelitati6h of the Career
Development component.jhe amilvsis proesss provides4.be component statf, with
information on.tbe extended resources of each participating site (i.e., the kinds of
tIiitis ihat might- be possible to do there) and with an initial indkat ton of the kinds
ollactiviries that'are in()St prohybly goihg to be available to tudents. Res.00rce.site
arirdysi:c is a process of collecting a wide range' of.imformatin about i.aoh site. and of .
beginning to:apply that information .to the development'of s,tttdent program.s.. The
diart below indicates the range of information sources which maV"be involved in this
process. The iniormvion collected in the resource-site analysis and summarized on
tin process forfns is initially med iii Ow development bf the Career Jx ploration
prov,fam. It later becomes the basic 'reference file for continuing revision of the
Fx'ploration prov,rain and in the developnkent of Specialization projects.

INVENTORY OF RESOURCE-3ITE CAREER INFORMATIOKSOURCE3

MATERIAIS
PEOP.LE written audio-visual

MANAGEM-ENT

PUBLIC OR
COMMUNITY
RELATIONS

PERSONNEL

RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT
OR EDUCATION

Directors or rope !
visors of units

director or oasis
tent director
specialists
writers

Citor or assii
t t director

flow chsrts

PROCESSrlfi, TRAINING

monagernsfit
treining program

directon research
assistants

eitHER (central
librar i es
displays
collections

librarians
ertistS

4

txochures
newsreleaises
clippings file
articles
trede.Pflodicals
how charts

iob descriptions
application forms
resume forms
sample tests
personnel folders
manual of policy
descriptions of

salaries
..1)4nefits

curraint studies

finished reports
specialized libr's
training manuals

descriptive and
promo films and
sl kW shows

documentaries of
community services

human relations
seminar fcx
OrnOpYMIS

orientation films,
slides, graphics

general collection displayt
rIl Utell npi
graphics ,

interview formats
selection procedure
performence re-
view mechanisms

orientation
Programs

training programs
In

data processing
clerioarecills

topical shows
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aT ohe resurce-site imalv-sis process is also a weans for tne cvelopment of the.

L.

reSoUreal CI)rdinator's understanding of the pe(*)pld" and the Gesottrces at a particular
,

site, whitil IS necessary to professionally provide the liaison botween students and

the community partRipants so central to the success of the programs This

understanding is essential .not only to the proper functioning (if the resource
cootdinator with respect to the operations of the Career Development component,
but ilst) N.) any further incorpocation of ex perienq learning activities into the

curriculti
The process described herein was developed for use in a large urban conmninity.

Its use in,less complex settings may seem cumbersome, Career Exploration programs

can be developed wi.thout going through formal resour;iesite analysis. 'The process
should nevertheless be used III ill cases, as -much to educate staff and provick a

cont(iNt for the development of the Hamm relationship, :is to aid- in the development

,ind further extension 0f studern programs.
Resource site :dialysis is performed by the resotit cc coordinator as soon as

pble Ater recruitment (,} each re,urce site. Iiiformnaiomu needed lot completion
nf analysis forms will he provided by the resource site coortlinator who' represents

thy site:. It Is estimated that 15 miinliours will be reluired for die completion of
resource sitC- analysis for each participating res6urce site,

.Hiere six ;ter, and ,iss,mited forms ill the'resource-site ,inalvsis process:

I. the Tecittc,itpli of the g,euer;i1 goals aryl organizatiolhil structure of the

participating resource site :Re.,:01('('-,if( ((71C1,11 1ulot??1,itiort Vorrn'.

the v,ener,i1 chs,ificAtion J.)f. i.sourece-site activities: e,g., service, science,

artS and Cilt ertalnlilent HeetipatiOlial 107t11.'.

the specifftation of the jobs within each classification that arc available for

e\ ploratiou at the site :101).,..Iratlable 1(), IvjIuiotiuii l.orm
4. the determination of thelevels of' responsibility and training inherent in

c,ich of the v,hs available for exploration at the site! loh Area
Rc.\p(),!.<1bilit V /.(

the (kscriptiou of discrete tasks involved in performance.of each of the jobs

available for exploration ;it the site (lob ra.;ks ocycriptioil ropm.).
, a,

determination of possible kinds of stufent partIciOat ion in caul)

activity : obscrvAtion, hands on experience POtcHtial

tie).

N

Hcii of these pt,(cdures is discussed In the next Section.

-`4



H . PROCEDU RES

kesourtc-site analysis involves the resource _coordinator and 111.e.re.s.e-5ite
omrd inat or in Completion of a series pf analysis forms for each of the six procedures

the- process. This section of the document describes the forms and explains the
ccdurcs.

....lie

0
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Specification of the Gods and Structure of the Kirticipating
Resource-Site.

Rviource-site analysis :bLegins with the 4Lonipletion the'Re.wurcc-Site Geitert

iriformiarion Form which provides data useful (9rorpniiing partjibipatitig resOUree.v .
into instructional group* (clusters) and allows for inithLelassification of

organizations: TQ ccmiplete this form, resouree coordinators should:

1. Fill in the name. of the resoUrce-site, and the address, telephone number,-

and name of the resource-site coordinator.
Ask the ripsource-sitv coordinator the following questions and reiord the
responses in the appropriate places on the form.
a. Describe the purpose of your. business, incitstry, agency, or organiza-

tion. How does this bwiness, industry, agency, Or organization achieve

its purpose?
h. Is tirk resource-site organized by departments, sections, districts, units,

or groups? List them. Descrihe the function of each.

6
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RESOURCE SITE GENERAL INFORMATION FORM

Name of Resource Site

Address and Telephone

%Name of Resource-Site Coordinator

DESCRIPTION OF RESOURCE SITE

_t

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE
(List the departjjients and subdivisions)

A

7/12
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*
'the Geneid Ctiissificition of Resdurce-Sitv ActiPitir

This proceddre involvei the identification of the primary focus of' a resource
I isite s activities so that the site can later be assigned to an appropriate instrutional

group. This desciiption of thy .primary . requires a stlindard system ofPrt
dassification, Procedures for developing a standar classification system aie describe
in orvitizips,s; CottimuttitV Resources for Career Txploration.-. Chistering. The
classification system used becomes the basis for L (iassificottoti of Orcup-ational
ictivity l'orm, on which the primary focus.for each site.is re,Corded.cli) Comifletc
the form: the resourcv coordinator should:

1. Ask the resource-site coordinator to read the instructions at the urp of this
fOrm.

Ask the resotircesite coordinator to place a check mark in the appropriate
4
2 .

boxes that b ,s describe those activities that workers are engaged in at the
site.

If the resource-site coordinator checks moredian 9ne box, ask him to rank
order on the right hand Side .of the form each box checked. Rankings
should indicatx the relative prblxiftion of workers engaged in the checked
activities at his.sit.e. 'For exa mpie,1 if theirource-site cbordinator che.cked
six boxes, he T;hould rank order all six boxos on a scale of 1 ,to 6,with a
ranking of 1 assigned to the box thilt involves the highest numbor of
workers and a ranking of 6 to the box that has the smallest number- of
workers.

'The cIassilicariori of Occupation ..1( tivities Form ph:wilted in the text is based on 'the
dassilit sdieme. which was used in the pilot project. If ii different classificati9n schVIIIC
used in "clustering," the form must he adafted to match the classifications jctuidly employed.
dtc: A Roc. The Pvychot(wy f OffursitiOHS (New York: Wiley, 1956).

8
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rk; CLASSIFICATION OF,OCCUPATIONAL ACTIV/TIES

Listed below are eight catepties OtoccupaKnal actiVities. Pkase indicate those
activities that best describe your businey, industry, agency, or drganization by
placing a check mark in the .aPpropriate 4,x. or boxes. If you have checked more
than one box, rank order each..occupationa avtivity that you'checked The number
of rankingstwill be determine by the number of boxnes checked...For example, if yoU

checked six boxes, you will have six .rarikiiigs..Give a .ranking of 1. to the activity
which invplves the greates4 number of Workers and the lowest ranking to tVactivity
whiciAnvolyes ale sMallest number of workers.

Name of Resouree Site

Sjryice:

Occupations serving and attending to the personal tastes, needs, and

welfare of other persons, including guidance, social work, and domestic
and portective services.

Business Contact:

rf-1 Occupations primarily concerned with the face-turface sale of com-
modities, investments, rear estate, and services, including demonstrator,
auctioneer, and other kinds of agency where persoital persuasion and tlw
person-to-person relationship is important.

Organ izat ion:

Occupations consisting of Aian. gmal and white collar jobs in business,
industry, and governmeht prim rily concerned with the organization and
efficjent functioning of commercial enterprises and government actiyi-
t les.

Tech nology,:

11 Occupations concerned with the production, maintenance, and trans-
, portation of commodities and utilities, intim jrig engineering, crafts

(including repa work) and the machine trades, s well as transportation
a nd coriuml nicat ions.

Outdocirs:

LI Agriculture, fishing, forestry, mining, and kindred occupations primarily
.11concerned with the cultivation and preservation of crops. marine and

inland water resources. mineral resources, forest products and animal
husbandry..



'Science: \

occupationoncerngd with scientific theory and its appliatlon otler
than technology.

General Culture:

Occupations involved in the presentation and transmissiOn of the general
cultural heritage, inclUding occupations in education, IjQurnalism,
the ministry, and linguisticS.

Arts and Entertainment:

LI Occupations demanding special skills in the field of entertainment,
including creators and performers.

10
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4.

Specifient`ion `of /ohs within each (lassi.fication that are atwilable for Vxptoration at

the SiTc.
V.

Once the local occupAtional. areal; Of the msouitfe site have been.identifte4, the

resource-site coordinator is asked to list the jobs in erch -ciategory which the resource

site make available for exploration programs. This Mformlition i reeo led on
the /obs Anithiblr for Vxploratiort Von?).

EXAMPLES

OR

RESOURCE SITE.:
Creekside Mental Health Clinic

OCCUPATIONAL ACTIVITY CATEGORY:
A

Service
JOBS AVAILABLE FOR EXPLORATION:

Social Worker
Occupational Therapi§t
Psy ch iatrist
Clerk/Receptionist
Aide

RESOURCE SITE:
'cliubert ConimunitV-Theater

OCCt 'ATIONAL ACTIVITY CATEGORY:
Arts .ind Entertainment

JOBS A VA ILABLE roR ExproRATIoN:

Prop Manager
Director
Seamstress
Scrrpt Person

This procedure may require special consideration bv the resource-site coordina-

tor. (Will the person occupying the position be interesti'd ill prticipating in the
program? Can time e arranged in the i)erson's scheduloH Therefore, several days
should be allowed fot et unplet ion of the procedure.

A a

4
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JOB'S AVAILABLE FOR EpLORATION4 *

Resource Site

Occupational Activity . Jobs Available

Category For Exploration

4

o.

4

,



The peterinipOlon of Levels of Rtesponiibility and. Training Mherent in each of the

Jobs AvailAle for li.X151oratiOri at. the,Site.

Le,iels or trainitig and responsibility are now described in terms of six .categories

(again, followillikkoe). The category sy,tem can be found on-the Job Area.Trainirdg
arid Resporr.cibility Form. In completing this fore, the resource coordinator should:

1. Ask the resource-site cgordinator to review the levels of training and
responsibility listed'on the Job Area Trainipw (md Responsibility Form.

2. Have ths resouree-site coordinator classify the jobs listed on the Jobs
Available for Evploration l'onn in the appropriate training and4Rponsi-
bilitv levds on the lob ..trea Trairlipig and Respomibility Form.

01,

'A. it(m2, Lady 1)cte1ininants of Vocational Choice, in vb,r4m,d p.sycho)10.i.!y, 5

(19571, pp. 21 8 219.

4



JOB AREA TRAINING AN.D ReSPON§IBILITY

Resource-site
.

Listed below are six levels of occupational responsibility and training. Please
review this classififatioteine carefully'. Space is Ied under each category for

4 listing jobs appi-opriate the category ease re er to your completed Jobs
A Patluble ,f()L Fxploratioti Form and list I ob identified on this form under the
appropriate traininoind responsibility level on this form.

1.61E1, 1

=.".....,
Prokssional and managerial positions whiCh demand in dependent
responsibility. Here ,are the top managers and administrators.-They
make policy. When education is relevant, it is at the doctoral level or
its elL4falent.

LEVEL 2

The distinction between this level and JAwel 1 is primarily, Jne of
degree. Independence is necessary but with narrow or less significant
responsibilities for bo.41 self and others. The work is less important
and has less variety of tasks. Educirtion is at or above the bachelor
level, but below the doctorate or its equivalent. ....,,,,111

Semi-professional or small business. There is low-level responsibiliCy
for others. It calls for the application (4- policy and the deter-mina-
6(441 for self only (as in managing small business). Education is at
t he Associate-in-Arts level or its equivalent.

411
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LEVEL 4

Rf

Skilleci.occupations requiring apprenticeship or other:special training

or experiences.

LEVEL 5
Semi-skilled Occupations. The difference between this level und Level

4 is one of degree of training and/or experience.

sa

LEVEL 6

Unskilled occupations requiring no entry level skills or ex periencen
most instances, on-the-job-training is provided. Education is tt or
below the high school diploma or its equivalent.

16
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Des.criptiori 0 .. Pis'erete Tasks bn,4;lved it: 'the Perforrnatice of Fads or the lob,'
ivaiLthle /or rxploratiori at the Site.

4

This procedure is based On the theoretical construct of funt-tionid.johatialysis."
Functional .01) analysis is defined as ii method Of describing with greater. accuracy

.

and precision what workers d6 on their jobs, A major process in functional job
analysis isIthe preparation of task statements. .5

The f.dlowing sequence of descriptions .is required to write. a complete. task,
stitenient:

1. what is the job or occupation;
2. Who perf()r ins \vhat actionS;

acColiiplish what immediate result;
4 . with what tools, equipment, or work aids, :Ind
5. upon what instructions ( .prescribed Or discretionary ).

The prescribed content of a job includes those elements af)out which the worker
has tlo ailthoriled Choicc. The prescribed elements are determined .1)y the equipment
available, the physical limits on the job situation. tlfe rota Wes and general policrcs
governing the nature ot the work,_Jild the methods ,to be used in pursuing results.
Hie prescribed elemenN are of two-tinds: (1) the results ex pe.ct'ed and (2) the limits
Set oil the tileatiS b.* WII it'll the Work can be done. The results .of a job ar.... nearlv

, ,...,.--,always prescribed in the sense that the objective of a person's %vorYis syrny the
manager andlor supervisor and not by liiinself7herself.

\The discretionary content of a job is defined as all of those elementsiin which
choice of what should be done and how it slicituld be done is le,t to thexerson doing
it. there a worker is ailthorized and -expected to use discretion and jud-gment as
hershe proceeds with the work, to overCople obstacles by tricking tk.best of the
.thernative courses available; .ind to pursue the chosen course of action. ,

I ( is important to note that, tasks dictlisChCS do not have absolute prescribed or
discretionary eontent. A an example, the task of sweeping a floor with a brotnn

..

may have been proscribed for one worker and may be the result of aiscretionar,y
action for iiiother. One other aspect that should be made (-lei about these tilior
different types of content is that discretionary elements are ilstla v tiot imniediately

.._

a pparcnt.
Theijob tasks that workers perform may also be related to data (inforination or

ideas), re6ple (,Ct!stoillers, co-workers), or things. (equi)ment.' machinery, et c2)..The
division of task statements among data, people, and things is a, way tO further
describe specific tasks that worker+ perk.irm within community resource s es.

The .10!) rask pe.;criptiorf form liks been designed for tise in the f netional job
analysis process. A scpara(-e frotri lutist he prepared for each job a% 'la de for
ex rlorati.41 at the resource site as noted on thd lobs .lI'aiIIhI( 1w ET/oral/ON form.

S. Fine, "Fmictional joh Analy sis, in Pr,r.c('),:rwl ;10 GuiddrIcr
142 141

Spi ing I 972, pp.

efo'
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Ideally, 4,bs...,iifformation needed to comPlete these forms would be obtained
through- interviews with the workersvperforming the jobs at the resource lite. -Such

interyiew could be conducted by either ,the resource coordinator or the resource-

site- coordinator. In the- event that interviews with w?rkers -cannot be usedi,-it is
suggested that the resource-site c-odrdimitor be given responsibility for completing
the forms. The .re'source-siie 'cOordinator can use any or all of the following
procedures to obtain, the.necessary- information and complete the ,forms:. (1) ask

individual supervisors ro describe tbe tasks that theft' workers perfOrm; (2) obta'in

the -information from -the personnel office, and (3) use personal judgment and
understanding of what--workers do.

In perfoli-iiing ftmctional job analysis, the resource-site coordinator should:

I. Prepare aJob Task Description form for each job available for exploration

at the resource site.
2. Write the .job tide.
3.. DesCribe the job in terms of:

a. tasks performed
b. to achieve wliat immediate results
C. upon whose instructions

4. For eadi task, indicate the reiated data, people, and things.
5. For each task, indicate w-hether it is discretionary or prescribed.

Before the final phase of the analysis proces5; can begin, the compl4ed job Task
Description forms must be reviewed by the resoufce cpordinator: Each task
described on these forms will be used as a basis for deterMining the potentid of the
resource site to provide effective learning activities'for stiidents.

.7
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JOB TASIC DESCRIPTION

On this form, describe as completely as Ot.tssible each talk that the worker 1)erforms. Ihdalcribing each tisk performed, ciOnsisiar the Nitwit,*

1. What kinds of information or instruction must the worker receivi to perform Ach task?

2. Does the worker interact with co-workers or customers In performing the task?

3. What tools, materials, or equipMent does the worker use in performing each task?

4! After each/task has been described;indlcate whether the content of/tha task is eittter ;Ascribed ordissrationary, (Prescribed content of oink
is defined as those elements of the task in which the worker has no choice in Performing. Discretionary, contont of a task is defined:asthma
elements of the task in which choice o) hoWeto do the task is left up to.tho worker doing it.) Place the titter 'I" fPrProsorlbed-or 1110 !attar
"D" for discretionary along side of each task.

firlsource Site

Job Title_ Training and Responsibility Level
Prescribed/

Description Of-Each Task a Discretionary

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

"la

,

V.



Vt

Determination of the Nature of Student -Participation possible in each Resourk-Sitok
Activity.

The Potential Learning Activities foftn is comOeted for eath task listed on the
job Thsk DescriPtion forms. In compreting the f6rins, reSimiree .C.Oordinitori

°.
I. Prepare a form for each tisk listed on the fob. Task Description forms.

a. Write the title 4 the job on the Appropriate line.
b. Describe briefly the task for which .this form is being prepared.

2. Ask the resource-site.coordinator the followingquestion's to determine the
nature and extent of potential student purticipation:
a. Is it possible for students to get actual hands-on experience iti.the task?

Or, tll students be able,to observe n employee in performance of this
task, or watch r dimonstration,Vr participitte in a discusston?
Record the response in the appropriate space on the Potential Learning
Activities form. Other kindS of activities should b noted only when
hods:on experience is not possible. The resource coordinator should
stress that ctual hands-on experience is the most valua,ble form of
participation and that whenever possible, this type ol experience
should be provided.

b. Are there any constraints thdt might be imposed on student parti);ipa-
don?. Examples of several types of constraints appear on the bottom of
the form.-

c. -Are there any limitations to student participation in terms of the
number of students who can participate in thC performance-of the
task? If there are, record the appropriate response.

When a Potentia/ Learning Activities Form has 4e e n completed for each task,
the resource-site analysis process has been completed. ResOurce coordinators should
file the entire set of analysis forms with any materials collected from the site in a
folder which identifies the resource site. The extensive survey of resources contained
in these files will be nsed both in the initial development of instructional programs
for Ca'reer Exploration and as the basis .for continuing revision and extension of the
activities at.each site. The information is also used in the preparation of a catalog of
Career Exploration courses for dissemination to students and community partici-
pants.*

7),

t.

*For a. discussion oit. the preparation of such catalogs, see the appenctix of the Car'eer Guidance
Component : Geqeral Information Handbook.
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POTENTIAL LEARNING ACT,IVITIES DESCRIPTION FORM

Title of Job or Occupation. _
Hands-On Experience Observation 'f

Yes No Yes N9

1

.

Description of Task:
Constraints:

.

Remarks:

I

.

t

a

---7P---Constraints:

Remarks:

4

.

.
.,

. ..
.

.

Exarnpfes of Constraints:

Site Safety
Site Security

_

Labor Union RCIstrictions
Physical Restrictions ..

Use of Tools or Equipment
Availability of Facilities .

.

Other Kinds of Student Participation

Discussion:

.

Demonstration:

.

.
)

,-

.
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RESEARCH FOR BETTER ScHO6, INCORPORATED (RBS), is a private,
noq:profit educational research laboratory located in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania;
ORG ANIZING COMMUNITY RESOURCES FOR CAREER EXPLORA-
TION: CLUSTERING is part of a series, of curriculum and procedural materials
developed by the RBS CAREER EDUCATION PROGRAM (Louis M. Maguire,
Director) for a pilot project in experience-based career education (EBCE).
Additional materials in this series include:

AlkEER DEVELOPMENT COMPONENT: GENERAL INFORMATION
HANDBOOK

IDENTIFICATION AND RECRUITMENT OF COMMUNITY RESOURCES

ORGANIZING INFORMATION ABOUT COMMUNITY RESOURCES;
RESOURCE 1,TE ANALYSIS

DEVELOPING INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS
FOR CAREER EXPLORATION

DEVELOPING INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS
FOR CAREER SPECIALIZATION

TRAINING COMMUNITY RESOURCE SITE STAFF

J

ORGANIZING COMMUNITY RESOURCES FOR CAREER EXPLORA-
TION: CLUSTERING was prepared by Richard L. Spanier.
0 Research for Better Schools, Incorporated, May 1975..
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INTRODUeMON

lin, caretsr exploration activities engaged in within the CAREER DEV F1OP-
MENT component afford students the opportunity to participat in instructional
programs conducted at local bbsinesties and agencies. Once the .ecision has been
made to implement the car-Ter exploration program, the next series Of steps involve
organizing the local community to provide a -number of discrete courses through
which students may acquire work-related information and experiences in specific
Occupational areas. This organization has been accomplished in the pilot site for'
,RBS CAR EER EDUCATION through the application of the "clustering" concept.
Simply stated, clustering involves deteomining, the availabihty of communiry..
resources (businesses, agencies, unions, etc.) d grouping them according to the
.primary focus of activities conducted eac ..Groupings (clusters) used in the pilot
_site program have included Corinnunicatynis, Consu.mer Services, Epigirieering turd
Tee/urology, Lair atul justiceNatural Resources and TrAsportation. Each of these
clusters was represented by a number of community resources. For example, the
Late am! jUstice cluster involved the participation of the District. At ton}, 's Office,

a local .law firm, the police department arid a correctional institution.
Ideally, .a clustering system should be inclusiye, encompassing most exiSting

.jobs. It should also serve as a means of introducing students to a great variety of
careers within a format that is easily understood. In a prcyrasm of experience-based
career education (EBCE) the clustering system adopted must also be flexible enough

'See the General information frftrotdbook for a complete de!;cri ion of. the CAR EER DEVELOP-
MENT component.

,Ass
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to allow for the local condition; of each implementing site, especially with respect
to the number and types of available community resources. Large urban centers,
such as Philadelphia, hive anieno'rmous pool of community resources; so large in
fact, that nearly any clustering _system wouIc1 function adequately. %nailer
communities will have fewer available resources, an any clustering system designed
for use in such a setting must take those limited rep ces into account)n planning
for the career exploration prpgram. A satisfactort clustering system wiLl. represent a
sampling of career opportunities available to students in their own community and
surrounding areas.

Many elustering 'schemes have been suggested for use i career education
progriims.. Experience-based career edticiktion places unique degii_ ands on clustering
systems that traditional, school-bound programs do not. In the traditional program,
media are used to present the "world-of-work" to studenti. Films, cassettes,
programmed instructional materials, etc. are used to convey career information to a
wide variety of students. These media programs can be designed around any
comprehensive clustering system (e.g., those of the United States Office of
Education and the State of Oregon). EBCE progxams, however, must attempt to
provide students with career exploration activities through the use of clustering
systems which utilize available community resources. Many EBCE implementors will
not haVe the community resources available to use some of these comprehensive
clustering systems.

implementors or' RBS CAREER EDUCATION should decide whether to
adopt/adapt a clustering system similar to the one used in the pilot program or to
use a different clustering system. Whatever system is used for organizing community'
resources for camer exploration, it should offer students as wide and representative a
range of career opportunities (and work, styles) as possible.

ii
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THE PILOT- SIT CLUVTERING-.SYSTEM

The clustering system used in the ilot program is an adaptation of a schetha
proposed by Roe.* Roe contends that nearly all_ occuflations can be classified
according to the primary focus of performed acti,iities and has formulated te
following groupings:

1. Service: Occupations serving and attending to the personal tastes, needs,
and welfare of other persons, including guidance, social work, and domestic
and protective services.

2 Business Contact: Occupations prima!' concerned with the face-to-face
sale of conimodities, investments, rl estate, and services, including
demonstrator, auctioneer, and other kinds of agents where personal
persuasion and the person-to-person relationship is important.

3. Organization: Managerial and white collar jobs' in business, industry, and
government primarily concerned with the organization and efficient
functioning of commercial enterprises and government activities,

4. Technology: Occupations concerned with the production, maintenance,
and transportation .of comModities and utilities, including engineering,
crafts (including repair work), and the machine trades, as well as

transportation and communications!

5. 4utdoors: Agriculture, fishing, forestry, mining, and related occuPations
primarily concerned with the, cultivation and preservation of crops, marine
and inland wa ter resources, mineral resources, forest products, and animal
husbandry.

6. Science: Occupations concerned priniarily with scientific theary and its
application other than lechnOlogy.

7: General Culture: OccupatiOns involved in the presentation and transmission
of the general cultuq heritage, includiug occupations in education,
journalism, law, the ministry, and linguistics.

8. .Arts arid Fntertainment: Occupations demanding special Akills in the
creative arts and in the field of entertainment, including creators and
performers.

A. Roe, The Psychology of Occupations (New York: Wiley, 6) pp, 143--152.
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These groupings, while broad, provide a flexible framework for organizing potential
community participants into manageable and coherent instructional units. Most
importantly, they provide al foundation for the revitment of a wide range of
resources representing the local community's econornic structure.

Implementing a chstering system similar to the one used in the pilot site
pgram involves a series of information-gathering exerdses. First, the koe groupings
are used in the identification and recruitment of community resotirce's for the career,
explOration .program. This process.is described in the CAREER DEVELOPMENT
component handbook titled The Identificcition and kecrUitment of Community
Resources. It should be noted that,the pilot site clustering system did not establka
separate Organization cluster because it was possible to pcovide students with
exposure to manligement-level jobs in most of the other clusters.

After recruitment, the available community resources are grouped into a
tentative cluster systemt This is accoMplished by reviewing the Classification of
Occupational Activities A2orms used in the resource-site analysis process.* Resource-
site coordinators will lisiVe indicated the ocCupational activities Wilt best describe
their organizations using the Roe Schema. This information should be used to form
tentative clusters Under each major occupational group. The following.clusters have
been used at the pilot site and are offered as a guide. Program implementors are
urged to fre creative in their efforts to formulite. their own cluster systems. The
major groups (from Roe's ckassiftvation scheme) that these clusters were organized
under are indicated in parentheses.

A LLI ED HEALTH (SCIENCE)

ANIMAL RESOURCES (SCIENCE)

CHEMISTRY (TECHNOLOGY)

CLERICAL AND ADMINISTRATIVE (SERVICE)

COMMUNICATIONS TARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT)

CONSTRUCTION (TECHNOLOGY)

CONSUMER SERVICES (SERVICES)

CONTINUING EDUCATION (GENERAL CULTURE)

ENGINEERING AND TECHNOLOGY (TECHNOLOGY)

LAW AND JUSTICE (GENERAL CULTURE)

NATURAL RESOURCES (OUTDOORS)

RETAI LING (BUSINESS CONTACT)

VCI AL SERVICE (SERVICE)

TRADES (TECHNOLOCY)

TRANSPORTATION (TECHNOLOGY)

*The site-analysis process is described in Organizing' Information bout Co.mrituniry Resources:
Resource-Site Analysis.
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.
The next step in .the clustering process invokes Ofining the sxstem 'eased, upon
additional input from the sitc.-anaksis process. kefinement of 6ie cluster ss,stem
involves filling in "holes" in the system by Itsing organizational sub-units of other
comnmnity resources where they are available...For example, itwouid be possible-to
strengthen a "Weak" Transportation duster using the Shipping Pepartment of a
local department store participating in the Retailing duster. The availability of
organizational sub-units to satisfy this need will have been documented on the
Resource-Site General Information Form used in the resource site analysis process.
A vinple of this form may be found in the Career Development Component
handbook titled organizing InfOrmation About Communiiy Resources Resource-,
Site nalvsis. In refining the clustering system, important points to Consider include
tilt.' length of the exploration cycle (how much time will students spend at' each
resource site in the cluster?); the depth of experience each resource site can, provide
(will students have enough time to explore the site, too much time?); and the
intqrreratedness of cluster participants (do the resource sites really belong in the
same cluster?).

Two planning worksheets are provided for use in implementing a clustering
system similar to that used in the pilot program. The Tentative \C:luster System
ft'orksheet may he used after the identification and recruitment and site analysis of
community resources haS been complered. tinder each of the Roe groupings, spaces
have been provided to list the tentative clusters you have formulated along with the
resources that you have identified as potential cluster participants using the
classification of occupatiovial Activities F0rt11 as,a guide. The Final.Cluster System
Worksheet may be used to refine the tentative cluster system us disoussed above:.
Spaces -Ilaye been provided to indicate where organizational sub-units.of community
resources have, been used to complete a cluster. Organizational sub-units should only
be specified in those cases where a community resource site is to be used in-more
th.an one cluster.



WHAT SHOULD A FUNCTIONAL CLUSTERING SYSTEM LOOK LIKE?

Ba-sed upon, pilot site experiences, the following recommendations,should be
considered in implementing the clustering system:

1. Number of Clusters 4 is recommended that at leasx 6 clusters be formed
for every 100,studer\ts participating in the career exploration program.

2. Types of Clusters this will depend on the particular program, its location
and the available resource pool. Certain types of clusters may 'be f ed in'
mosr commumities, e.g., Law and Justice, Health, Retail and C mmuni-
cations. A system thr(lt is heavily weighted toward only one or tw types of
occupations will rwtire continuous identification and recruitme t of new
resources to proviee studemwith a wide range of career exposures.

3. Number of Resources. in Each Cluster in the pilot site, three resources
, typically made up a cluster. In certain cases, where a large organization

yvith many related sub-units was available, it constituted a cluster in itself.

4. Alternate Resources it is advisable to maintain a number of resource sites
as alternates in the likely event that resource sites will drop, or be dropped,
from the program.

When the cluster system has been fjnalized, program staff will be able to
proceed to the next step in implementing the career exploratiogram,
developMg an instructional .program for each cluster. instructiorial progfam
development for career exploration clusters is described in Developing Instructional

.

Progratns for Career Exploration.
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TENTATIVE CLUSTER SYSTEM WORKSHEET
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TENTATIVE CLUSTER SYStEM WORKSHEET
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FINAL CLUSTER SYSTEM WORKSHEET
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FINAL CLUSTER Malik, WORKSHEIT
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RESEARCH FOR BETTEk SCHOOLS, INCORPORATED (RBS) is a private;
non-profit educational research lalxitatory located. in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
DEVELOPING INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS FOR CAREER EXPLORATION is
part of a series of curriculum and procedural materials developed by the RBS
CAREER EDUCATION PROGRAM (Louis M. Maguire, Director) for a pilot project
in experience-based career edaation (EBCE). Additional.4naterials in this series
include:

CAREER DEVELOPMENT COMPONENT: GENERAL INFORMATION
HANDBOOK

IDENTIFICATION AND RECRUITMENT OF COMMUNITY RESOURCES

ORGANIZING INFORMATION ABOUT COMMUNITY RESOURCES:
IESOURCE SITE ANALYSIS

ORGANIZING COMMUNITY RESOURCES FOR CAREER EXPLORATION:
CLUSTERING

DEVELOPING, INVFRUCTION AI: PROGRAMS
FOR WEER SPECIALIZATION

TRAINM COMMUNITY RESOURCE SITE STAFF

DEVELOPING INSTRUCTK)NAL PROGRAMS FOR CAREER EXPLORATION
was prepared by Robert L. Holden and jeny SpanTh

Research for Better Schools, Incorporated, May 1975.
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INTRODUCTION-

The purpose of this guide is to describe the procedures that must be performed
by the staff of the CAREER DEVELOPMENT component (i.e., the resource
coQrdiators) and community participants in developing and designing Career
Exploration courses. This guide describes the role of Career Exploration in RBS,
CAREER EDUCATION, indicates the antecedent c'onditions for designing and
developing learning activities, and provides some practical guidelines for developing
learning activities.
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THE- ROLE OF CAREER- EXPLORATION' IN RHS-CAREER-EDUCATION

Career' Exploration is one of two instructionel programs in the CAREER
DEVELONENT. component. It is designed to serve students who do not have dear
goals or career aspirations, as well as student's who have formulated a set of-career
goals or who have established a definite career choice fc3r their future.-

The goal for Career Exploration is to provide each 'student. with ,a means to
acquire the general .knowledge and skills needed to improve'his/her interaction with
the economic sector through.a seriet-Rf StrUctured explorattems of the world of wqrk
conducted at communitY resource' sis. The student learning objectiyes for-Career
Exploration are:

To be able to identiy the general rights and responsibilities'.of Workers.

2. To be able to identi y the financial and psychological rewardS or careers.

3. To be able to deal with the concepts, tools., .and practices of business
which have on impact on the individual as a worker, constimer, and
citizen,

4. To be able to identify and demonitrate- common work-related acadeinic
skills, basic job acquisition skills, and basic job maintenance skills.'

5. To be able to match one's self to career areas for more in-depth analysis.

The cluster is the basic organizational unit of the program. In the RBS
approach, the cluster is a grouping of related occupational.organizations engaged in
similar activities. Clustering is used to divide the world of work into 'discrete
occupational areas. These discrete areas are used to' define the scope of individual
Career Exploration programs,

There are many ways to airange the world of work in clusters. In the RBS
approach, the schem* devised by Anne Roe is used to provide the initial cluster
categories.* These categories axe used for recruiting 'community, resources, After
each community resourc o. has been recrbited, component staff members perform
rektovrce-site analysis. Based upon the analysis of the data, each resource site ,is
assigned to a specific Career Exploration cluster. The number of resource sites
assigned to a cluster will vly according to. the availanity of, and in soMe instainces,
the size of each resource s4.

A: Roe, The Psychology of Occupations. (New Yorit Wiley, 1956), -pp. 143 -- 152.



ANTECEDENT CONDITIONS FOR DEVELOPING EXPLORATiON PROGRAMS

Before. Career Exploration cOurses can be designed and deiieloped, severe:1
events must occur:

1. An overall program goat mint have been formulated for the CAREER
DEVELOPMENT componw in general and for Career Exploration in
particular,

2. A set of student learning objectives must have been formulated for Career
Exploration.

3. A tentatve clustering plan Musehave been designated asthe starting point
for the evelopment of learning activities for Career Exploration.

4. Resource coordinators must 'have been assigned to recruit cor munity
resources as potential participants.

5. Chief executives or similar officials of businesses, agencies ,. industries, and
labor organizations must have been contacted and provided with an
overview of the program.

6. Each community resource site must have designated a knowledgeable
person in tke site to act as resource-site Tordinator.

7. Resource coordinators must have pro ded each designated resource-sitef .
coordinator with an in-deptn orientation to the program and outlined the
steps to be folloWed in the development of learding

8. Resource coordinators must have,/ conductet1 a resource-site analysis of
each site recruited for Career Exploration.

Resource coordinators must have finalized the placement of resource sites
into specific clusters.

10. Resource coordinators must have advised each resource-site coordinator in
their cluster(s) that an initial cluster meeting will be held for the purposes
of defining a set of cluster objectives, determining the scope and sequence
of the cluster course, and determining specific rpoUrce site responsibilities
in terms of the course content.

11. Resource coordinators must arrange a date, time, and place for the initial
cluster meeting(s) and notify each resource-site coordinator assigned to
their cluster(s).

7
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PROCEDURES

A Note on Aims

Career education is a relativp, uncontroverill area of curriculum ionovation.
.. . . . _. ... _ .

the social and economic results its absence are widely felt by parents, educators,
employers, students and funding agencies.

,

I n fact, 56 much energy and attention has.been focused on the issue that there is
little clarification of the specific conditions that give rise to the wide ,concensus of
concern!. Yet those Conditions are the determinates of the instructional goals,for
Exploration. Just exactly which problems are really being addressed?

The va.st majority of secondary students, irrespective of family background or
academic achievement, haye had few experiential means of assessing their interests,

They tend to define them. s in the terms of the highschool Yearbook, peer and
viveteMperaments, or abilities r ative to the demands and satisfactions of real work.

parental behavioral norms, without aiiy real .understanding of how these notions of
self might be expanded and ineaningfully pplied both in the specialized context to
of the working place and in .the commu ity in general. Although the decisions they
make will shape their lifest les and identities in profound ways, more often than
not, they will "elect" or fal to a career without any useful understanding of the
political, social, and, profession ealities of the world of wiirk, or of the various4
opportunities available to them in developing their Work as well as their avocational
in teresa.

.

Beyond these understandable limitations of self-definition and career knowledge
is a largely empty .or misguided vision of the nature and range of valuable career
options. Students have heard, probably in passing, what their mothers and fathers do
to pay the bills; they see in a limited way what their teachers.do in the classroom;
and they hear, from time to time, a promotional job sell, usually from vested

Linterests of one sort or another. ,.

The immense number of other career possibilities do not exist in their
imaginations or their experience except as presented by the mass media:
glamourous, amorous doctors and nurses hurrying down corridors to triumph over
the next medical or marital catastrophe; rookie policemen proving themselves in
endless shoot-outs; private detectives, D.A.'s, and defense attorneys winning again
for the good guys; a smattering of heroic sports figures, secretaries to the
high-and-mighty, theatrical broadcasters, and visible journalists.' Students' career
"plans" most often include one or two refrains from parental or promotional
sing-song, the median job title of the immediate_and extended family, and 'an
assorted cast of characters from T. V. Guide anddts counterparts in the current
cinema they rarely have a broad or factual baiis for choice.

The concern for effective career education is really addressing very specific'
student needs for: ,

0

1. sharper and broader definition of individual interests, skills, abilities, and
.temperamental inclinations;

9



2. a much more extensive and accurate pitture of the rvige of career options-
and the demands and satisfactions relative to each;

3. the capacity to process both new self-aWareness and career f x posure toward

,
an occupational choice and the purposeful action that dioice will require.

actomplishment of these goals is a long, developmental process which under
the best of circumstances, takes years and years, many courses of acti6n, re ction,
and counsel of numberless models and experiments, '

A sound Exploration program can make a modest but very signifIcant.and direct
contribution to the second of these goals, in particular .the need for a much more
extensive old accurate picture of the range of career options and the demands and
satisfactions relative to each. To a more limited extent, it can also serve the other
two goals, which are primarily the provinces of counseling and teaching staff
associated with the career education program.

Some Target Areas for Lesson Plans

Having set forth the larger aims of career education and isolated the particular
business of Exploration, we can begin to focus on the 'specific content arps of the
individual program. A successful program invariably deals throughly with four target
areas. These areas need not, and usually should not, be isolated for independent
treatment, but all wust be included in the scope of the exposure. A learning activity

. .

of any kind shotild serve one or more to justify its existence and expense in terms of
time and personnel. Stated from the students' point of view, the four major content
goals

1. Understanding the Context of the Employer Setting;

2. Experiencing th'elv.ok/think/feel of Several Specific Careers

3. Learning and Re me mbering -Practical Facts abour.Successful Employ ent;

4. Making Memorable Sense and ( Ise of ,Exploration Facts, Observatiofis, and
periences.

Each of these suggests its own range of topics which must be attacked by the
program's activities. Consider these four from an instr6ctional point of view.

Context

With the possible exception of highly subjective and private pursuits such as
creative writing and .the .graphic and performing arts, most careers are defined and,
to a large extent,- controlled by the goals, values, and management structure of an
organization. The complex of political, social, and occupational influences generated
by the organization create a context (or environment) which .a worker .needs to
understand, use, and relate to successfully. Identifying and explaining the nature and
influence of the career context is an extremely important Exploration lesson. In
addition to the very direct career relevance of the organizational context, js a
teaching truism: Students learn better and feel more comfo. rtable on new ground if

10
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they have a sense of the big pict3-4re. A wor)sing knowledge of the organisational big
picture will provide them, with a frame of reference which will help them to
integrate isolated facts, observations, and experiences.

How shall we identify the organization?

a. What are its product and service goals?

b. How is it organized to accomplish these goals?

c. What resources does it need and how do'es Wirt and process. them?.

4. What problems does it deal with?

e. What body of technical, social or philosophical knowledge does it depend
Art,

on?

1. What is the character of chi management style its biases, priorities, and
expectations?

Careerg

Far and away the most important, content area of any program is direct
exposure to individual ca4ers in action. Students must observe, hear, and personally
experience to the greatest possible extent the operational character of individual
careers. The following statement of this most important goal suggests some of its
most significant concerns related to each iob chosen for exposure:

How Shall we Mine the characteristics of the worker and the scope of this
work?

a. What are.the major tasks and outcomes of the work?

b. What abilities, temperattlent, and skills does it require?

c. What soecial-tools, equipment, and environment are needed?

d. What are the outstanding satisfactions and potential drawbacks of the
work?

e. How is the job related to the goals of the whole organization?

f. How does the worker seem to feel about both his job and his context?

1>ractical Piployment hiformation

There is a large and crusial body of employment information that may t be
readily evident to students as they focus on the organizational context aAd the
performance of a career in its setting:

A. Job-Specific Information

1. Requirements of.training and experience ability levels

2. Salary-rangeS and fringe benefits and prerequisites

3. Ladders of advancement and promotion criteria

4. Applicability of careers to other work settings

11
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5,, Current employment outlook for individual jobs

6. Recommendations relative to available training propoins and,opportunitiee
for apprenticeship Qr preparation..

B. General Materiáls Practices:

1. Application forms and procedures

2. Entrance levd lesting and evaluation

3. interview formats and emplooxer expectations

4. job performance evaluation criteria and practices

C. "invisible Forcesand Unspoken Laws"

1. The notable "'don'ts" of job acquisition and maintenance

2. EmplOyer expectations with respect to personal style and presentation,
employers and applicants

3. Management attitudes regarding the hiring of women and visible minority
groups

4. Union organizatiob and influence

5. The character and effects of the dominant management style

Processing Site information and Experience

The first three content areas (context, careers, and Practia Employment
In.forma(ion) have focused on the learning potential inherent in the site's

..

composition and resources. The fourth and final .priority for program planning is the
3tudents, bOth as people and as responders to the, community setting. Students will
need and appreciate the active assistance of communiti*-participants and the
resource coordinator in order to interact successfully with a- n.tw environment and to

rocess the barrange of new experiences anhnformation they.will encounter there.
:ar'eful logistical planning brings students to the site, and careful program planning

will bring the best of the site within reach of the students. Making the critical
connection between thte .students and the learning poteneials 'of the site activities is
the central focus of Exploration. The fourth content arta itemizes the kind of
circumstances and teaching intervention which will facilitate student integration and.
use of these ex periendal learning opportunities.

Students arrive at a site with an unexplored complex of apprehensions,
expectations, interests, and outlooks. Their initial frames of refere ce need to be
drawn out and understood so that they feel like real communicators nd participants
in the events to take place. Understanding where they are at the outset will allow
resource-site cdordinators to correct misinformation and better tailor activities to
meet student learning nCeds and orientations. As students move through'a strange
and apparently complicated 'physical envir6nment, they will have a good many

, questions anel commenrs which will remain undefined or unarticulated unless
participating:staff create a congenial and effective forum for questions and'answers.

.4
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They will also need help in organising end ihtsgrating the enormous amount of raw
information, awareness, and experience which program activities generate. Pipally,
they must be aided in applying the lessons of the site to their career interests and
future plans: old career outlooks must be defined and then redefined in terms of the
new awareness provided by the program,.
A. Establishing * Climate for Student Community Participant Cooperation and

Communication.

1. Appropriating a physical space conducive' to relaxed and congenial
discussion throughout the program.

2. Conducting thorough Orientation which:

ii. Personally introduces the Resource-Site Coordinator to the Student

h. Personally introduces the Student to the Community Participants in
terms of

(1) career interests
career background and experience

( partici:41%i. skills and abilities
(4) program expectations
(5) apprehensions and other opening feelings

c. Lays the ground rulCs for student participation at the site

d. Defines outstanding student learning needs and interests

e. Outlines prospective program activities

B. Monitoring Student Response to Program Activities

1. Testing and Strengthening students' intellectual grasp/4 facts and concepts.

2. Eliciting personal impressions and reactionS

3. Encouraging questions and responding appropriately.

C. Helping Students Integrate Learning

.1. Reviewing critical facts and concepts.

2. Illuminating connections and relationships between experiences and ideas./
3. Applying new career awareness to old goals and plans.

D. Putting the Exploration to Use

1. Defining new career directions.

'2. Suggesting avenues of future exploration and action.

3. Elietting student evaluation of,program activities.

Exploring careers in the employer setting is an enorMously concrete and
complicated learning experience. The foregoing outlines of content areas are merely
points of reference from which tochoose and order learning activities; guidelines or

criteria against which possible activity selections and revisions may be tested for

13
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inclusioti or exclusiton. An effective program addresses itself to these considerations,
but no program should simply imitate the outlines in either content or fortn. Half
an 'hour!s activity'at a community bank may find students making a contexlial
insight (I), practicing the simplest tasks of a computer programmerli), who asks
students tO describe their Career infereiti (1V) `and then discusses the training
program which qualified him for his job (III). A knowledge of content goals will
hopefully inform the activity, but the activity must have a life and shape-of its Own,

On-Site Activities; a continuum .

Your initial forays into employer settings may leave you with, the.disturbing.
impression that each site. Will demand a totally unique in a e effort in the searchi

for 'an appropriate lesson plan. Certainly, the remarkable y of jobs and services
available from site to site will present vastly different content, optiOns. Beyond theSe
differences in subject Matter are the more subtle internal diversitiei in sites' size,
organization, and operational styles, which will create :a changing pattern of
limitations and .opportunitites. In the face of these different resources, it is

worthwhile to remember that sound general teaching principles and strategies are
useful in virtually every learning context, whether it be a schools classroom, the data
processing center of a community bank, or the accounting office of a small retail
operation.

Your past educational experience and your imagination and knowledge of
particular student needs:and interests will inevitably be the most valuable guides in
deyising exploration progiams. The a'etivity descriptions and model formats which
follow provide some examples from successful exploration programs. Taken
together, they may be seen as a repertoire of methods and strategies which may
enlarge or confirrri your dwn ideas or act as catalysts for further innovation.

All of these actiYity types and their associated variations have significant value
as instructional methods. Each will fulfill a 'ven content goal more effectively and
economically than another, but--each hrls e limitations which must be
recognized. The challenge of program planning lies in clearly. identifying the learning
goal of the moment and in selecting- the most appropriate method for its
accomplishment. If goal and method are well-suited, desired learning outcomes
follow naturally. lf, on the other handl-an important learning goal is only v'aguely
defined or intrusted to an inadequate method, student boredoM and confusion

..

inevitibly result.
The activity types represent same reliable structures. Guidelines for selecting

and ordering these many alternatives will now be presented. They have been drawn
from Content goals and organifational strategies which have been useful with the
pilot site students and well-suited to the resources and strictures of the community.'
The critkal content areas and principle's of program design should also be helpful
with program development decisions.

14
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Types' f On-Site Activities

Bitch of the following eight descriptive categories suggest' a particular teaching
method, its antiCipated learning outcomes, and a number of examples which iedicata
the variety and complexity of pouible activities. 'taken together, the categories
represent a continuum of methods and outcomes ranging from the abitrect
information ,deli;ery characteristic of the conventronal, teacher-centered lecture
presentation to the more concrete, affective learning gains seried by student-
centered, hands-on work experience. Before considering each category in detali, a
close examination of the whole continuum is essential since its construCts and
examples will be major points of reference in subsequent discusaions.

LECTURE PRESENTATIONS OF FACTS, CONCEPTS, AND PRINCIPLES
(UNAIDED) 4,

Optimum Use:
To deliver a body of basic factual information which will assist students in
understanding and integrating their observations and experiences at the
employer site.

Probable Staging:
In a class or conference room seiting (1) during initial orientatio
segments (2) as preparation for active participation (3) as a summary,
exercise aimed at integrating what students have seen, heard and done in
activities.

Examples:

1. Simple definitions of an organization's goals, processes, and products:
"An insurance company provides x services by performing y
processes and proCedures."

. 2. Complex overviews of organizational structures and processes:
"The community bank is divided into six major deportments which
have distinctly different functions:. . ."

3. Topical explanations focuting on major work-related itsues and
cricerns:.
"safety inspections practices," "drug enforcement techniques," "the
training requirements and benefits of job-x or y"

'4. A panel presentation featuring worker representatives of sev.eral
different jobs in a single weer area:
.4 social worker, psychologist, and aide discuss interrelated social
services pr ided in their Cdmmunity agency:



AUDIO-VISUAL PRESENTATIONS_ WITHI.LECTURER'S COMMENTS AND.
ANNOTATIONS A

Optimum Use:
To deliver necessary facts, concepts, and principles using media which
lend both a concrete -context and immediacy to informational abstrac-
Mons.

Probable Staging:
In a class or conference room setting (1) durinenitial orientation
segments (2) as preparation for active participation (3) as a summary
exercise aimed at integrating what students have seen,yard, and done in
activities.

Examples:

I. The confent goals of I (1.-4.), featuring maps, charts, graphs or
simple descriptive literature.

2. The content goals of I (1:-4.), featuring slide shows, -tapes,
photo-exhibits, etc.

3. The content goals of 1 (1.-4.) featuring shdrt filmi and documentaries
relevant to the site's organizatibn, chief concerns, or activities, etc.

DIRECT STUDENT OBSERVATION OF REAL OR SIMULATED SLICES OF
OCCUPATIONAL LIFE

Optimum Use:
To move students beyond the abstractions of factual information into the
'physical envirAment of work; to .provide them with high impact
demonstrations of job duties, equipment, and processes.

Probable Staging:
In qpropriate work settings and/or a class ro.om area sUited to simulation
or supplementary lecture or discussion segments:

Examples:

1. e walk and gawk, once-over-lightly" tour of the whole operation:
Stt !etas move rather quickly through the six depirtinents of the
community bank after a brief lecture-orientaticm.

-Z. The "try it, you'll like it" intensive tour of a few ,major areas, with
selected, planned stop-Oyer for:

equipmetit examinatiorz and handlitw
b. persomzel feature spots
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casual student-worker discussion
d, simple task trials by each student.

3. Structured teaching deMonstrations resented by. workers showing
their actual occupoklional setting, equipmem, and major work
activities:
An x-ray technician takes, develops, and reads ta chest x-ray giving

te,rpretive unnotations dleini the proms,

4. Students observe employer job-training classes and participate where
posiibie:
Student, observe an 'introductory dais for trainee corrections officeri
and participate hi the discussion periods at the ,invitation of the
instructor.

S. Employees enact a mock, round-table decision-making process whlch
is central to their work:
Social ii,orkers review a fictional client folder und decide on an'
appropriate course of action, with studePa input.

6. Students observe selected, real occupational drama and participate in
follcjw-up discussion:.
crimilal or civil trial-in-progress, a veterinary examination, a sur-

gicaLprocedure, the taping of al...V. or radio show,

TWO-WAV VERBAL EXCHANGES BETWEEN EMPLOYEE INSTRUCT011tS
AND STUDENTS,

Opt imtim Use:
To give students an opportunity to shape, articulate and activdy integrate
significant information and ex0eriences.

Probable Staging: . . . .

In a class or conference om setting before anti/or after "action
segments"

1
such as intensive Urs, feature films, simulations, "hands-on"

participation, etc.

Examples:.

1. Casual'exchanges of _facts,.opinions, expectations:
Instructor asks each .student to comment on his present career
interests.

t,
2. . St.ructured question and answer sessions geared to establishing or

reviewing critical facts, concepts, or principles:
-Name the three jobs y014 have exatniried today aml mention the
r?tajor responsibilities of each."



Guided exaMinations of student teaction .to observations and
experiences gained in the course-of the program:
"Would you like to be a bank teller, cf data processor?" (Why; Why

SYiterriatie discussiOn to assess, summarize, .andintegra e-
Sim* information, and eiperlences:
"Think for a few minutes about dl the fobs you have seen herr and
then tell us which of them best suit your interesti and abilities.11

5. Oral presentations by stOdents 'featuring their asseutnents of work,:
related problerns or experiences:
Students are asked to .prepare a two minute presentation Waluating
the effectiveness of the program aciivitiei.

BASIC SKILLS DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS USING SITE RESOURCES
AND CONCERNS

Optimum Ute:
To teach specific basic skills and demonstrate their releAnce to the
requirements of real work.

Probable Staging;
In the environment of work, as homework to be discussed oti sito, or in a
school setting itsignatcd to follow up.exploration activities

Examples:

Snide nts wor k with equipment and personnel to solve math
problems: /
"( alculate the quantity of sulphur q)y-products you Pund in the
wi.pollutiotz equipment."

2. Students use simple research methods to explore questions raised at
the site:
ResouTce-site coordinator helps students prepare a simple question-
naire to be administered to their peers and analyzed (luring a

subsequent program doy.

3. A social studies teacher or guidance counselor, assists students in
reading and writing up their findings on a site-related topic:
"How has the union movement influenced pi,rsortpiel practices in the
skilled trades'?"



ROlit-PLAYING AND PROBLEM SOLVING GAMES AND4PROJECIIS

Optimum Use:
Ta allow students .to par,ticipate in highly imaginative and personalized
explqrations of Worker totes and major organizational Issues, such as
human relations, budgeting, management strategies, etc.

Probable Staging:
A seminar or class room setting following instructional inputs in the form
of lectures discussions, or demonstrations.

Examples: -

1. Students adopt and play, out a typical personnel problem or potential
conflict which has been stated hypothetically:
Union spokesmen, management representatives and arbiter negotiate
the terms of a new contract.

2. Students act as a group to draft ,a personnel policy which is to
establish fair criteria for promotion in a specific job categoey,

3. Students draw up a hypothetical budget governing the site and then
check their guesses against actual fact.

4. Wach student creates a simple product which might be used to
advertize an aspect of the site which they have found particularly
striking:
With the help of a..public relations specialist, each student writes a
news release describing his favorite zoo

5.

"AS-1F," FULL-SCALE SIMULATIONS OF REAL WORKER ACTIVITIES

Optitiium Use:
To allow students to apply information and experiences to tasks'.which
approximate the challenges and satisfactions of real work.

Probable Staging:
After information and observation inputs, using minimal props in a staged

or real work setting.

Examples:
0

1. Students take turns performing one Wimple task with minimal
equipment:
"Now use the geiger counter to find two radiation sources which we
have.hidden in the supply room.",
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2. Students perform a logical sequence of tasks which represents several
majOr duties of a given .101.
Using a small conference room supplied with a selection of food
samples, a microscppe, and one reference ,text,' an F.D.A. entomolo-
gist supervise; as students prepare 'slides, tentatiimly identify:contam
inants, and check their.hy'potheses,

3. Students prepare and enact a. significant piece of occupational drama
which involves an imaginative mastery*of several interrelated jobs or
procedures:
a. Iising the records Of actual case histories, students script, cast

and perform a ,mock .criminal trial' (to be videO-taped .and
critiqued by (in attorneY or a paralegal specialist).

b.- To gain concrete knowledge of 'hiring pro"cedures orici job
requirements, students take a sample employment test, fill out a

real application and help inte;Tiew a "student with
the assistance of a personnel specialist.

4 Students participate in 1.`interlocking" simulations which reflect the
roles of many jobs as they contribute to a firm's entite productiob
process:

Students use their own visit to a local Pwwspaper as material for a
feature §tory which they write, edit, set and "help" publish.

PERFORMANCES OF, REAL WORK TASKS WITH REAL WORK OUT-
COMES

Optimum Use:
,

1To give students first hand kno 'ledge of the demands, satisfactions, and
accountability of teal work.

Probable Staging:
After cc;nsiderable orientation, observation, and supervisM practice at real
work sites.

Examples:

1. Students _provide assistance or..support functions in an observer/
apprentice relationship to an employee:
Typical (pioties miAt include typin,q, tiling, 1c_eaning equ ip men t ,

recording data, and respondiug to phorfe calls.

2. Students assume full responsitility for handling one important duty
of an'employee:
.4 student takes over rourtter sales bi a spnall retail firm.

20



-Students render a full ringe--of servicei in-close proxiinity-to-working
professionals:.

.

A student With good reading shills teaches lenguive oils to a, Otiail. .

group of children in a local dayeare

4 Students execute a complex work project in several atages with
periodic intervention and cOaching by A supervising profeSsional:
Student studies models, gathers meterials, and designs a display
window for probable use in a clothing store's . fafl advertising
eampoign.

.1#
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Steps in t.lic Peaign and Pevelopment of Exploration.Programs .

The process for designing and developing learning activities for Career
Exploration involves using. the information cOntained..in the resotirce site-anaiysis
forms: These were completed' for each relourci site participating in' Career
Exploration.

The data contained in the resource-site analysis forma :provide resourCe
coordinators with an information base tO be used in the develoEment of learning

. activities. Throughout the program development prrkeas, the eolla orative efforts of
resource coordinators and resource-site Coordinatoil are reqpired,

.Before itpplementing Phase One of these guidelines, resource coordinators
shOuld complete chi foll6wing tasksi

1. Review the contents of each resource site's job Area Training and
Responsibility Form.

2. Develop a list of all jobs and occupations and their related levels o(
training and :responsibility that the resource sites assigned to the cluster
are willing to make available for instructional purposes. These jobs and
occupations are listed under specific levels Of training and resivansibility
and are indicated by checkmarks that .have been placed beside the title of
the jobs and occupations. In some instanal; one sox more of the resource
sites assigned to the cluster will have indicated the aYailability of the same
job or occupation. In these cases, only one job or 6ccupation, along with
the specific level of training and responsibility, need to be list`td on a sheet
of paper.

Pilase One

The following procedures have been formulated to 4facilitate the deVelopment
and design of each course in terms of:

1. defining a goal for each course,

2. formulating cluster Course objectives which will achieve the goal
statements,

3. defining the scope and seqmence of each course's content, and

4. determining the maximum and minimum number of students that each

course can accommodate,

Course goals are defined as broad statements which describe the purpose of each
cluster. Course objectives are defined as specifi c statements which describe how the
goal statement will be achieved and what students aIre likely to be when they have
completed the course. Scope is defined as the range of jobs and occupations that
constitu,tes the course. Sequence is' defined as the order in which the jobs and
occupations in a coursf are presented to students. To facilitate thc development of
each course, resource coordinators should .complete the following steps:

Step 1. Explain to the resource-site coordinators the concept, goals and
'objectives of Career Exploration that have been formulated,
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Seep 2. Ask the resource.site coordinatcrs to describe a goal. for _the course.

When formulating goal statements, resource coordinators should keep in mind
that a goal statement should describe the overall purpose or ihtent of the course.
Another way _of formulating a goal statement is to ask the question, "Why. _does the
course exist, and what is it trying to accomplish?" Resource coordinators .should
keep in mind that goal statements formulated for each course mtist parallel the goal
formulated .for Career Exploration..Two examples of goal statements follow:.

1. to provide Students with a means of acquiring specific knowledp and
skills related to social service jobs and occupations.

2. To ..provide stUdents with an understanding of the service. provided by
people in health careers.

Step 3. Initiate a discussion among the resource-site coordinators concerning
the goal statements that have been presented. This discussion Should
center around:

a. clarifying the goal statement

b. arriviA at a consensus on the goal statement

Step 4. At the end of the discussion on the goal statement and when there
appears to be a cons,ensus among the resource-site coordinators,
describe the goal.statement on the Career Exploration Chute?. Course
Form, and read the statement.back to the resource-site coordinators
for their review.

Step 5. Ask the resource-site cowdinators to describe how they think the
goal of the course can be achieved in terms of speciting a set of
course objectives.

When formulating course objectives, resource coorainators should keep in
mind that objectives are statements which describe how goal statements will be
achieved. Also, the objectives that are to be formulated must parallel the objectives
formulated for Career Exploration.

Step 6. Initiate a discussion among the resource-site coordinators concerning
the objectives chile' have been provided. This discussion should center

arouhd:

a.. ( clarifying the objectives presented.

b. arriving at a consensus in terms of specific objectives that the
resource-site coordinators, as a group, can agree upon.

c. in/luring that the objectiffs can be achieved by student learners.

Risource coordinators will have a major role in deciding if students can achieve
the objectives based upon their knowledge of the student population.
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Step 7. After els discussion has concluded and_ the appears to be a
consensus among the resource-14 coordinator as to what the
objectives for the course should be, resource coordinators should.list
the objectives on a sheet of pa-Per.

Step 8. Read each objective_ back to the resource-site coordinator& Ask the
coordinators the foil owihg quescibns:

a. Do the objectives that have been described represent your views
as to how the goal.of the cluster can be achieved?

Are there any changes, deletions, or additions that should be
made?

Step 9. After the group has reached consensus on any changes, deletions or
additions, resource coordinators should record the objectives on the
form.

Step 10. Explain to the resource-sicrcoordinators that tho next decision that
they must make focuses on deciding the scope or content areas of
the course in terms of-related jobs and occupations.

-,

Step 11. Explain to the resource-site' coordinators that you have reviewed
each resource site's Job Area Training and Responsibility Form, and
have created a list of all of the jobs and.occupations, along with their
corresponding levels of training and responsibility, that each of the
resource sites assigned to the cluster are willing to make available fOr
instructional purposes. The jobs and ocOpations have been further
grouped under the following levels on a steet of paper:

a. Professional jobs and occupations
'b. Semi-Professional jobs and occupations

c. Skilled jobs and occupations

d. Semi skilled jobs and occupations

e. Unskilled jobs and occupations

f. Enrry-level jobs and occupations

1),

Step 11. Read each of the levels and their corresponding .jobs and occupations
to the resource-site coordinators.

Step 13. Explain to the resource-site coordinators that the jobs and occupa-
tions and their cbrresponding levels can represent the scope or
content areas of the course. However, it might be necessary to
delimit the number of jobs and occup.ations while.maintaining some
continuity in terms of the various levels- of training and respon-
sibility.

24
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Step 14, Initiate a _ discussfon ._in terms of. the .scope..or .content aress of. the
dustei courie among the resource-site coordinitios. Ask the
coordinators to coniiderthe.following;

Will the jobs and occupations that are being considtred
facilitate the achievement of- the goals. and Objective,' fortnti7
lated for Career Exploration in general and for the duster
course in particular?

Resource coordinators .should alloW sufficient time for a -discussion.on the question,.
but press foi conseniui'on jobs and occupations that will continUt the scope or
content areas of the cOurse. After the resource-site coordinators have arrived at a
consensus, resource coordinator's should complete the next section of the Career
Fxploratiovi CluSter Course Form, .

Step 15. Write the title of each job and occupation and the corresponding
level of training and respLAVsibility on which the cluster will focus.

Resource coordinators and regource-site coordinators are now ready' to sequence the
course. Resource coordinators should complete the following steps:

Step 16. Explain to the resource-site coordinators ?he importance of sequenc-
ing the content of the course in the following terms:

a. The need to arrange the content in a logical fashion.

b. The need to provide for continuity in terms of the content
areas.

Step 17. Suggest to the resource-site coordinator that'one way to organize the
content of the course is around the career ladder concept. Explain to
the resOurce--site coordinators that by arranging the cluster content in
terms of a career ladder, they will be conveying to the students
relevant aspects of career and job mobility within occupational or
job areas.

St,p 18. If the resourCe-site coordinators ask why the career ladder concept is
important, resource coordinators should respond,with the following:

First, providing for career mobility means economy of learning
activities instead of the re-introduction of cluster content to
which students have been elposed. Time'may be devoted to the
utilization of the course content at increasingly higher levels.
Students can spend their time acquiring additional knowledge,
and information that is built upon the formation of previous
learning activities.

After the resource-site coordinators have .discussed the sequencing of- the course
content, resource-coordinators should .insure that the course contem is arranged
logically in terms of how it will be presented to student learners. Resource
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coordinators are now prepared to facilitate the division of the course content among
the resource-site coordinators.

Step 19. Ask the resource-site coordinators to consider how the course
content which has .now been sequenced for..,the.course can_best be
diVided aMong Niel) of-their respective sites.' For example:

a. One resource site could focus on the. profeisiorial or semi-.
professional Jobs

One resource site could foeus on skilled Or semkkilled jObs.

c. One resource site could focus on entry levele 6i...unskilled jobs

Step 20, Advise the resource-site coordinators that two additional decisions
must be Made by them concerning the course. They are:

a. After the content areas have been divided, hoW will they be
sequenced?

b. In what order will the cluster content be presented to stlident
learners? For example:,

1. Entry level and unskilled jobs first.

2, Professional or semi-professional jobs first.

Step 21. On the Career Fxploration Cluster Cour.cr Form, describe thespecific
content areas and sequence for which each resource-site coordinator
has assumed the responsibility.'

Step 22. Ask.-- the resource-Site coordinators to decide the maximum...a-fid
minimum number -Of students that .the course, as a whole, can
accommodate.-Write these numbers in the Career Exploration Cluster
-Course Form.

The number of .students to be permitted to enroll in each cluster course must
be agreed upon by each resource-site coordinator!

Step 23. Inform the resource-site coordinators that a meeting will be arranged
with each of the resource-site 'coordinaiors For the purposes of
developing and designing individual restiArce site learning activities.

Resource coordinators should schedule one or more niee-ti4s with each resource-site
coordinator in die order that sites will be explored. This will alltAv both resource
coordinators and resource-site coordinators to design learning objectives and
activities within a framework consistent with tilt) course objectives and the scope
and sequence of the cluster- course. It also allow.s resource coOrdinators and
resource-site coordinators to build upon the initial learning activities designed by the
first resource site.



Phase TwO
,

The following procedures have been designed to facilitate the development of
the learning activities to be .provided.by each community resource site. The 'design
and development of leirning activities consists of- both resource cOordinators and
resource-site CoordinitOri forMUliting-the followlng

1. A set offearning objectives.

2. A set of learninl activities which complement the learning objectives.

3. A. management plan which will facilitate the implementation of the
learning activities.

4. A lesson plan of the learning activities-ttrik presented to students.

Implementation of these procedures requires the use of data obtained through
the resource-site analysis process. Specifically, each Potential Learning Activities
Description Fortr for each of the content areas that the resource site has assumed
the responsibility for will be used. 13,re learning objekctives and activities can be
developed with each resource site, there ate several ta,ks that resource coordinator!
must perform:

1. Reviewing the content areas assigned to ea'ch resource site.

2. Reviewing the content of each resource site's resource-site analysis formsi.
specifically each Potential Learning Activities Descteiption Form.

3. Separating out the Potential Learning Activities Description Forrti that do
not contain occupations fOr which each resource site has assumed the
responsibil icy.

4. Dividing those Potential Learning Activities Description Forms that do
contain the occupational areas which reflect the content areas assumed by
each resource site into three major categories:

a. Participation possible for students.

b. Observation possible for student's.

c. Discussion or demonstration possible for students.

The process for designing and developing learning activities With resource-site
coordinators begins with resource coordinators completing a final version of the
Potential Learning Activities Description Forms. Tike following steps should be
comPleted by resource coordinators:

Step 1. Review with the resource-site coordinator the specific content areas
of the course and the sequence of the content for which his site has
assumed the responsibility.

Ste Inform the resdurce-site coordinator that you have..divided the

occupational areas and their work-related tasks wItch ate contained
in the Potential Learning Activities Description Form into three
categories. Tell him the names of the categories.'
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Step 3. _ Suggest to _the resource-site coordinatoretthe itarting point for (
designing learning ititivities should begin with selecting from the
three categories thounccupational areas and their work-related tasks
whiA conform to the content areas for which (the resource-site
coordinator has aisumid .ihe

Resource coordinators.should keep in mind dtiring the selection pioVess that while it
is important to select work-related tasks which will provide for maximum hands-on
experiences for students, it. is equally imeortant to select work-related tasks which
will achieve the overall course objectives, and the goals and objectives for Career
Exploration. In some instances, selecting work:related tasks where only observations

%can occur may far better serve the needs and interests of students. This may also be
the case where only discussions can occur. There are other considerstions that
resource coordinators must keep in mind in terms of selecting work-related tasks.
These consgferations include, but are ndt limited to:

1. The availability of resource site staff.

2. The number of students that the coursi as a whole ciu accommodate.

3. The availability Of equipment and supplies.

4. The nature of the work-related tasks in terms of opportunities for these
students.

5. The cobstraints imposed by the resource site.

See 4 .lInder "Title...of Occupation," on the final Version of the Potential
Leath,ing Activities Description Form, .write the title of the lcupa-
-tion that will become part of the learning activities and read tire task
.statement that appear's. on .the Pcitcntial LearninkActivities Descrip-
tion Form_-to the resource-site coordinator. Ask- tbe following
questions and record- the responses:

a. If students were to either participate, observe a deinonstration
or Fie rticipate in a discussion of the task being performed, how
would you describe the objective of this activity?

What do you think students will be able to do, or have an
understanding of, aftir being MvOlved in this activity?

c. Assuming that students will be able to do something
_ , .

something, or have .an understanding of something, hOw w
you organize this work-related task into a leaping aCtivity?

Th`e resource..site coordinator's initial responses to Step 4, sub-steps "a" and "b" are
basic components of a learning objective. His response to Step 4., sub-step "c" iS
basically the statement of a learning activity. However, the responses given tdathe
questions asked under Step."4 mAt .be refined. Several examples are provided below

s. to assist in refining and describing learning objectives:
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1. Students will be able to pin aN. working knowledge of interyiewing
iques.

2. Stud nts will have an understanding of how metal plates are pressed and
stamped out.

3. Students will be able to perform the filing functions of...a clerk.

Step 5. PFscribe the learning objective for the occupatronal area and its
work-related task on the correspØ4ng,Qne bf the new Potential
Learntrtg Activities Description Forms.

Learning activities need to be described as fully as possible fOr each learning
objective formulated, When the resource-site coordinator answered Seep4, subltep
"c", he provided a corKesponding learning activit, for the learning objective. Three
examples of how learning actiyities should be described follow: 0

1. During this session, students will assemble in small groups and will br
assigned to personnel interviewers to learn ,about and paiticipate in

interviewing sessions..

2. During this session, students will be assigned to the sheet metal shop and
will .be under the supervision of Mr. Jones for the purposes of obvrving
how metal plates are pressed and stamped out.

3. During thii session, students will be divided into groups 9f two's and will
be assigngd to clerical staff for the purposes of learning how filing is dotie
by clerical staff members of this compiny.

Step 6. pescribe the learning activity on the corresponding line of the
earning objective.

Step 7. Repeat Steps 4,,5, and. 6 -until you -have exhausted each Potvntial
.

Learning Activities Description Form.

Step 8. Ask thee resource-site coordinator if additional learning'Ot?jectives and,
activkties can be 'developed whlch wiU integiate the goals and
objectives of Career Exploration and the clu.ster course bys doing the
following:

a. .Designing lectures and discussion that center around specific
areas that are not covered in learning activities which will focus
on achieving the foal and objectives formulated for Caked;
Ex plorAion.

b. Holding a "rap session" with individual workers and super-
Nisors concerning specific information about the worker and his
work.

Step 9. Describe any additional le. nin objectives and activities that the
resource-site co,Ordinator feels are appropriate.
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Step 10, Review the learning objectives 'and activities with the resource-site
coordinator, Make necessitry clianges or Flditions to the learning

) objectives and activities as needed. Erk.

,
s, ".

Resource_ coordinators and resource-site coordinators ahould consider the following
criteria and finalise the design and development of learning objectivei and activities:

1, Will students be able to determine the various levels of education andlor
iptitudes required to perform the work-related tasks in the occupponal
area pro'perly?

2. Will students be able to understand the various tasks that workers in the
occupation perform?

students be able to understand the hours, salary, benefits and
mobility that the occupation provides?

4. Will student, be able to understand the environment in which the worker
must perform the occupational tasks?

5. Will students be physically, as well as mentally, involved in the learning
>9

Will students be able to collaborate with one another and exebange views
and information relative to the various occupations and their work-related
tasks?

7. Will students be able to gain new knowledge, skills, and aptitudes?

activities?

8. Is,the relationship between
Exploration, the cluster
clear?

the goals and objectives formulated for Career
course, and the learning objectives and activities

After resource coordinators and resourc.e-site coordinators have designed and
developed learning objectives and activities, basic management issues must be
resolved to allow for implementation.

There are three key issues that must be resolved with- each resource-site
coordinator (1) determining when each learning activity will takg place in te*rms of
order and time, (2) lietermibing the location within the resource site where the
karning activities will take place. and (3) determining who among the respurce.staff
will be involved in supervising the learning activities.

The following. guidelines have been formulated to facilitate the resolution of
these management issues-. There may be issues that arise for which there are no
guidelines. In these ,cases, resource coordinators must rglv on their own insight and
judgmcnt, in attempting to resolve them.

1, Determine which activities will occur on each of the instructional dvs.

2. Deternne howjime will be allocated am6ng learning hctivities through-
..

out each of tht instructional days.

3. Iktermine the locations within the resource site where the learning
activities will occur.
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betefrine who among the resource site staff will be responsible for
supervising each learning activity.

5. Determine if any learning activitylVill occur outside the resource site, and
if so, where will the learning activity be located.

6. Determine appropriate time allocations for learning activity breaks and
lunch breaks.

7. Determine if any special requirements or provisions relative to tooli,
cquipment.or supplies are to be used. ,

8. Determine whether or not there are any special requirements or provisions
relative to student dress.

Resolution of the rnienagement issues should satisfy these criteria:

1. Time allocations for learning ,activities must be realistic in terms of the
intensity and duration for students.

2. Scheduling of learning activities must satisfy the constraints imposed by
the resource site.

3. Movement of students from onelearning activity to another must be
planned.

4. Supervision of all learning activities must be continuous.

After resocirce coordinators lind resource-iite coordinators nave resolved the
nianagem&nt issues and the resolution to the issues satisfies the criteria listed above,
the design and development of learning objectivei and activities are completed. This
information should now be documented into a lesson plan. The lesson plan will serve
a number of purposes

1. it will put the learning ii.ctivities into perspective for resource-site
coordinators and student learners.

2. It will serve as a guide for managing the learning activities.

3. It will provide a foundation for blending the learniog activities with other
Career Exploration-cluster courses:

4. It will satisfy the basic information requirements of both administrators
and evaluators.

5. It will indicate the various suoject areas and academic credit that students
will receive' for successfully compleutng the learning activities.

6. Finally, ivwiIl , be used ,in fccmulating a program catalog of Career
Exploration instructional prograins.

During the process of documenting each resocirce site's learning activities,
resource coordinators Will find it necessary to refer to each resource site's
resource-site analysis folder for information. This information is vital, to the
formulation of a lesson plan.



For the purposes of`documenting the learning activifist, resource cceordblators ,.

will use a series of Resource Site Piogram Forms. Foe the sake of clarity and .

convenience, reference will be made to these forms as.Form 1, 11, III, and IV.POn
each of these forms, resource coordinators are.a4ed to specify ceitin information
relative to the resource site and the learning activities.

On Form I, there a e ten f)oxes, and each box is numbered from one through
ten. Specify the following infohnaiionlin each of the boxes:

1. In Kix one, write the -flame of the resdurce site.

2. In itsbx two, write the address of the resource site.

3. In Box three, describe the specific location within the resource site to
which the students will report.

4. In Box four, describe the forms of transportation that can be used by
studects to get to the resource site.

5. In Box Vve, describe the s ar,ting and stopping times for each of the
instructional days that the ource site will provide,

6. In Box six, describe the type of dress students will be expected to wear..

7 . fn Box seven, describe the applicability, of smoking regulations' in the
resource site. ti

Si.
8. In Box eight, describe the n: ure of any security regulations. Will students

be required to sign in and out of the reiource site? Must students wear
'identification badges?

9. In Box nine, describe the nature of any special restrictionS iriposed by the
resource site.

10. Iv Box ten, indicate the location of luncheon facilities within or outside
the resource site.

On Form II, there a five boxes, each box is numbered from one through five.
Specify the following information in each box:

1. in Box one, write the maxiffium and miniminn number of students that
the resource site can accommodate. This number will be the same for each
resource site participating in the cluster course.

2. In Box two, describe .the sequence in which the resource site will

implethent its segment of the cluster course. This description should
contain the actual starting and ending dates of the resource site's learning
activities.

3. in Box three2 describe the subject area and the amount of academic creait
that students will receive for this segment of the cluster course.
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In RDS CAREER EDUCATION, stuctents receive academic credit for
auccenfully completing Career Exploration duster, courees. Crediting is a
generally accepted Practice which"' is intended to 'provide a quintative
Measure of experience. Credits are used to record the amount bf time a
student was involved in an educational activity in which he Xchieved at
least the minimum level of performance required gr the grantfng of
credit. Credits not only indicate the amount of time, but also describe the
nature of the educational activity as well, Awarding traditional subject
categories of credit for Career Exploration learning activities can be .done
by analyzing the instructional activities, identifying traditional-. subject.
categories, arid awarding traditional credits for that Rort I on of the learning
activities. A student may be awarded mathematics credit, social studies
credit, or other traditional credit for the learning activities.

4. in Box four, write the name and telephone number of the resource site
coordinator. Include the names of the resource site staff members who
will be supervising the learning activities.

5. in BOX five, write the title of ejech job or occupation for which the
students participate in learning acthiities.

On Form III, there are two boxes and each is numbered. Specify the following
4,

information:

1. In Box one, describe the purpose or mission of the resource site.

2. In Box two, describe the organizational structure of the resource site in
terms of its sections, units, divi0Ons or groups,' and describe the activity
that takes place within each where applicable.

ori Form ty, there'are three boxes, and each box is ntrbered. Mgr than one
Form IV will be used to document the larning objectivekk,and activities of each
resource site. The number of forms required will be based upon the number of
sessions that each resource site will provide in Career Exploration. Specify the
follow information:

1 . 4 in Box one, indicate the day in the learning activies sequence in which
specific learning activites will occur (Day 1, Day 2, Day 3, Day 4).

2. In Box two, describe each learning object ive.

3. In Box three, describe each learning activity corresponding to each learning
objective. include the name of the learning supervisor and the location of
the learning activity. in some instances, where no learning supervisor is
designated, it is assumed that the resource-site coordinator will perform
that functiont Also, in cases where no location is designated, it is assumed
that the location is essentially tliccation described in the previous
activity.
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Resource coordinators should follow the SAM pr?cedures atated above for each-
learning objective and activity planned for Day One. When breaks occur, indicate the
wokl "break." Complete these same raedures for each additional day of learning
activities with each resource ,site,

Completion of the Resource Site Program Forms concludes the documentation
process for each resource site learning activities.

/

,Vhase Three

The following guidelines have.. been forMulated to facilitate the second in
series of cluster meetings with resourae4ite .coordinators in each Cl lister course.

Before convening this cluster meeting, resource .coOrdhiators should perform

the followinglasks:

1. Arrange .2 date, place, and dine acceptable to: all participants for the
cluster meeting..

2. Notify each resourcezsite coordinator assigned tb the cluster of the
meeting.

3. Send copies of each resource site's Resource Site Prognim Form fV to the
other resource-site 'coordinator and ask .them to review the learning
objectives and activities.

In order to facilitate the cluster meeting, resource coordinators should complete
the following steps:

Step I, Ask the resource-site coordinators if they have any questions or
concerns regarding the learning obiActives and activities that they
have reviewed. If there are, what are

Step 2.. Ask the resource-site coordinators if there are any specific learning
objectives or activities that should be changed or deleted.

Resource coordinators should be prepared to make whatever changes, deletions or
additions that the resource-site coordinators suggest. However, if there are
substantive changes, deletions, or additions that must be made, they should be done
with the individual resource-site coordinator at his site, or if it is agreeable with the
other resource-site coordinators, they can be made at this meeting.

Step 3. Reiterate the sequence of program implementation with the
resource-site coordinators.

Step 4. Advise the resource-site coordinators that prior to program imple-
mentation, a meeting will be held so that theY can receive training in
the management, dperation, Coordinationsupervision, and reporting'
of their specific tear ni activities.
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Step 5., Advise the resourcei-iite coordinators that during the course of the
school year, additional duster meetings will be held to review and
revise the cluster course.

The cluster review meeting represents the conclusion of the develoPment of
Career Exploration course learning aftivitlea. After the cluster review meeting,
resource coordinators are prepared to help develop and produce a career exploration
cluster Catalog. The catalog represents the collection of each lesson plan that has
been documented for each of the courses, Specific guidelines for its development
and production are contained in Gtreer Guidance Component: General Information
Handbook.
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CAREER EXPLORATION CLUSTER COURSE FORM

TITLES OF JOBS AND OCCUPATIONS THAT CLUSTER COURSE WILL FOCUS ON: LEVELS OF TRAINING AND RESPONSIBILITY:

9

10.

11

12.

13.

14

15.,

RESOURCE SITE "A"

1.

2.

3.

4.

6

SPECIFIC CONTENT AREAS BY SITE

RESOURCE SITE "B" RESOURCE SITE "C"

:v1IN1MUM NUMBER OF STUDENTS:

MAXIMUM NUMBER OF STUDENTS'



POTENTIAL LEARNING ACTIVITIES DESCRIPTION FORM

Title of Job or Occupation Hands-On Experience Observation

Description of Task:

Examples of Constraints:

Site Safety
Site Security
Labor Union Restrictions
Physical Restrictions
,yse of Tools or Equipment
Availability of Facilities '

Yes
Constraints:

Remarks:

Yes NO

Constraints:

Remarks:

Other Kinds of Student Participation

Discussion: DemonstrAtion:
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RESOURCE SITE PROCTAM
FORM I

I. EMPLOYER SITE:

2. ADDRESS:

3. DIRECTIONS:

4. TRANSPORTATION DIRECTIONS:

5. STARTING AND ENDING TIMES FOR
EAbH DAYS LEARNING ACTIVITIES:

4

DRESS'CODE:

7. SMOKING REGULATIONS:

8. SECURITY REGULATIONS:

9. PECIAL RESTRICTIONS:

10. LUNCHEON FACILITIES:

1 75
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RESOURCE SITE PROGRAM
FORM II

MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM NUMBER OF STUDENTS

DATES OF LEARNING ACTIVITIES

ACADEMIC CREDIT TO BE RECEIVED

RESOURCE SITE COORDINATOR: PHONE:

LEARNING SUPERVISOR: A

LEARNING SUPERVISOR:

*.t.
LEARNING SUPERVISOR:

.LEARNING SUPERVISOR.

LEARNING SUPERVISOR

-
a-

JOBS OR OCCUPATIONS THAT STUDENTS WILL RE EXPOSED TO:

(1)

(2)

(3)

4.

7



RESOURCE SITE PRNRAM
FORM III

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF RESOURCE SITE:

1

4

41109*

4

DESCRIPTIONS OF SECTIONS, UNITS, GROUPS OR DIVISIONS:

2

AmmounoIP'

,;0*-
4 77



REfi URCE SITE PROGRAM
FORM IV

LEARNING OBJECTIVES: ,

ft

LEARNING ACTIVITIES:

4

te.

0

,

.

et

Ith

A
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I.

RESEARCH FOR BETTER SCHOOLS, INCORPORATED (RBS);-,is a private,
nonprofit educational research laboratory located in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
DEVELOPING INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS FOR CAREER SPECI.ALIZATION
is part of a series of curriculum and procedural materials devel8ped by the R'13S
CAREER EDUCATION PROGRAM (Louis M. Maguire, Director) feor 'a pilot project
in experience-based career- education (EBCE), Additional materials- in this series
include:

CARiER.DEVELOPMENT COMPONENT: GENERAL INFORMATIO-N
HANDBOOK

IDENTIFICATION AND RECRUITMENT OrCOMMUNITY'RESOUR 'ES

(WI ANIZING INFORMATION ABOUT COMMUNITY RESOURCES:
RESOURCE SIT ANALYSIS

6RGANIZING MMUNITY RESOURCE FOR CAREER E.X-fLORATION:
CLUSTIAING.

DEVELOPING IN UCTION AL PROCRAMS
FOR CAREER EXPLWATION

TRAINING COMMUN Y. RESOURCE SITE STAFF

DEVELONNG li§TRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS FOR CAREER SPECIALIZATION
was prepared by R*rt L. Holden.

Reearch for Better Schobls, Incorporated, May 1975.
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The purpose 6f this guide is to describe the procedures for resource
coordinators to design and develop Career Specialization activities as part of the
CAREER' DEVELOPMENT component of RBS CAREER EDUCATION. The
procedures are divided into six sp«ecific phases:

PHASE ONE

PHASE TW()

PHASE THREE

PHASE FOUR

_PHASE FlVt

describes the procedures for 'clarifying the student's
interest.

describes the procedures for extending the utilization of
community participants involved in Career Exploration
programs and foil developing an additional pool of
community participants for Career Specialization,

describes the procedures for negotiating student
projects.

describes the procedures for identifying potential learn-
,ing activities at community resource sites.

describes the procedUres for designing student projects.

PHASE SIX describes the procedures for documenting the learning
activities thror gh the use.of a learning contt7act.

information on possible training sessions which res rce siteg participating in Caree5
Exploration activities may conduct to prepare in rested staff to work with students
on specialization 'projects can he round in the component guide cin.-TrainiP

nit)) Resource Site Staff

a
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Career Specialization is designe4d to meet a wide r9ge of student intereite. A
specialiution is dtsigiied to permit student reality-testing of tentative goals, as werl
as to enable studenti tu acquire some knowledge, akilk, and experiences necessary to
achieve their career al. Whitt the learning objectives of,each specializaion may be
different, the a id ed outconks of all specialization's inclUde:

1. Student de ition and development of a program of activities, the
objectives of theiepecializatiod, and the ceiteria for vvaluating performance
(in conjunction with the Oarticipating staff .of the re rce site and.the
resource cordMators).

2. Student production of a specialization project which may be written or

other media report or evidence of successful completion oran on-the-job
experience consistent with the objectives defined for the specialiiation.

3. Student analysis of and reporting on the implications x)f the specialization
experience for personal career planning; including the ideretification of
academic and vocational requir .nts ifor piirsuit of the occupation
investigatedi

The learning activities in the program Are based upon .a student-negotiated
contract. While speaalikaiions will initially focus on the development of specific
skills or learning more about a certain ocupacion, they may .also emPhasize an
academic interest .and/Alt-a student's public senTicti, interests. The possibdity of these
different emphases gives specializations a leading role in the continuing development\ and expansion of experiential .learning opportunities for .pt.t.u.lents throughout the
ci.irriculuni. 'the student is responsible for defining thq learning activities in

cooperation with the participst4 community re4ource ,coordinator who is to work
with the stiident and supervise the activitie's. 'The c,(1;-ntent of _the learninvctivity to
be undertaken iS cmtained in the contract.

The use of a Career Speciiklizatibn learning' cuntract fosters certain bdiaviors
consistent with the focus of Career Specialization:

vudent acceyts resionsibility for khe consequenceN of personal
ewndues,.

2. The stuident acquire,Ne ability te be tentative and judicious in- planning_
and decision-making.

3. The student acquires t4ie ability to ,carry'9ut plans and *isions resolutely
anti responsibly..

4: The student acqui
agent of 'change ir

es the abilit.,, to evaluate himselflierself and become an,
ursait of personal goals.

.)5

',This Outcome :flay be achitwed within the context of ii,gu'diince program: e.g., I Irtit Three .0f. the
Cdreer Clarif'icaaon PrograM., .



The learning contract if a negotiated agreement which iormalises the relation-
ship among the student, the instructor-supervisor, and the relource cOordinator. The
basic fcitures octhe learning contract are:

1. The student, the ii\structor-supervhor, and resource coordinator.collabor4-
tively decide on thi learning activity to be implemented, the objectives to
be aehieved, awl the produCt to be produced.'

2. The parties,agree on the method of evaluation to be 'used to determin e. how
woll the contract has been fulfilled iu terms Of the learning object(ves and
product to be produced. s

3., The parties agree 413.)n start and completion dates for segments of the
contract or the cootCact as a whole.

4, .The studenc, 4 instritor-supervisor, and resource coordinator proceed t6
fulfill the terms of clic contract. The resoUrce elsordinator monitors and
assesses thA 'Stiident's progress through regularly scheduled visits .to the
resource site to eonfer with both the,student and the instructor-supervisor.

At the end o1 the contract period, evaluations are discussed by all liarties.

6. dif the 'student has not fluiIIcd. the. contract, he/she may be given ad4itional
time to do .fo at the discretion of the instriwtor-supervisor.-Besatise the A
initial terms of the ,contract are gylicit, iç iS readily apparent wien the
-contraCt is in danger of being btOke Mot ese; times', a Meeting is, called
between all parti4 to clarifvldiffetkint

0

or resvticture the contract.

Iii )ummarv, (`,;areer Specialization is an instruetional program -designed to
provide the individdal`student with a nNriii,for in-depth reality-tcsting of an nuerest
.or career Oat The bpis of Career Specialization is thtT.learning cnntraet. A karning

'contrct formalizes the relaqonships .ovonir the swdent, the instr4ict4-superisor
and the- resource coordrnatyr. The essence ol the 'learninc contract- is the
collabo'ratio'n ionottg Ahe stiRiknt, the instruCtor-stipervisor and ehe resonrce
co6rdinator- in the design of the learning act

,-eso
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PHASE ONE

The proceu for developing learning activities in Career Specialization begins
th the Student Intemsts Forms. This is the first form that must be completed. It is

ested that resource coordinators complete this form in the following steps:

Step 1. Ask the student to describe his/her particular interest in terms of A
goal or a career area that he/she would ltk to pursue,

Step 2. Ask ale .student to describe his/her previous activities that relate to
his/her interests.

Examples:

a. through Career Exploration cluster course experiences.

b. through a hobby or an outside interes.

Step 3. Qn the Studew hiterests Form, write the interests and activities
provided to you by the student.

Step 4.` Read the description of the interest back to the student and ask the
student of the description that you have written best describes
his/her interest.

Step 5. Determine with the student if a specialization program is an
appropriate respon8e to the student's interest. In other words, can a
sRecialization program meet this particular interest more effectively
than a Career Exploration cluster course?

Step `6. Advise the Student that his/her interjst must be translated into a
goal statement. The student should be askA to participate and
covider the following:

a. determine by reviewing with the student the basic purpose and
.,Jong range aims that the student desires to achieve. .

h. determine the desires, aspirations and values that th'e student
fias in terms of educational and occupational future.

. Step 7. Review with the student the goal statement and ask the student if, in
his/her opinion, the goal statement reflects the specific' interest'
expivessed.

7



Step 8. Explain to the student that he/she will be responsible for producing a
product during the course of the Career Specialization program.
Some examples of the produCts are:

a. A series of photographs photography specialization

b. A newsletter journalism specialization

c. A design for a building or a house architecture specialization

d. A plan for assisting senior citizens to get health care sbcial

services specialization

Step 9. ASK tne student to describe, tentatively, the kind or product that
he/she desires to produce and record.the response.

IGsource coordinators should !.4nphasize that the product must be produced
during the time of the speciahzation program.

,

Step 10. Advise the studein that you will b'egin to search foy a suitable
resource site and that yotr will contact him/her as soon as one is
found. Also ask the student if he/she can sugiest a specific resource
site for the specialization program. If the student has.a resource site
in mind, record the name of the site on the bottom of the Student
/nterestg Form



STUDENT INTERESTS FORM

1. Describe the stUdent's interest as succinctly as podit; e n-the space below:

2. Describe, the student's previous activities related to this interest (including
participation in a Career Exploration or completion of the Carver Or/float Ion
Program). '

_a

3. Translate the interest description into a goal statement which describes, in an
ideal sense, the purpose of a program specifically suited to meet the interest
expressed above.

Possible resource site

Product to be produced

x



PHASE TWO

The following procedures have been formulated for the purposes o'f extending

ihe use of Community resource sites participating in Career Exploration courses.

Step 1. Review the. job Area Training and Responsibility i'orm co tained,in

all Resource-site analysis folders. Search for spec c jobs or
occupations under each level that match the student's interests and

goal statement.

Step 2. If you locate a specific job or occupation that matches the studentis

interesti,look for a check mark next to the job or occupation. If
there is a check mark, then the job or occupation has been analyzed.
Proceed to contact the approprixte resource-site coordinator to
arrange a meeting to gain a'commitmeht from the resource site to
patic.ipatelTrEareer SpecializatiNt Proceed to Step 5.

Step 3. If, as a result of the rsiiew of the lob Area Training and

Responsibilities Form, you cannot locate a suitable jobor occupa-
tion that matches (he student's interests, you must identify , and

recruit a new community resource that can accommodate- the
student's interests.

Whe s new communitA res'ource sites are needed, the procedures oUtlined in
the /dent, cation (pi rca e (-mit merit and Site ,-Itialysis g6ides may be followed. In

additiop, res irce coordinators should complete the following step.

Step 4. Survey the participating resource-site coordinators:Ask them if they.
can suggest a possible resource site or a contact person Who might.be
willing to provide learning activities in Career Specialization..df the
response is "yes," ask the resource-site coordinator to provide you
with the name, address and telhone number of the potential
resource and proceed to Step 5..

The .remainitig steps conclude the identification of community resource sines
for participation in Career Specialization.

Step 5 Contact and arrange a meeting with the appropriate potential
supervisor.

Step 6. Explain the purpose of. Career Specialization and ttie specific

stuuent's interests and goal statement contained in, the Student
Interest l'ortn. In those instances where a job or ocyupation has been
identified at a participating community resource site, advise the
p-otential supervisor that you have reviewed the site's resource-site
analysis file and that you have identified a specific job or occupation
that matches the student's needs and interests,

p.
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Step 7. /kik the potential supervisor if a specrati'on, p*rogram can be
arranged and, if he/she will wait with the student to define a project.
if the response is "yes," arrange a meeting betl.veen the potential
supervisor, the student and yourself. 1f the response's "no," go back
to Step 5, and renegotiate until you have exhausted all possihfe
channels.

-

Step 8 , Make an appointment with the student who 'has expressed the
specialization interest for final verification and'commitment. Explain
to the student that the following events will occur:

a. Both the resource coordinator and the student will meet with
the potential supervisor.

-!*
b. The student will be asked-to explain his/her *teak idterest and

*01*,

c. dOP*uct tliat he/she

goal.

The student will be d to explain
would like to produc .

The student and supervisor will thend. proceed. to negotiate a
project that is mutually agreeablejo both parties.

Resource coordinators should inform the student to .,begin to thin"( of how
much time he/she can put into the spedalization program and how lonOthe program
should last.

A
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PHASE 'MEE
r

The fccilowing guidelines deal with negotiating a stutTent specialization project
and defining a product that the student will produce as part of the wecialiution
project. Thr nesztiaticins take place with people in the community who have agreed

to participate,Career Specialization. Resgurce coordinators should complete the
.following steps:

Step 1.

Step 2.

Step 3.

Introduce the student to the potential supervisor.

Help the Student describe his/her interests Sand goal to the potential

su pervisor.

Ask the potential supervisor to respond to the statements in terms of
his/her Niiew.of- an experience that he/she' is williNg or able to offer

the student.

Step 4. Ask the student to describe the product that he/she would like to
complete dling the Career Specialization program at the resource

sire.

Step .5, Ask the potential supervisor if the prockikt that the student desires to

produce is feasible within the existing time frame and available

resources.

Step 6 Determine if a project c'an be further defined. If it can, proceed to
Phase Four. If it can not return to Phase 1;wo of theseguidelines
until a program can be desc1. 4

4

12..source coordinators moniter and advise thraughout the negotiation process
while the stLiAtutind the potential supervisor wo(k to shape the student's projel.

41*
"ko
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The .li ino.linwg pr o« llures have txen tormulated for the purposes,o .Ftelecting

potentill learning:activities-for development int0
.

Implemen t t 1011, of t lcse procedtires 'require:8 the'TirSe -of dato.ObtlifilCii throughr.

t('!gwrce-sitc arialvsis for Aie Potetilia/ teattiiug Activities DescriptiQn. Fonn, Be lore
potential learning objectives can be seleet'ed and activities' can he4evdopea, there

ate \evert! taslot that resource cotIrdinators and stUdents Must perf(4111:

Reyiowing the c(mtent of the Pitteirtial 1,tr-rtiti, Activities bescriptimi
rovin,

Dividing the information on the Poteritia1,,Lear-NinR Ac(ivities Deseriptio.ti
Vor-ort iuttc:three maiorcategories:.

Participation lx)s.sible for the student

b. Observation p(issible for rift' -sttni(' rit

I )isclission d'etilonstrat ion owisible 14 the st nt,

ptocess for selectini; potential learning. aetivitietrwitli Ole student and
potential supervisor begins with' the resource coordinator complet*Ig a Career

40.ciah:atioli Activities Form,-

.Step 1. Advise the poter t supervisor and _student that the first step tn the

process of de gning learning activiti 's is .1.1e it,orjr anon o anf
uvorall lekpling objective.. This Objeillve shtwid describe how the.

...prtIfect will attempt to ,achieve the g()al formulated by the student
for.Carcer

Step 2. Describe the' overall objective on tile ;areer -Activities

Vortn,

Step Pt(,)Vide the . pot ent 111 supervisor with die iplormation that.you and
the student deveroped ,froni the l'oreritiol 1,cartrittq Activities

Step L. Sufgest to potential super,yisor and stul%nt that the starting point,for
designing Icariking activities shOuld he the selection h'ifill the three
citevors those workrelated. cisks.,..that can best niaxnize the
students: chances oillainin;!, an Iiidepth perienc i! in the occupation

.to

jbl) area, *.



,.During the seleution procusa, resoUrC,e'coordinlitora should-keep in mind that
. .

while it "ix important to select wurk-reh ted activities which wW provide for"
ma sithll m 'hands-on experiences for student learn'erNit is equaliy important to select
work-rvlatod.taiks which wiil achieve the dverallintcreet and goitt of the student. in

some inste-neei, SeleCting'.44itkrelated .aaivities where only, observations cart:occur-

may far better serve the interests and goal of the student. This may alsovbe the case
where only dtc,Lissions can occur. There are 'other conskderations that 'resource'
coordinators must keep in mind in terms of seleetipig woçk-related activities. These

consideratiOns includobut are not Hefted to:

1. The availability of resOurce site staff.

2, The nature df the work-related activities in ter
gosthe student.

3. The availability oLequi mient arid supplies.

'

%of appropriateness Rt.

A Me computability or the work-reliteed activities to the product that the

student will produce.
. .

5. The coi\strarnts imposed by the Eestiurce site.

Step 5. 7 Suggest .to the potential supervisor and 'student tlat the selection
process should focus on those work-related activities in which the

siudenk Can fully vlerive knowledge and skilk approliriate to his/h-Cr

interests and goals. .
Step 6. Describe each work-zrelated 'activity. that Itias been Selected on the

Career Specializatiors Activities Vortn.

Ste? 7. Determine with the. pOtential su-perviv)r and Studei;t if there ate
other activities which the student can either participate in, observe,

or Jiscuss and which will reinforce the interests and goals ot the
student.

Step 8. Des h pocribe oter tential activities, that the resource. site can prOvidet ,

and .whieh win reinforce thc.interest and goal of studemt.and goai

of Career Specialization.

St e p 9 Review the work-related activities tkit have heeit seiectea: w.40.tne

potentLd supervisor.

Step 10. Make any necessary changes, dele\tions, or additiii."

vtr



PHAS

The.(ollowing. Progi:dures have been.de gne0 to faeilitate .the dvcltno4tAhd
siesign of learnMg activities to be- prQvijtcl by the resource- site i'or special*on,-

. projcicts. The dettign and development y learning activities requiimi thC st.ticiirtii: the

ptitentiai attperviscom and tht resource' coordinator to forpulate s,t,ollrnint
,objectiyes,, and (2) a ftequenced set of le?rtUng activ,itic;s, This infottnatiop. Ottlplttes

thi /2qWer Speciatizatiort Ae(ir'itse L orti ikes'ource COciTdiflMtOfsfØiOUJd pOrnplete

thesfplbwing steps: I ,A

,.. Step 1, Ask ie potendal supervisor lie follo1.41ng k(isesti'ons 'about ea.ch

-IC
select :d N.vork-related activity:

. .

% .,., ,

,..'

a, How would yoii describe the 'objecve of tbliartivity?\ :-/ \ .

b. What:do you think ;lc student could 446 by being involved ih
,

, thiN activity? ,...

c. Assuming that- the..student Will be,:able to do sometl illg, gri4
so4ething ,. br have an 'understoding of soMething, .h w-would

you organize this work-rphoted activity into a !gamin activity?

, The potential supervisor's initial.,:ropimes ire basic, statements 1 learnMi

, 0)jectives..However, Ilre'resPonses.,0y.006 the questions,aikea.in Ste 1 must be,
\ -!fefiiwd. SeVeral examples trc 'prvic1d below vto assist in .rcflOig anjl describing.

,

t arningohjpetives: - ; ; i /1 ., ',..; ,,. .1

.
,.. ., r's . .....:,, .

.

1.. .The . ut.1.#nt will be able to gain an in-depth-anderkanding Of keypun0-'
?

-1'inach c Operation.

2. ThCHstudek will .be able- to demo.ntrate how computer programming-is

3. The student_ will be able to interpret*clementary data 'sheets obtained from

..the 1360 computer on.inventory control.

5tcp12.' lksseribe the lCarning objective for each wo,rk.related activity on thc
Career Specialization .Activities Vortil. t?12. corresponding line of

, -each workrelated activity. .

. .

Learning itctivities must .be described as fully as pOsSible for elach lea,rning

Objective formulaked. Three examples of how learning activi,tics shoulCI be described
,

folLow.

t. During this specialization progra in. th4 student Will be assigned for the
first day with Mr. Smith for the purivses of learning elenientary typing
procedures.

Q. For a period of two days, the student Will be assigned to Mr. Smith and
will be Ciught how ko program the 1360 computer for stock inventory
contra

:For a pc od of two days, the student will be assigned to Ms. Paul and will

ht instructed in data interpretation from the 1360 computer.

1 3,-
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Step 3, Dem:raw the iiilig activitjo 1
4 line of thr learning objectiv

Step 4.

'Step 5.

01014 t

Stet; 6.

s.

Opoai Ste 1; 2, and
activiby as-be.e

+sk potenti surer
and octivitie Nich

the lrttcte and goal
ill pro ice.

,

,

`ic.t,20.

"
ctive on the Ciirriipon

1. I

haveexhausted et& -Mated
. ,

I
toJitscribe:additional learning objectives

reinforce die goal of Career Specialisation;
the student, and the product thlt the student

A

,

c thesez'additionaHvarni4g objeciiyes and listivitits on the
er Speeiaftzation M.otivities For4,

4

&up 7 ve the' Potenty superivisq anti the student
learning activitipt are to be geTue'nced.

Ste AA'(rtic potent iar suiwvisor alit& the oudent tWdescribe a pr
y1kh the student's "perforintinelea4pre.dirt will be vvaluated
end of the sp6ciiili4tion prograt* For exarnPle:'

The potential, supervisor viill adininister .a twenty-fivie pt ma.
,

4.

indicate how the

written test to the student. ., . . .,
. r.

The..potential sUpervisor and tresburefToonslipator will jointly
isk the student 'to respondm4y to twen4.questions concqn-

, / '
,

ir$ r c ust. ana opera.tion orthe IBM 1360.conut0.
4 i

Tilts. pofentialisupervis9r will administer ,ii one hour keypunch
typing test to the student. This test will ,iniol.ve the student .

key-punching fifty IBM.. cards,with, atminimum of two errors on

co

c.

,each card.

The resou'reg co,ordinator, she potential supervisor \ankitudent should 'consider
..ihe following 'criteria and finalize the .design iind development of learning objectives
and activities.

'Will, the student Iv physically, as well as tnent'ally, involved in the learning,
activities?

2. Do the learning activities parallel and reinforce the produdt that. the
:i;tudent is responsible for producing?

Are the learning' activities designed to provide the'.stiadenst with a means
, for acquiring focused, teality-based.experlences Which will. enable him/her
to lest emerging interests an oals?

4.: Arc, the learning acOvities sego nred?

After th'e three parties have finalized the ltwning objectives an4 activities, this
information mu'st be documenttd in a Citreer Specialization Learninq :ontract,

18
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V/.
PHASE SIX . '

*
The it.)110Witis .pr'ocedures _describe the preparation of a Carei.r Specialization

o*ic. coordinathrs should comihte the- followinfstepst-

Step 1. Asoribe the following in Pft4t One of Ote eontract.

a,

, b.

d.

Nirme o1I io Student. ,

Tide Of the Specialization.

Name of the poentun Supervisor.

TitWof the Resourte Site,
qr. ,,.. .

e;. °Address of the Iteource.Site.

F. 'The uay, t im ane d ,dato,; of the Specialization,

. 1 .

g. &cadmic Credit tti.be receiv1A. .

, - k
.

_
a .

, in. RBS CARUR EDUCATMN,-students recvis.ti acalernic credit for skiecoi- P
,. , .

. :

fully .comvkting Career Specia.lizatibn -pr*cts. 'The following Ruidehties have een

,, suggested:to assist resource coordimators in galculi&ng.iirtlethie credit ind or thi
. aWatcling of that credit' to tradidomd st,hitet catego'ries. The syvem cl1sVis by RaS

. , . ,_.,,,

Litz he acroRted or, AcOliora ki..) fit 'local,isc136.ol.4distriet pplicies :Co erning the
,

a wur'ding of acahn* credtt :

1. qediting is a generally dcQpted practice N8hich is. inte 6a to proiide a/,
squttnt'kta.tive 'me"asure of e'Vrkeriences. Cre(ht's are ,utfea to' recdrct Ahe
a-mount: of time a silafent Wa's involved in:an tclticational activity,M kh
lie/she acilleved at least -the, mininiuni -lekel of pepforman9t required for
the granting, of credit. Not\onk do k1 9tii6 indieite the atnount of titn'e,

they deSci,The the nature of the educ:itnal actigity as well.'4,
Credit will be ;Iwarded for eaCh hotti session a instructioknaedulect-over
it year, .Fractinnal credits .(.4'in als( ti'used'for shorter time periods; where
:;chool Oliey permits: d'.g. .1' Credit for each 12 15 hours of
instruction.

, .

Awarding traditional subjee categorieg of credit tot:Career SpecializatiOn-...
learning activities (.7ati. b ..d'One. -bv analyzing the learning actiyities,

. ., identifying trnrtiOnal. t:,j,yet ;Categoriesof ' content; and, awarding
traditional ea tegOries o(civedit i't,i- tat portion of dist.' learning,activities. A

. . .

0- student ma v he awardid Mathen.. ,
s. credit, social studies credit. or gther

t traditiotieltredit forithe karning Ativilies.
. .4.

19.
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Step 2, Oescribe theAllowips In Port Two of 'the contr`act;

The eiVerall objetiives of the career Spikcialiution 'learning
ikCtivitka,

The Fea.r*g Pbje yes f6iMuldked.

c. ThpliNrnin tivities designed.

4, ,the pro ct(s) that the student will produce.

Step 3, Describe e following in Part.Three of t,iie contract:

e proce4 -that will be usra t4 evaluate the vtiident's
achievement" pf the learning objectives and the product to be
produced,

Ste Review with the parties the content of the learning contract and .40%

make whatever 3ianges ar`e deeMed necessary.
4

IStep 5, in RBS tAREE EDUCATION, tbeslearnins contract is signed by
the student, the instructQr-supervisor, and thr resource coordinator.
While. th*e signatu're3- are non-binding, in a legal sense, they do, in a
moral sense, commitll parties;t0performirig their responsibilities. If
signatures are desired on tf,le learning contract, tills), should be
secured. After theY,haYe been affixed to the contl-act, givea copy4o
the.studept, a copy to 'the petential supervisor,sand file a copy in the
student's folder. The cA,tract is put into effth ia(!cording to iti

,
termS.. 4

.
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CAREER SPECIALIZATION ACTIVITIES FORM
e

OVE RALL OBieraTS- OFTHIS RECIALIZATION PROGRAM: .., -14
I

1

WOR101 E LATED TASKS SE LECTED. LE A,RN IN9 OBJECTIVES LEARNING ACTIVITIES

i :T.,.w-=1
2.

V

2!

3. 3.
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4. 4.
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0 I
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,
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)*
SUMMARY

In suinmary, developing reaming pitgraras for-Career Specialisation prograins
!two Ives the collaborative dfforta al itUdent; lestititte toarditiator; and
community participants, While the focui of specialisation in the pilot program has
been oil career development, the ccocedurps outlined in this guide may also be
applied during later efforts to extend .the ine of community resourcei As pan af
projeat activities throughout the school.

;

so_
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,

RESEARCR FOR BETT4k SO-100LS, INCORPORATED (re,P4), a privapit,
non:profit educational research laboratory located in Philadelph*Vennsylvania.
TRAINING COMMUNITY RESOURCE SITE, STAFF is part or a series of

and procidural materials developed by the RBS CAREER EDUCATION
- PROGRAM (Louis M. Maguife, 'Director) for a pilot project in experience-based

career education (EBCE). Additional materiah in this sank* include:

CAREER DEVELOPMEtsiT CoMPäNENT: GENERAL INFORMATiON
HANDBOOIC .

IDENTIFICATION AND kECRUITMENY OF COMMUNITY RESOURCES

- ORGANIZING INFORMATION ABOUT` COMMUNITY RESOURES:
RESOURCE'SITE ANALYSIS

,
ORGANIZING COMMUNITY RESOURCES FOR CAREER EXPLORATIION:

CLUSTERING

DEVELOPING INSTRUCTIONAL 'PROGRAMS
FOR CAREER EXPLORATION

DEVELOPING INSTIWCIYONAL PROGRAMS
FOR CAREER SPECIALIZATION

.TRAINING COMMUNITY RESOURCE SITE STAFF wa.s.p4ared byiichard L.
Spanxr.

Research for Better Schools, Incorporated, May 1975.

4
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TO ME RESOURCE COORDINATOR

You have, been selected to perform certain.ta'sks associated with the Career
Development Component of the career education program. Among, these tasks is the
training,of those persons wh,o will be overseem the instructional programs at
community resource sites, the resource site co` 'tutors. The interaistion between
you anä the resource sitp coordinators is critical to cc of the program and is
the cornerstone of the e xperience-based career education c ceit Working as a
team, you will both be responsible for developing $iristructionar programs and
organizin); the resource site to proviite effective and efficient learning environments.
It is anticipated .that the most freCluenthi voiced conceros Of .the resource site
`coordinators will center' around their okn, and their Atafrs uncertainties cdiveriiing
the program, and around logistical,problems associated with.establishing a smbothly
functioning program for ents. This handbciok has been developed toassiS'i you
in providipmffective cou seling to the source site coordinators you will be work-
ing with.

It is suggested that u conduct three training sessions with 'resource site
coordinators. The, first rwo sessions will .involve those resource site coordinators
conducting the group oriented career development activity, Career Exploration. The
third session will be greared to those iitvOlved in the individualieed career' develop-
ment activity, Career SpecializationIn some cases, resource site coordinators will be
involved in both activities, in other Cases there will be no such overlap. It is impor-
tant that each resource site 'coordinator be prepared to return to the resource site
and plan for the implementation of the program (using y',Ou as a source of assistance
and informatithi wheil netessary). The relationship between yourself and the re-
source site coordinator should be viewed as symbiotic, both of Nou poiseu knowl,
edge and skills the other needs to gain'the objective of creating the best initructional
program possible. Your training asa reiource coordinator has equipped you to assist
the resource site coordinator ik.understanding the aims of the program and his role
in it, in analyzing the site ii terms of its potentiallearning activities and in devel
irig those potential learning activities into an instructional program. The resource site
coordinator possesses knowledge of the resource site and the work that performed
there,, Additionally, rhe resource site Oordinator, asail "insider", is able to per-
sonally motivate the silk staff who will be working witfi the students.

p.
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The Ttair..ini Sessions VMS ,
Arrangements for conducting the trainint seisions will be mad akar by the

prograrti manager or rtheTareer Developmenomponent manager, it'll important
that the 'first aession be conducted after rest;urci sites hoe btek,identifled and
recruited s(an4 resource site coordinators namett ana prior' ro the forimitatkon of s;
Austering system and the start 'of tht site analysis process. The seccitxl sessiOrcshou1t1
re conducted after the gustering,systeR has been finalized, and before proKram
development has begun, The Aird session shOuld be conducted after sites have been
identified and rlecruited to meet students' Career Specialization interests and prior to
the negotiation of the students Career Specializalion beaming Contocts.

Trait4ng Sfssi0411 I. The" first training sessidn should serve twg runCtions.'yiret,
resoiii site coordinators should' be prbuided with. an 4erriew to the .erogiain,
foc'using on die rotes-they will play. and alb responSibilities they will haminc.tirted.
Secdnd, Ahey should be prepured jdo participate in two, activities which precede the
development of instructional pr9grams..in Career Ezcploratiocnt thesi tkptilvitiee consist

. .

foriilyiating a clustering scheme and conduciing site analy,ses. .

it As important to you that res6urce site coordrnators un&rstand the4.roles and
responsibilities because they. will be funetiOnirig as the adtAistrators'of instruc-
tidnal AOgrams for whkh you are ultimately aceouoable, In your introductory
remarks togthe soutce site coordinators youwill peobably wish to errfphasize the
fctllowing 4

monitoring the daily operations of the program;

insuring that scheduled ace/tY` ies..take place. as scheduled, tbat staff have
been identified to assist studenkin those actist,ities in a planned way, and

. that staff have on hand atl'-pecessary;triaterials in .sufficient quantity;

reporting student Progress and any misheps that-niay occuron-site;,

assuring that student mavement throughout the site does not create
fusion or interfeie with normal work activities at the it,e;

Maintaining crimunications with tht staff and the stUdent§;

providing inpiq to thr evat1ati9n of each student; and
,

suggesting CP/jsions jn Me program based. upoi their experiences and those
of the staff and,the students:

f

Pr,

.,.. .
if there are additional t.Isponsibilities you foresee for tho resourge site coordinators,

*you will probtibly want to introduce them during this sessibn.

Prior to conducting this training sessidn, you will have received instruction iri
the pi'ocesses of formulating a cluster system and conducting site airalyscs. Both of
thee processes hi(ve associated activitieS requiring the training and assiStance of.

.,
resoufce site coo dinators.

../

.



FOrtisulating didstor System . *:.

The process of formulating a cluster system Tapir $ that dis resource site
coOrdinators understand the concept of clustering and t . iliaciiric cluster system #

used in:the carber education program In this training session the following inforMa-
tion should be presented;

cluster systems are used to organize the world of work into' units,tliat are
manageable in terms of providfng instructional *grams fci4r etudints;

the duster systetti, uied lik the carfer .education..program uses the primary
, .

focus of wOrker actilies As the <Wharton for a The's being Oactici within a

' specific duster.- For example, in a Social Service clustbr three agencies'
might tonstittiteAts membership; it county ageippy prOviding aid tO the
vtisually, handicapPed, it state agency involved in a drugAuse prtvention

. progrim, and a Federal agency administering a program of relief to indigent
`N *

.enior ciiizens;

.the cluster systeni used in the pilOt program onAstss of seven* major
occupational gimps under which a numberof clusters may be formed.`The
seven.grOups' are Servict; Business Contact, Technology, Ouidocrs, Science,
General Culture aild.Arts and Entertainment;
. .

the cluster that a resource site is placed in tentatively mity not be the only
cluster it resides in finally; ..

. final placement of. the resource site in a chister will be determined by the
information obtained through ehe site imaly.ais proc,edur.e. Site analysis will
be used, in part, to determine wliether organizational sub-uniteof resource
sites can be used to fill gaps in other dusteA. For example, the shipping
department of Jones' Produce, a participant in the Agriculture duster,,
might 1:1 used in the Transport'ation cluster as well;

v

Site Analysis
The site analysis process requires heavy,investment of time by the resource

site coordinators a well as a clear understanding of its purposes. -In this training
session the resou e site coordinators should be familiarized with theprocess of site
analysis and witlj the forms -they will either assist in completing or complete them-
saves. The folloWing points should be emphasized:

(11 site analysis is a series of information-gathering procedures with associated
forms, and is used to determine ho* a resource site will be utilized (which
cluster(s) it will be part of) and the sorts of potential learning activities that
might be developed into an instructional program;

the site analysis process utilizes six information-gathering forms (See
AppendiX A):

resource site coordinators will play the inajor role in the process by
providing tile information required for them to either assist in coMpleting
forms, or.to cdmplete forms themselves;

k'
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the Reim Oce-Site Gentml Aformation Form is Comp 1.044 by di. ?OVUM
coot;linator with the asiistance a the reeOurce-site coordinator..tide form

,

documents the general purpose and organisational structure drie iesourc4
' site;

the Classification of Occupational Activities Form is complete by the
resource-kite coordinator. This form documefits which of the duster areas;
various organizational units of the resource site might reside ih;

the Jobs Available for Exploration. Form is completed by the resource
coordinator 'with the cooperatiorr of the resource-site coordinator, This

,

form lists the jobs at each site which students could 'Ootentially explore;

the Job Area ,Training' and Responsibility Form is compieted by the
resource coordinatorewith the assistance of the resource-d'ite coordinator.
This form documents the various jobs and occupations that reside within
each resource site, and the levels of responsibility and training involved In
each;

444

the Job Task Description Form is pmpleted by the_ resource coordinator
with the assistance of the resource site coordinator. This form documents
the tvks, performed by workers in each of the jobs specified on the Job
Area Training and'Respon.sibility Form. A Job Task Description Form- must
be completed for each job listed on the Job. Area Training and Responsi-
bility Form;

the Potential Learning Activities Form-is completed lsy`the resource coordi-
nator with the, assistance of the resource site coordinator. This form
*docpments potential learning activities associated with ihe tasks that have
been documented on the Job Task Description Forms. A Potential Learning
Activities Form must be completed for each task listed on the Job Task

Description Forms; and

yhe ultimate responsibility for the completion and maintenance of the
forms associated with the.site analysis process is the resource coordinator's.

The purpose of this training session is simply to familiarize the resource site coordi-
nators with the process o site analysis and the associated forms. Individual attention
will be provi.ded t the source site coordinators during the implementation of the
process at their sit

To summarize, t e objectives of the first trainitig 'session yoa will be conducting
with with resolire* site coordinaiors are:

1. to familiarize them with 'the Career edutation program, the toles t4will
be performing, 3nd responsibilities they will be accountable fc:r di resource
site coortiinatots; and

2. to prepare theft fiir participating in the processes of formulating a -cluster
system and conducting site analysis.

6
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It will be your responsibility to assess
sessions you conduct. ,

ow well thine objectiveihsve been met in the

Training Session IL 'The second training' station sliould take plsce aftv,the site
at;alysis process has beeil completed-and the cluttering system has been
The objectives of this 14sIon are to 'Fcepare the resource site coordinators to:

. ,

1. ;Ssist in i'he deyelopmeht of instructional ptogrami.for dreir Ezc.ploration;

2, preparirtheir saff for participation in'the instructional program; and

3. plan .fpr the logistical problems posed by the instructional propim.
. .

The process of dedeloping instrudtional programs mast be made clear to the resourct
site cookiirators'you will be working with. While it is important that the resouice
site coordinators understO the developmental framework, it is not necessary for
them te be able to apply that framework by themselves. In developing the instruc-
tional prOgItin, you will proVide the developmental expertise, and the resource site
coordinators the substanc'e of the/3 gram.

. !The .falloWing point beemphasized in your discussions with the re-
source sii:e coOrdinators relative to program developTent;

. ,

.* the developmental 'effort is team effort. kesotsr e site coordinators supply

. the knowledge of their s and you will pIovie the developmental
, framework;

s in`structional programs win be developed as cluster courses, with each of the
, sites within i cluster providing experiences that are typical of the worKI

. 0 engaged in gt the site;
.

resourte site coordinators, w4,l be expected to attend two meeting§ con-
ducted by you and attende other resource site coordinators in the
cluster:

the objectives of the first cluster meeting are to define a cluster goal,
formulate cluster course objectives to achieve the cluster conrse goaLdefine
the scope and sequence of cluster course content, and determine the
Maximum and minimum numbers of students the cluster course. can
Accommodate;

the cluster course goal is defined as a broad statement defining thc purpose
of the cluster;

the cluster course objectives are defined as specific statements describing
how the goal will be achieved and what students will gain from the
experience;

scope is defined as the range of jobs and occupatibns presented in Ihe
cluster course;

sequence is defined as the order in which the jobs and occupations arc
presented in the cluster course; 444,
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the developmental activitierasiociated*Ith the first dustitiftittlistwill.be
doeumeiititi- oi the. ItConer Exploration -dame C3 NOW-. -0141*
Appendix 13)

at the conclusion of . tha first cluster meeting, concensus will have been
reached concerning the-content that 3ie11l)Pli presented at each resource site;

prior to the secona Cluster meeiing, you will meet with each of the relolirce
site coordtrtors to develop learning activitili for their sites using the
information obtained from the site analysis previously conducted;

the learning activities for each sitt will be documented. in a lesson plan
detailing daily, activities and learning objectives. Thete leieon plans will be
circulated to all resource site coordinators in the duster; (See Appendix C),

after allittes in the' cluster have developed(instructional activities, and t
lesson plans have been reviewed, the final cluster meeting will be held;

the objectives of the second cluster meeting is to. finalite theilesson plaits

based on the mutual review that has occurred; and

resource site coord. ators will be expected to attend another duster
meeting near the f the cycle to revise the duster course using opera-
tional egperiences s guide.

After the resource, site coordinators have assisted you in,the development of their
site's instructional program, there are a number of impleinentation task4 they will

have to plan for.

4.

Resource site coordinators will have to choose site personnel to wo with' the

students whotwill be on site. Pa ticipation of site pers,ginnel will be determined by
the specific ji?)bs that have been elected for present action in the site's instructional

program; i.e., if a welder's job' is to be studied by students, a welder should be

involved in instructing the students. Selection" of site personnel.,to instruct students
(is the' responsibility of the resource site coordinator and may require the approval of
his superiors. When site personnel have been selected, the resour`cy site coordinator

will have to plan for;

orienting the site personnel to"the overall program and their responsibilities

to it. An information guide has 14n developed to aid in this orientation
and is attached to this handbook. The guide is titled, An Introduction to
'the Career Development Program: Why Are You' Involved? What Will You

Have to Do? Copies of this guide be available from Research for Better
Schools, Inc.; and

release of' se ,personnel for .participation in instructional ,activities.
Resource,si coordinator will have to make the necessary arrangements.'

After staff have been selected and oriented to the program, and their'participation
has been approved, the resource site coordinator will have to plan for the document
tation of the program with respect to the record keeping function's. These fôrms are
used to plan for the logistics involved in the learning activities, assist in the evalua-.

4
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'tion of students, familiarize the staff with the intersets Of students, and poiiide,
input to the process of program revision. A nurnby of formi have been'developed
for this purpose and are contained' in the Resosect Sete Record Kflpittig guide
attached to this handboolt, Resource site coordinstors mutt recilze copies of the
Resourc'e Site Record Keeping duide during this veining session,

Aen, thkresource site coordinator has ;elected and oriented the site's instrue
tional staff and has familiarized himself/herself with the record kiteping sysiemi the
program will be ready for operation,

in summary,. the' objectives of the second training session were to prepare
refource site coordinators to assist in the development of instructional:programs ft
Career Exploration, prepare their staff for participation in the instructional prOgram,
anscl plan for the logistical problems posed by the instruetional program,

Traintng Session III, The third training session should be'Conducted after sites'
\have been recruited to meet students' Specialization interetts. The member of the
resotIrce site who will be directing the student will be trained by ihe resource
coordinator who has been 'assigned the rponaibility df coordinating the Career
Specialization Program. The pbjectives of the third tkaining session are to:

4iorient the resource site coordinator to the program focusing on Car r
Specialization and their responsibilities;

2. prepare the resource site coordinator to assist in the silralylis process, N
necessary; and :

..... prepare the resource site ordirtor to assist in program developmenti N v

activities including all recor keeping fuhctions.

..

The o ation presentation that you have previously made to resource'sitei
coordinator Training Session I can be repeated to the resource site ciordirytor s.,

during this training session. In the, event that the resource site' coordinat hp
already been oriented you need only review the original presentationht. . t-io ever,
you must focus on the fact that Car r Specialization differs from Career Ex lora-

tick in that it is an individualized activity requiring specialized attention tckone
student; that instead of a group lesson plan the resource site coordinator' Will a sist
in the negotiation 'of individual learning contract betWeen the student, himself a,nd
you; and that the 'resource site coordinator will assist the student in the developme t
of an individual project.

If the resoUrce site has not undergone site analysis previously, as a result of
being in the Career Exproration program, the resource sitwoordinator will have to
assist you in this activity. The procedures are the same as 'Tor Career Exploration as
detailed in Training Session I with the following exception; site analysis has to be
performed gnly for the specific job(s) that the student is interested in studying.

When tht resource site coordinator has been oriented to the program and has -

been instructed in the site analysis procedure, he or she may be trained to assist in.
program development. Ths(following points should be hasized:

4
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OK:

the development effort is a team affon MvoitiricAe' *wave sits worth.
now, the itudent aria yournlf; ,, ,. / . 1

/
the. 'worm ilmt la developed want be. sotisfying to all-partiii involved;

a "learning contract" must be negotiated between tks tiro, potties; end

learning activities must be ,developed,, using Information, from rho site
analysis, that are consistent with the gosh of Career Spetialiaation and the
it udent project,

,

It should be emphasized that the majiir role of the rtseurce s1e Coortlinatqr is,
iyroviding the information necessary to develop the program; YOu will heiispeintible
for the actual development and documentation Of the prOgrembd

The record keeping functions related to Career Specialilation ate virtually the
same as those in Career Exploration. The only exception is that Only one widen?
will be. participating in the aCtivities. A sample learning content 'is founh in
Apliendix 13. These contract' should be produced by. the resource coordinata
during the negotiation session.

Finally; these training sessions will have to be held whenever new resOurce site
coordinators become involved in the prograncsin either Carter Exploration and
Carer Specialization. As you becoine More in your Presentation and more
aware...4.she specific needs of your program, these training sessions will require len
of your time 'and you will become more effective in the role of trainer.

\
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RPOURCE SITE MINIMAL, INP AT FORiA

Name of Naomi* Stti

Addrees and Telephone

Name of Resource-Site Coordinator .

DESCRIPTION OF RESOURCE SITE

o
ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE

(List the departments and subdivisions)

4



Y. CLASSIFICATION- OF:omumnoNAL-Acnvmss

Listed below are eight categories of,occupational acttvitiei. Mean indteati
activities that best describe your business,. indUstry, itency,. or .orpnisatibn by
placing a- check mark in- the appropriate-box or boxes: If-you have -checked more
than one.box, rank order each occupational activity, that yOu 'checked; The -num4ier
of rankings will be determine by the.number of boxes checked. Por exs.mple, if riliu
checked six boxes, you will have six rankings. Give a ranking of 1, to the activity
which involves the 'greatest number of.workers andthe lowest ranking to the activity
which involves t4ie sMaNest number of workprs.

Name of Resource Site

Service:

0 Occupations serving and attending to the personal tastes, needs, and
welfare of other persons, including guidance; social work, and domestic
and portective services.

Business CoAct:

0 Occupations primarily concerned with the face-to-face sale of -com-
modities, investments, real estate, and services, inducLing demonstrator,
auctioneer, and other kinds of agency where personal persuasion and the
person-to-person relationship is important.

Organization:

pccupations consisting of managerial and white collar jobs in business, ,

4. industry, and government primarily:concerned with the organization and
effiCient functioning of commercial enterprises and government activi-
ties.

4`.

Technology:

0 Occupations concerned with the production, maintenance, and trans-
.,

portation of commodities ;Ind utilities, including engineering, crafts
(including repair work) and the machine trades, as well as tiansportation
and communications. '

putdoors:
0 Agriculture, fishing, forestry, mining, and kindied occupations primarily_

coricerned with the cultivation and preservation of crops, marine and
inland water resources, mineral resources, forest products and "anims1
husbandry.

15
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Science

O*Occupatiotts concerned with klentific theory and its apilication otfiat
than technology:

Gene'ral Culture:

t3' Occupations.involved in the Lpresentation 'and transmission ef thi genets-I
cultural heritage, including occupations in education, journalism, law,
the ministry, and linguiatics.

Arts and Entertainment:

0 Occupations demanding special skills n the field of entertainmeft,
including creators and performers.

4
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1111 AVAILLASLI FOR EXPLOMVON

Occupaa; Activity
CategorY

17
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Resource ski

Listed beloW are six levels of occupational responsibility and train-frig. AN*
review 'this classificatiovcheme carefulIy. Space iwovided under each category for
listing jobs approp)ide to the category. Please refer to your completed Jobs
Available for Exploration Form and list each job identified on' this form under the
appropriate training and responsibility level on this form.

Professional and managerial positions which dematid -indePelodent
riponsibility. Here are the top managed and.achninistrators. They
snake policy. When education is relevant, it is et the doctoral level or
its equivalent.

LEVEL 2

-....km.mV.

The distinction between rthis level nd Level 1 is primarily one of
degree. Independence is necessary but with narrow 'Or less significarit
responsibilities for both self and others. The .work is less.yriportant
and has less variety of tasks. pucation is at or above the bachelor
level, but below the doctorate or its equivalent.

4

LEVEL 3

Semi-professiohal or small business. There is low-level responsibility
for others. It calls for the -application of policy ilnd the determina-
tion for self only, (as in managing a small business). Education is .E
the Associate-in-Arts level or its equivalent.



LEVEL 4
Skilled occupations requiring apprenticeship or other special training
or e*periences.

LEVEL 5
occupations. The difference between this 'level and Level

4 is one of degree of training and/or experience.

LEVEL 4
Unskilled occupations requiring ho entry level skills or experience. In
-most instances, on-the-job-training is provided. Education, is at or
below the high school diploma or its equivalent.



I JOB TASK E8CRIPTION

On this fain', describe as completely ss possible each task that the worker performs. In describing-each task performed, conilderthe following:

1, 'What kinds of information or instruction muit the worker receive to perform loch task?

2. Does the worker interect with coworkers or customers in perfotiming the task?

3. What tools, mattria)s, or equipment does the worker use in performing each task? .4
4. After each task hal been described,indicate whether thepontent of the task is either prescribed or diecrttionary. iPresoribed odiltent of a took

is defined as those elements of the task in which the worker has no choice in performino. Discretionery content al a task is defined es those
elements of the task in which choice of how to do the task is left up to the worker doing it.) Place the letter "P" for prescribed or tts letter
"D" for discretionarY along side of each task.

Resource Sife

Job Title Training and Responsibility Level
Pretcribedi.

Discretionary

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Description Of Each Task

6.

7.

8.

217



PCZTE,TIAL LEARNING ACTIVITIES DESCRIPTION FORM

Title of Job or Occupation Hands-On Experience Observation.

Description of Task:

Examples of. Constraints:

Site Safety
Site Security
Labor Union Restrictions
Physical Restrictions

s Use of Tools or Equipment
Availability of Facilities

Yes No
Constraints:

Remarks:

Yes
Constraints:

Remarks: I

No

Other Kinds of Student Parlicipation

DiscussiOn: Demonstrition:

218
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CAREER EXPLORATION CLUSTER COURSE FORM

TITLES OF JOBS AND OCCUPATIONS THAT CLUSTERCOURSE WILL FOCUS ON:

9.

10.

11.

12.

14.

15.

RESOURCE SITE "A"-

1.

2

3.

4

5.

LEVELS OP TRA G AND RESP6NSIBILITY:

SPECIFIC CONTENT AREAS BY SITE

RESOURCE SITE "BY

MINIMUM NUMBER OF STUDENTS:

MAXIMUM NUMBER OF-STUDENTS*

220

RESOURCE SITE "C"
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APPENDIX C: Resource Site Program Fonts
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RESOURCE ITt PAOoMM
FORM I

1 EMPLOYER SITE:

, )
2. ADDREA:

1

a

3. DIRECTIONS:

4. TRANSPORTATION DIRECTIONS:

5. STARTING AND ENDING TIMES FOR
EACH DAYS LEARNING ACTIVITIES:

31

8. SECURITY REGILATIONS:

9. SPE L RESTRICTIONS:

10. LUNCHEON FACILITIES:



fit

RESOURCE 111111 PROGRAM
FORM It

MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM NUMBER OF STUDENTS

DATES OF LEARNING ACTIVITIES

ACADEMIC CREDIT TO Si RECEIVED

4

RESOURCE SITE COORDINATOR: PHONE.

LEARNING SUPERVISOR.

LEARNING SUPEIWISOR'

LEARNING SUPERVISOR.

LEARNING SUPERVISOR.

LEANNING SUPERVISOR'

5

JOBS OR OCCUPATIONS THAT STUDENTS WILL BE

(I) (5)

(2) (8)

(3) (7)

(4) (5)

EXPOSED TO:

32





MISOURCIk Sill PROCRAM
FORM IV

DAV 1
LEARNING OBJECTIVES:

27g

LEARNING ACTITIES:



APPENDIX D: Sample Learning Contract
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J
Student:

Spacialization Title:

. %our°, Sits Coordinator (SuPervito0:-...tta.a.BILL.....WiLia

Resource Site: \AA 1-1I AtAS MPI-41c STV01..0
Address: 220 S114" ST SPRAJGGan 01410 675. 138E4
Schodujecl Day and Time WIZOS. %PT 4 - NOV,i(j977

Credit to be Received:

OVERALL OBJECTIVES: To acquaint Mr. Smith with the occupation of profestional
photographer. Mr. Smith will be engaged in activities that photographers engage ln M anis*,

scientists and salespeople.

LEARNING ACTIVIYIES:

1. Darkroom-rnix chemiqels, regulate bath temperatures, develop film enlarge photographs,

mount photographs and maintain equipment.

Field Activites: use different types of cameras and photographic equipmant in the field

and in the studio.

Sales Activities: sell finished prodUcts to private customers and retail outlets.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES: s

1. Be able to work from film to a finished product using the resources available in the

darkroom.

2. Be able to use a wide variety of Ft otographic equipment.

3. Understand the fundamentals of selling to the public.

PRODUCT (S):

A photographic portfolio.of the specialization activities.

EVALUATION PROCESS: Mr. Smith will be evaluated on the quality of his portfolio and on

a multiple choice examination. A subjective appraisal will be made of his aptitude for becoming

a professional photographer. All evaluations will be made by Mr. Williams and shared With

Mr. Smith.

Date of Contract
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The Career Deuelopment Program:
Why Are You Involved?
What Will You Have To Do?
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WHY ARE YOU iNVOLVED?

You have been asked or told to get involved with the new Career Development
Program for high sthool students at the place where you work. An executive of your
organization has already decided that the program is an appropriate social responsi-
bility project, or that it has some direct benefits for students and the community as
a whole, or that it is something you and other people where you work (the Resource
Site) will like to do. You have the responsibility for following through on this
commitment under the direction of the person who has been namecr-to oversee the
project (the Resource Site Coordinator).

This handbook has been prepared for you so that you will understand the
program. if you do not understand the program, and are not committed to it
yourself, it will not succeed. This program would not be possible without your
participation. The courses, and projects for students in the Career Development
Program are developed by you (and other peoPle, like yourself, throughout the
community), in cooperation with school staff. The courses are taught by you arid
your co-workers.

Schools have a number of reasons for wanting tb involve you/in ,this program,
particularly in the development and ,operation Of instructional programs for
students. They ate concerned with two basic issues which have been emphasized in a
number of recent reports on how to improve high school education (e.g., by the
President's Science Advisory Commission, the National Association of Secondary
School Principals, and the American Vocational Association). ,

The first of these two issues involves the 'improvement of students' under-
standings of and preparation- for theecareer opportunities available to-them. While-
vocational education deals with this issue for many students, more and more
students are graduating from high school and college without any real job skills. A
sense of what they can or want to do, is similarly missing. Experience in getting or
preparing for the kind of work students think they want to do is generally
unavailable.
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Federal, Statq, and local igenc4s, in cooperation with national and'regional
business, labor, and community groups, have been develOping Career Education
programs to bring the working wprld more fully into the cUrriculum from pre-sch*
through adult continuing education, Theme programs seek to expand student
awareness of careers, to develop general and specific, job skills,and to help students
develop .and apply their academic skills in the proceu of preparing for a career. Most
of these programs take prace in schools, taught by regular teachers, although they
often call on people in the community to come in to participate in indhridual classes.

.

The Career Deve pment Program, however, takes the learning process out into
the working comm nity, and involves people and facilities outside the school in the
development and operation of the program. The community can offer thidents
opportunities to see and work with people and facilities not available in the school.
People in the working community are generally more qualified to talk about current
trends in their work than most textbooks and teachers, and can provide students
with real-life examples and settings to demonstrate important concepts and issues,
The community is where work gets done, and the Career Development Program tries
to get students out where the action is.

The second issue behind the schOolS' emphasis on getting the community in-
volved in the ihstructional process has to do with improving students' understanding
of and preparation for becoming independent, responsible members of the adult
community. Most students haVe little opportunity for responsible action within the
community and have become somewhat isolated from people outside the school
itself. The school has to a large extent replaced the working world in the intellectual
and social developMent of youth without really providing ways for students to learn
many of the things that are expected of .adults. -if students are tobecome capable
adults,, they must have opportunities to learn not only the academic and vocational
skills, but also the kinds of responsibility, discipline, cooperative action, and inter-
dependence that are facts of adult life.

The Career Development Program seeks to bring students more in contact with'
the community and to provide them with opportunities to-get involved in respon-
sible action to develop their own skills and to benefit the copimunity. The com-
munity is the classroom. It offers students a realistic perspective of the expectations
and responsibilities that exist outside the school, and with which they must deal'as
adults.

,

There are additional reasons why you might want to .gets involved in this
program. You may like to work with kids. You may find that the program makes
your job more satisfying by allowing you to share what you've learned with
someone else. You will learn more about high school students and, maybe, about the .

people who will be 'coming to work with You in a few years, or who will become
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your customers or clients. You may want to help kids know_rnore a ut yourwork
because that's one way of getting people into your 'field who relt,.t to be there,
You may want to help kids learn what work is really like and what opportunities
really, exist, to talk about mistikes and to talk about real chances. This program may
help cut down on the costs of training new employees by helping peOp!e ktiow ,

before they come to you for that first job that they really belong with you. it May
also help you improve the training programs you have by seeirlg just how, well roil
do with high school students and what kinds of approaches reallY work,

The Career-Development Program give" you an opportunity to help make sure
that the schools are going to do a better jib. With your helpEducation is going to
work!

what Will Youllave To Do?

You have been selected to participate in the student learning activities that your
company, business, agency or organization has .irgreed to provide for student
learners. By participating in the student- learning activitieg you will have certain
responsibilities to fulfill.

These responsibilitie's-Will consist of:

.1. Planning in advance for the learning activities that you are responsible for.

2. Presenting to the students- as best as you possibly can, the confent areikS
that have been assigned to you.

3. Assisting in evaluating student and learning activities performance.

4. Prbviding information to the Resource Site Coordinator concerning the
conduct and performance of the students.

5. Assist! in revising the learning activities with the -Resource Site
Coordinzt

Planning For The Learning Activities

Before meeting with the students at the resource site, you arc urged to plan in
advance the content areas for which you are respOnSible..This involves preparing an
Outline- of what is to be, presented, and insuring tflai any equipment, tools or
.materials are on hand and ready to be used by you and the students.- After you have
planned for your presentation, discussion or demonstration, review with the
Resource Site Coordinator the plan that you have designed.

43.
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Premoting The Learning ictivities

Each student will bring to the learning activities a different mix of experienie,
scholarship, interest,, motivation, and aptitude. All, however, will bring a human
susceptibility to,be moved and stimulated, A certain amount of flexibility in your
planning and presentation- will allow you to meet the changing needs, and the
different personalities, of each student.

The following are suggestions that you might find useful in presenting the
learning activities to students:

1 The first time that you meet the students, introduce yourkelf!, and allow
the students to introduce themselves to you. Small social interactions build
a rapport which will help to create an "interest in doing" on tht part of the
students.

2. Where possible, let the students participate as fully as possible in the learn.
'Mg activities. If you are explaining a "paperwork" procedure, give the
students a sample to "do' with you.

A group project sometimes h.elps to bind together the various parts of the
learning activities. For example, you- might have students devise a game for
younger children to show how they can use your business, organization,'
agency or industry for their own benefit.

Provide a simulation of the les...rning activities, if the real.thing is impossible.

5. Avoid le'ctures. as much as possible; and watch yoUr vocabulary. There is
nothing wrong with big words, but if yOu can use a small word that means
exactly the same, more students will understand you.

6. Time considerations are essentiah Chances are if you rush, students will not
understand any of your po'Ints. Whereas, if you take your time explaining a
few points, the. students will be able to obtain a fuller understanding.

7. Various methodi of instritctio4iich involve studenu can definitely. llelp
to make any session more relevant, interesting, and iiiore meaningful.
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Assisting In Evaluating Students

You will be asked by the Resource Site Coordinator to provide him/her with
information and perceptions concerning how the program and the students you are
working with are progressing. In most cases, your perceptions will be instrumental in
determining whether the participation of your business, agency or organization will
be continued. ,

Participating In The Revision Of Learnkng Activities

After each segment of the seudent learning activities have been completed, you
will be asked by the Resource Site Coordinator to participate in revising the student
learning activif 1 Revision of the learning activities are important for several
reasons:

1. It will provide resource site staff with a means to motivate student learners.

2. It will provide resource site staff with a means to introduce new riiateriaIs
an %content.

f
3. T1wi11 provide students with _a means to fully participate in the learning

activities,

Con4ution

Thro4h your participation in the student learning activities, the students will
have gained a sense of where they are, what they will want to do with their future,
and finally, what steps they must take to get there. Any questions that you would
like answergd should be addressed to the Resource Site Coordinator who is*redsspon-
sible for the program where you work.
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RESOURCE SITE RECORD KEEPING GUIDE

This guide hai befen developed to assist you, the resource site coordipator, with
the record keeping 'procedures associated with the smooth operation of 5tOur aite's
instructional program included are a number of forms and instructions for their Use.
These forms are:

1. a "Student Progress Report Farm." This form is used to help you add the
resource coordinator you will be working with in evalating each of the
students participating at your site. It is also used, to record daily attendance
and incidences of student lateness. You will beresponsible for making sure
that the form is completed for each day that students ire on site,. If you
need additional forms be sure io tell your resource coordinator;

2. a "Student Profile information Form." This form will provide you sand'
your staff with information about the students who will be participating in
the instructional program at your site. YeOu will receive a copy of this form
prior to the start of the program from yobr resource coordinator;

1 a "Student Attitude Questionnaire" and a "Composite Response Form"
You will not be required to complete these forms, but it is important that
you are aware of their purpose. Students will fill out the "Student Attitude
Questionnaire" as an evaluation of your instructional program: The
students' responses will be stifn.marized on the "Composite Response
Form" and their assessments will provide input into the process of program
revision; and

4: a "Resource Site Personnel Planning Form," This form will be used by you
and your staff in- operating the program. It will be used to document the

.location of learning activities at the site,.the names of the staff who will be
conducting the program with the siudents, alternate instructors in case of
employee absence, and the materials that will be needed by each instructor
to work with the students. You will be responsible for seeing that a form is
filled out for each member of your instructional staff, and for insuringsthat
you have an adequate number of forms. v

if you have any qUestions concerning these forms consult with your coordinator.
Each of the forms, and instructions for their use, follow,
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STUDENT PROGRESS REPORT PORMI

P
In order to, accurately usess each student's performance in your program, we

would appreciate your Ailing out the Student Progress keport Porm'attached to this
guide. Your assigned resouree coordinator will pick it up on the afternoon of the
designated day(s) indicated bel8W.

Guidelinr por Completing The Student Progress Report Form:

1. For resource site Coordinators conducting instructional programs with the
following number of weeks, the report should be completed and returned
to resource coordinators as follows:

12 week programs end of every fourth week.

8 week progranis And Of every fourth week.

.6 week programs end of every third week.

4 week programs end of the fourth week.

3 week programs, end of the second week,

2 week programs end of theelecond week.

The information should be obtained from the site personnel who are working with
the individual students.

2. Next to each student's name you will find the following major headings:
(1) Attendance, (2) Punctuality, (3) Qbjective Mastery,,(4) Skills Mastery,
and (5) Symictitry Statement: Each of the above with the exception of the
Sugr ary Statement is divided into blocks designating the day of
in siliction.

,This Om must be completed for each day of instrudion. Be sure to
%include all students who are scheduled to attend the cluster course. Undet,
'attendance." place an "A" if the student is absent, otherwise leave the

1/
space blank. Under "punctuality" place an "L" if the student is late, other-
wise leave the space blank. ,Under "objective mastery" and "skills mastery"
place a "1" if the student has achieved none of the objectives,- a "2" if the
student has achieved some of the' objectives, and a "3" if the student has
achieved all of the objectives.

4. The Summary Statement heading,Tefers to your overall assessment of the
student's performance at 'your site. Your comments will' be used by your
resource coordinator in coUnseling each student.
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Information pertaining to each student who set y
provided for you on the attached .Sruilent Profile Information t
coming the fOowing information on each student for your pi

1. Name of each student.

2. Address and telepbene number.

3. Date of birth.

4. Present grade.

5. Previous Career ExplOration.

6. Previous Career Specialiyetion.

7. Career interest area.

8. Reason for taking this activity.

9. Post high school plans.

You will' want to shall this information with the personnel who will be involved in
the instruction of the students.
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STUDENT PROFILE INFORMATION FORM

N.M. of Student eltireet & Telephone No.
Date Present Previous Career Explorations

,of Birth Grade and/or Career Speata Nutter*

.111

a
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, STUDENT PROFILE INPORMATION FORM

Name of Student Career Interest Areas
Reasons For Taking

This Activity

sim

Post High School Plisni

S.
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STUDENT ASSESSMENT QUESMNNAIRE
AND COMPOSITE RESPONSE PORM

The Student Assessment Questionnaire has heen design d for the following
purposes:

a. To prOvide each participating resource site with relevant student fsedback
concerning its instructional programs in_Career Exploration and/or Career
Specialization.

b. 'To provide student input into decisions affecting revisions; modificatipns
and/or continuance of programs.

c. To provide a means by which student learning can be determined.

Resource coordinators are responsible for administering the Student Assessment
Questionnaire (SAQ) in eacKof their assigned duster courses'. The resource coordi.
nator for Career Specializations is responsible for administering the SAQ. to all
students who were assigned to Carter Spe lizations.

Resource coordinators are responsib for processing and disseminating student
responses to the SAQ to each employer ln each. cluster course that they are respon-
sible for. The Coordinator for Career Specializations is responsible for processing
and disseminating s4ident responses to the SAQ for each Career Specialization*
course.

o
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1!

Your Name
.

Name of Resource Bite

Resource Coonclinitor's Nun, .d..mranwrierimmierillwiwraimsimermusowialadmMirbsommirilwasilmo641~1110

Date Completed

As a result of your experience at this site, the site coordinator, hisihor staff, and
your resource-coordinator are interestedin obtaining your aseessment of the loam
ing activities that were provided for you.

Please answer briefly the following questions with complete sentenoes. After you
have completed the questions, your resource coordinator will collect them.

1. a. Describe as best as you can how this program wes organized.

b. Did you get tci do things as well as listen? if -not, how, in your opinion,
might more activities have been worked intck this program?



4

b. Dkl any of thee, job areas Teeny interest you? How ;mould you have to
prepare yourself for that job?

3. Did you feel that the staff who presented the program were aware of your needs

and interests?

4. What suggestions do you have for making this a better program?

57
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COMPOSITS RISPONSE POMO
STUDENT ARSISSMENT OUISTIONNAIRE (SAW

Varna of Resource Site:
(

Number of Students Completing the SAQ:

Date Completed:

Name of Resource Coordinator:

1. Studartfdsecriptions ot how this program was or9anized.

.01111111111 /101111

2. Student descriptions of how more actMties could have been worked into this
program.

.1.

mamo+rwaseme
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Student descriptions of major job areas _that they laarrIed about

II.1,..=dw...ol.11.OdA.; "04111

4. Student description of job areas that Interested 'them

5. StUdint descriptions of employer staff who were aware of their interests and
needs.

6. Student suggestions for improving this program.

sOININVO



THE RESOURCE UTE PkRtIONNIIL PLANNING PORM

This form will be, used to document the names of Illeversannel who 'MI be
invOlved in providing the instructional prograntsto the stUdents. The losation'af the
actjvitias will b noted as-will the materiels and, supplies needed by the instructional4
staff. An alternate instructor should-be listed on -this forM in the 'event 'that the
regularly seheduled instructor is unable to meet with student.'" You will be; respon-
iible for Completing one'of these forms tOr each number of the initructionel staff at
your site.

I.
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RESOURCE SITE PERSONNEL PLANNING FORM

Instructor

Job Title

Dates InvotVed in Instruction

Alternate Instructor.
4

Where on-site twill these activities take place?

f
What, sorts of mattrials, equipment or supplies will be necessary to conduct these
activities? (safety equipment, tools, audio-visual equipment, manuals etc.)

Name of Resource Site

Name of Resource Site/Coordinator
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